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TEEKHCE16 ADELi-DOE AND THE KENANBRIAN ORIGINAL

i

The play opens with a monologue by the senex

Kicio. He is worried that some misfortune may have

befallen his son Aeschinus, who has not yet returned

from p. dinner party of the previous evening* Despite

the depth of his anxiety At echinus is not, he explains,

his natural son but his nephew (the son of his brother

Demea) who he has adopted *-e his own. Micio and his

brother h>ve lived quite different lives. Demea has

hod a hard and thrifty life in the country, Micio has

en,joyed a life of ease and comfort in the city. While

he has remained a bachelor, Bernea married and had two

sons. Of these Kicio adopted the elder on whom he

lavishes his love, and whom he treats in such a way that

his love will be reciprocated. lie does not always

exercise the prerogative of a father but overlooks much

and gives him a generous allowance. The result of this,

Micio says, is that Aeschinu© does not, unlike other

young men, have any secrets from his father. Kicio

does not believe that fear should be the controlling

factor of e young man's actions but rather his own

integrity and sense of what in right. These methods

do not please Denies who accuses Micio of corrupting

Aecbinus by his lavishness (vv.59 ff.). But Demea



Micio believes, is far too h&rsh, He is mistaken in

believing that one's authority should be imposed

forcibly instead of being administered in a spirit of

affection. For constraint makes a man do what is

right only as long as he fears discovery, while

kindness inspires the desire to please in return end

he will act honorably on all occasions# The former

method is the mark of a dominus, the latter (Micio's

own) of e pater# At line 7Q Micio announces the

arrival of Demea and from the letter's mien guesses that

he is about to endure another heated attack# His fears

are not groundless# Denies enters with news of yet

another example of Aeschinus' wild behaviour# He has

forcibly entered a house, attacked ire members and

stolen a woman he is in love v.ith, Demea points to

his ovn son, parous ac sobrius. as a model for

Aeschinus to follow, but the blame for Aeschinus rests,

Demea alleges, on Micio's lavishness and permissiveness#

fticio denies that the actions of Aeschinus are as bad

as the other believes and, turning to the offensive,

suggests that Demea should allow his own son more

freedom. Moreover, Kicio points out, Aeschinus has

been sdopted by him and the responsibility for the

manner of his upbringing lies with him alone, lie

proposes that Demea should confine himself to looking



after his own son, and Micio do likewise* Borneo's
concern for both is tantamount to asking for the

return of Aeschinus. This veiled throat is sufficient

to dissuade Dernea from further interference and he

agrees to Micio's proposal and goes off* When Micio

is left alone, he admits that he is not so untroubled

by Aeechinus' behaviour as he appeared to be in front

of Demea, He thought that his son had quietened down

when he hod mentioned the subject of marriage* He goes

off to the forum to look for him*

It is clear that one theme of the play is the

contrast and conflict between the two senes, hemes

and Micio, in terms of their way of life and methods

of upbringing* The effect of giving Micio the

opening monologue and making him expound the differences

between the two is to render Micio the more sympathetic*

He is cool, thoughtful, and restrained, while hemes is

impetuous end passionate and the manner in which Micio's

description of I/emea is substantiated on the latter's

entrance is in itself an Indication of his perceptiveness*

On the othex* hand he is sententious and not free of the

arrogance end self-assurance that t e conviction in one's

own superiority over others often brings. His tone in

the monologue is sometimes pretentious and self-

congratulatory, in the dialogue sometimes patronising*



Kicio prides himself on the philosophical basis of

his methods and no one would disagree with him that

it is better for onefe children to do what is

considered good sua sponte rather then alieno metu

(v.75)# At the some time, however, Kicio's motives

are not completely unselfish, since one of his reasons

for treating his son in the way he does is that he

wishes to have his deep love reciprocated. The

excessive anxiety for his son's safety exemplifies

how much he dotes on him. Moreover, if Deraea's

account of the raptio is true, something may be said

in Demea's favour.

The stage is set for an interesting development

of the differences between the two men and although

the theme enunciated in vv.26-154- seems doomed to

wither, since the two senes have agreed to go their

own way8, we know that something will happen which

will bring it to life: a dramatist does not introduce

a theme at such length simply to let it die. In the

subsequent scenes we discover that the girl has been

snatched by Aeschinus, not for himself, but for his

brother, Ctesipho, and that Aeschinus has love troubles

of his own. He has violated the young girl who lives

next door and she, as a result of the violation, gives

birth to a child in the course of the play. The



interesting point is that neither of the fathers

knew of his son's difficulties at the time of their

initial encounter# The claims which each father

made with respect to his own son are not borne out

by the facts. Contrary to w#52 ff» Aeachinus has

kept his association with JPamphila secret although

we are told (w.150-151) that he has tentatively

raised with Micio the possibility of his marrying#

Contrary to w#94-5 Ctesiphc is not quite the model

son, psrcus ac sobrius. devoting himself to the

interests of the family estate#

We thus have three elements in the plot - one

me^jor, the conflict between Demea and Nieio, and two

minor, the love affairs of Ctesipho and Aeschinus#

The three strands are closely interwoven within the

play# Most obviously the subplots ere linked together

by the seizure of the pssltria by Aeschirus on

Ctesipho's behalf: it is the misinterpretation of

this event by Geta and Sostrata that leads to the

resolution of Aeschioug:' problem. The apparent

desertion of her daughter by the young man impels

Sostrata to take the positive steps towards marriage

from whic' she and Aeschlis&s hod earlier shrunk. But

the affairs of the two adulescentes play a part in the
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devolopment and resurgence of the main these#

Originally, of course, the raptio brought to a head

the clash between the fathers which ended in the

agreement that each would look after his own# When,

however, Aeecbinus asks Micio for the money to pay

the leno and ensure Ctesipho* s possession of the girl

and Kicio, with full knowledge of the circumstances

(vv.364-5), gives the money, that agreement is broken.

In addition, so far from opposing the presence of

Ctesipho and the psaltria in his house, he provides

money for a cohvivium. On the other hand Demea is

brought back into the action of the play without the

agreement being contravened when Cteeipho*s association

with the raptio is used to motivate Demea's entry at

v#355« his meeting with Hogio as a result of this

entrance and his discovery of the violation of

Pamphlls by Aeschinus draws Demea further into the

action by prompting his search for Kicio# This search

eventually leads to the discovery of the true

circumstances concerning Ctesipho (Act V sc.3)* At

first he is outraged and accuses Kicio of breaking

faith; at the end of the scene he states that he will

take the psaitria back to the country with Ctesipho but

from the kind of life he envisages for the girl it is

clear that he is not going to accept any sexual
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relationship between the two (vv.842 ff*). However,

he goes offstage and when he returns he has taken

stock of his position* In his important monologue

(vv.855-81) he interprets the presence of Ctesipho

in Kicio's house as tantamount to the desertion of

himself by Ctesipho in favour of Hicio* He decides

to abandon the vita dura and to put it to the test

whether he can display the charm and affability of

Nicio, This experiment is motivated in part by

Hicio' :s. exhortation to be pleasant (<.umdc hoc

provocst« v.878; cf*vv.658,84-2) and the reason for

this request of Micio was the fact that this was

Aeschinus' wedding day (cf.w.755-8)• Thus the

solution of the love affair of Aeschinus affects

how the main theme is resolved, and subsequently the

Ctesipho-psaltria element* Demea takes his dementia

and facilitas to absurd lengths in a series of scenes

in which he makes and carries into effect proposals

that benefit in some way Aeschinus, Sostrata, Hegio

and Syrus, but which cost Kiclo money and discomfiture*

In his final speech (vv*985 ff*) he states that he has

acted in this way to sh w that the basis of J4icio's

popularity is his permissiveness and over—generosity*

He offers Aeschinus the choice of fathers ana Aeschinus

chooses Demea, asking what is to become of Ctesipho's
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love afffiir. Demea soys that he will allow him to

keep the psaltris hut she is to be his last arnica*

kith this the play ends.

The themes of the piny ere well integrated and

the plot is constructed in such a way as to create

surprise (as in the way t e audience learns of the

love affairs of the two young men), suspense (as in

the repeated postponement of heroes's discovery of

Gtesipho in Kicio's house), irony (splendidly

exploited in Act III sc.? in the meeting of Syrus and

Demea), and humour (as in the reversal of roles of

the senes at the end of the play). The Adelphoe must

rank as one of, if not the best, of Terence's plays,

but for much of what constitutes its excellence - the

nicely drawn traits of the minor character Hegio, to

take one example - the reader must be referred to the

commentary.

But how much ci'edit for this is to be given to

Terence? What changes has he made in his adaptation of

Menander's play and what was his motive? It is hoped

that these questions will be answered, at least in part,

in this chapter.

Plautus and Terence were by no means content to

adhere rigidly to the Greek originals on which they

based their ploys. Internal analysis, comparison with



what we have of Greek New Comedy, differences between

Plautus end Terence, and the external evidence of

Terence's prologues end. of the Donatus commentary have

ell helped to reveal an inventiveness and an eagerness
1

to experiment on the part of the Roman dramatists.

They thus have a place in the history of comedy not

just as the transmitters of Greek hew Comedy but as

playwrights in their own right with their own notion of

what was dramatically desirable or effective, The

nature of these innovations range from minor alterations

such as the insertion of ^okes or, as in the Adelphoe,

the failure of a character to return s greeting as he

did. in the original (see commentary at v.81) to more

extensive structural changes involving the omission of

scenes from the model or the insertion into the fabric

of the main model of scenes from a different Greek play.

This last process, known to us, if not to Terence and

his contemporaries, technically as contaminatio. is one

that has figured prominently in the analysis of the

Roman plays and in the attempts to reconstruct the main

model and is attested for Terence's ^delnhhein the

prologue to the play.

The statements made in Terence's prologues and

the references to the Greek original in the Donatus

commentary form a fairly solid foundation on which to
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base any attempt to discover the nature end extent of

Terence's departures from hie model and certainly

circumscribe the choice of hypotheses open to us much

more than in the study of a play by alautus, where

sometimes we do not know the author or title of the

original play* Although the Terenti- n picture seems

rosier than the PIeutine, it is by no means easy to

get beyond the bald information of the prologues to

a detailed description of divergences between Terence's

play end his main Greek model. Moreover, the contribu¬
tion of Donetus is of en uneven quality* Sometimes he

tells us of what appear to be important changes on the

part of Terence} in a note on And.14 he states that

the ruid.ria of Mensnder beg on with a monologue and at

Pec.825 he tells us that what was acted onstage in the
p

Greek pla was na rated in Terence. But often the

information concerns alterations which seem to be

localised and have little bearing on any wider structural

changes made by Terence* An additional point is that

the ancient commentary is a syncretism of the original

notes of Donatus and later scholia and much of what was

valuable has been lost or mangled. In particular,

citations from the Greek original are often corrupt

and unhelpful and it is not improbable that some were

lost between the time of Donatus and the compilation.
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Moreover, when we ere simply told of en alteration

without any citation from the Greek play, the words

of Donates have been subject to quite different

interpretations and their validity has sometimes

been questioned. Certainly the commentary deserves

to be closely scrutinised, given the history of its

transmission, but often the decision comes down to

how far one will grant Terence the ability to make

changes which hut for the information of Donatus may

well have passed unnoticed. ^ More frustrating,

however, is the absence of comment on whet are to us

major points of interest. Despite whet Terence says

of the use of a scene from the Synapothneskontes of

Biphilus in his version of Menander's i-delphoi. Donatus

does not tell us what, if anything, ef the Menandrian

play this scene replaced} nor does he tell of any

adjustments which Terence may have made to accommodate

the scene. The sole information given by Donatus at

this point, the seholion on v.199» is disappointingly

ambiguous, as will be seen below. The other five

scholia relevant to the Greek play are at vv.43,81,

275t351 and 938« But only the last seems to have any

bearing on structural changes made by Terence,

The two parts of the play with which we will be

concerned are the beginning end the end. The problems
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In the former revolve around 1. the extent of the

Biphilus—scene and the consequence© of its insertion

into the fabric of the Menandrian play and 2# the

manner of exposition in Kenander's and Terence's

plays# At the end of the play the victory of Denies

over Micio and the relationship between the monologue

of D<..isea at w.855-81 and his words at vv,935 ff. are

the main problems*

• •

XI

The beginning of the play

The problem in this part of the play revolves

round the statement made by Terence in the prologue

that he has incorporated into his play part of the

Wvnspothneskontes of Biphilus, The relevant lines

are these :

Gynapothnescontes Diphili comoediast:
earn Coinniorientis Flautus fecit f : bulan.

in Greece adulescens est qui lenonl eripit
meretricem in prima fabula: eurn flautus locum

reliquit integrum, eum hie locum sumpsit sibi

in /-delphos, verburn d.e verbo expreasum extulit. (vv, 6—11)

What Plautus omitted must have constituted a

"scene" complete in itself. The implication of
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Terence's words is that all that was untouched by

Plsutus was used by him. The part of Terence's

play which most obviously accords with these lines

of the prologue is vv.155-96. It is inconceivable

that a single scene could be taken from one play,

translated literally and placed within the framework

of a different play, the main model, without the
n

dramatist having to make some adjustments. If

we accept w.155-96 ©s non-Kensndrian, Terence must

have taken one of three courses of action :

1# Vv.155-96 are a complete scene of the

Diphilus play, faithfully rendered and

all the changee have occurred in the other

scenes to bring them into harmony with the

foreign element.

2. Part of w.155-96 are Diphilean but adjust¬

ments have been made tc allow Terence to

return immediately to the Henondrian play.

3. Alterations have been mode both to the

Diphilean scene and to the surrounding

scenes.

Now it is true that Terence says that the

Diphilean part has been rendered literally (verbua

de verbo expressing extullt) and the tendency has

been to place great emphasis on these words in the

prologue. Terence would hardly have said this if
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he did not adhere closely to the DIphilus—scene

but it seems naive to me to believe that the scene

is completely free from any Terentien rehendling.

Of the tv/o points made about the scene the first,

that there was no trace of it in the Plautine play,

refutes any charge of furturo, the second, that it

has been rendered word for word, the charge of

nefrles :entis. A third factor is that in using a

scene from a pley which already had been a mocel

for ITautus he was not reducing the number of

plays which other dramatists could take as their

models, if they were not to be charged with furtum.

Therefore, if one accepts thai W.155--96 are a

faithful rendering of Diphilus and contain nothing

that v;as net in the Greek scene, one can only

wonder at the good, fortune of Terence in being

able to find a scene which allowed him to refute

thi'ee possible accusations cf his detractors. I

am as inclined to bolieve everything that Terence

says as I am to believe all that Cicero tells us of
5his opponents, his clients or himself. But

before coming to a decision on this point we shall

first of all examine the rest of Terence's second

act, pointing out difficulties and proposing

tentative solutions that may be invoked to explain
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or solve them. (For the moment vv.196-208 will

be left aside). In the light of what we can

deduce of the hypokeimena of the Fenandrian play

we shall then be able to reduce the number of

possible hypotheses. The difficulty lies in the

fact that a decision made on one problem cuts

down the number of possibilities open to us in

another question, and therefore quite different

reconstructions can be postulated depending on

which decision is made first. It needs to be said

that it is to the credit of Terence's skill that

the more precise one tries to be about the structure

of the Menandrian original, the more hypothetical

and unverifiable.the reconstruction becomes.

The natural assumption to be drawn from

Terence's description of the Diphilean scene is

that with the meeting of Cyrus and Ssnnio we are

back in the Menandrian play. This assumption is

to some extent substantiated when one considers

how this scene is linked with w.155-96 snd what

we learn in it. At the end of the Aeschinus-Sannio

scene we are led to expect the return of Aeschinus :

his parting words were delibers hoc dum ego redeo.

lentt (v.196). Instead, Cyrus enters. His first

words, however, at v.209 - tace. epcmet conveniam
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ipsum ("Be quiet, Jl shall meet him") - are

directed inside to Aeschinus and. the implication

of them is that Syrus is overriding the wish of
n

Aeschinus to come out and meet the pimp again.

The words therefore look back to v.196. Now in

Terence the change of plan con be Justified from

a dramatic point of view. Syrus has information

which is apparently unknown to Aeschinus (or at

least it is not utilised by him in the earlier

scene) : Syrus tells Sannio that he knows of his

imminent departure for Cyprus (v,224-). The pimp's

position forces him to give up hope of recovering

the girl and be satisfied with immediate payment

for her. If he delays his departure in order to

recover her, he will incur financial loss, while,

if he refuses to take the money and goes to court

for her recovery when he returns from Cyprus, the

delay in bringing the action v/ill count against

him. The departure of the leno for Cyprus is the

sole motivation appearing in the play that explains

both Ctesipho'a decision to leave the country

(v.275 • according to Donstus the Menandrian

Ctesipho intended to commit suicide) and the

desperate and precipitate action of Aeschinus in

taking the girl by force. The Journey must have

been en element in the Kenandrisn play end
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1AemehtmiB* oust hove knew of this# (The reason

that the young -an in Terence aade no use of the

knowledge is of course that the meeting between

hi® end the leno in vv, 155—196 does not come

from Menandei- hut from Mphllue)# .Since the

dra®atic effect of the scene depends on £yru«*

knowledge of the .journey and on the way in which

h@ exploits the weakness of fennio's position, we

®ay conclude that the scone is substsnttally

Jfonsrdri&n,

How the scene was connected with the preced¬

ing scenes is sore difficult to show. One point

of difficulty in the relationship between Acts 1

and II in Terence concerns the chronological

sequence of events. At v,81 lessee cornea on ata; e

with news of the rapfcio of which he has heard# let

in vv#155 ff# the final stages of the raptlo ere

being enacted and Aeschinua is still in the process

of getting the girl. How is it possible for house©

to arrive before lechinus and the leno? $©
8

convincing explanation of this has been given,

end since we know that w,155-96 are to « great

extent Mphilean, we must suppose that the

difficulty ban arises because of the incorporation

of this scene into the fabric of another pley# In
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Menander the raptio was pot enacted onstage and

Aeschinus' entrance was distinct from the actual

snatching of the girl. The most probable

hypothesis is that Aeschinus entered before the

leno and, as will be argued later, had no dealings
with Sannio prior to the latter's meeting with

Syrus.

In the scene we learn something of the

circumstances that led up to the seizure of the

girl by force, Aeschinus had offered to buy the

girl but did not have the cash on hand to pay for

her. When iannio dissented, apparently because he

was frightened of not getting the moneyf Aeschinus

resorted to force and we can guess the reason when

Syrus tells of the .journey to Cyprus, Aeschinus

could not risk leaving the girl in the pimp's

possession until he could find the money, in case

they were gone when he returned.

At the end of the scene Ssnnio has decided

that he will be content, provided that the full

price be paid him, end asks Syruc to do whet he can
rt-. v j.

to accomplish that. After agreeing, Syrus breaks

off somewhat abruptly to say

sed Ctesiphonem video: laetus est

de arnica (vv,252-3)

Sannio asks about his request but is told by Syrus



to wait. The entrance monologue of the character

announced by Syrus follows. The introduction of

Ctesipho must have been puzzling to the Roman

audience. They know neither who Ctesipho is nor

why he should be laetus about the arnica, which

presumably must refer to the girl seized by

Aeschinus. His identity is revealed by the

apostrophe in the third line of the monologue

frater, frater ,..»)• He is the younger brother

of Aeschinua and the son who has remained under

Demea's care. But it is not really until V.263

(maledlctr, famain, meum laborem et peccatum in
Q

se transtulit y) that one learns for sure that

the psaltria is in fact Ctesipho's. The manner

of his introduction at his first entrance and the

surprise revelation of his association with the

reptio is not at all typical of Hew Comedy. If,

however, the audience knew before his entrance of

his part in the affair, i.e. from the prologue

which Terence omitted, vv.252-3 would be enough to

identify him, and the reason for his l-udatio

would be immediately realised by the Greek audience.

The difficulties rai ed against the scene would then

be removed and it co Id have appeared in the
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Menandrisn play in much the same form. But Brexler

(23 f., cf, also Rieth-Gaiser, 137) believed that

Terence * s hand could be seen at vv.260-1:

SY. 0 Ctesipho.- CT» o Syre. Aeschinus ubist?
GY. ellura. te exspectot domlT" G'l'. heal

SY. quid est? CT« quid sit? illius oners. Syre.
*

nunc vivo.

Brexler objected to Gyrus1 greeting o Ctesipho as

being an incorrect form of address with which to

begin a dialogue with a newly-entered character.

But this difficulty is removed, if one supposes,

as my punctuation suggests, the utterance of Gyrus

to be incomplete. The full form of the gree&ng,

e.g. C Ctesipho. salve (cf. host. 447-8, 0

Theopropides./ ere, solve ) is cut short by

Ctesipho, who in his excitement neglects to

acknowledge or give a greeting but asks urgently
-4?

where Aeschinus is. More awkward is the inter¬

jection hem, which is usually prompted by some

unexpected disclosure, end is not an exclamatio

laetantis, as Donatus explains it here* How the

natural inference to be drawn fro Ctesipho*s

monologue is that he already knows that Aeschinus

has got the girl. For if he does not know this,

he can hardly draw this conclusion from Gyrus'

words te exspectat domi (v.260). Yet Ctesipho's
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following words illius opera,' Syre, nunc vivo etc.,.,

make sense only if he knows that his girl-friend is

inside. Hero, therefore, must express Ctesipho's
astonishment that Aeschinus, after seizing the girl,

has brought her to his own home, thus reinforcing

the impression already made that the girl was hie

(cf.w.262-3). Syrus catches the tone of the

exclamation and asks quid est? thinking that some¬

thing is wrong. Although I believe Brexler exaggerated.

the awkwardness of these lines as they stand in the
10

Terentian context, ray conclusions drawn from overall

consideration of the problem will be the same es his.

The next difficulty involves the stage action

at the end of the dialogue between Syrus and

Ctesipho and the entrance of Aeschinus at v.2Sf>#

At the end of the scene, Ctesipho hears the sound of

Micio's door opening and retreats rapidly from the

door. This is shown by Syrus* words mane mane (v.264)
and the slave's next words ipse exit foras show that

the reason for Ctesipho's action is that he is afraid

that someone other than Aeschinus is coming out and

that his association with the reptlo will, if that

is so, be discovered. The dramatic purpose for the

stage action would appear to be that Ctesipho's

timidity and nervousness is thereby shown. But
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since he has just been told that Aeschinus is

waiting for him in the house, the inference is

that there is no reason why he should be afraid

to go in, The sudden transition from the joy and

relief expressed in vv.261-4 to the manifestation

of fear in the stage action has been the cau:e of

the erroneous explanation of mane mane given in

the Bonatus commentary - gaudentis hoc dictum est,

non cppc-rlri iubentis. Kieth (50) suggests that the

reason for Ctesipho's retreat is that fox' the first

time he sees the leno who on the sound of the doors

may have moved towards the door in expectation of

the entrance of Aeechinus* If this were so one

would expect some verbal information from Ctesipho

to convey that he had seen Sannio* Eieth's

explanation of the stage action is not persuasive.

In fact the reason why the dramatist created this

piece of stage business may run completely counter

to Eieth's theory, Aeschinus comes out to see Sarinio

and the latter, who has been silent since Ctesipho's
k". '

entrance at v,25d, expresses the hope that Aeschinus

brings the money out with him ;

AB, ubi est ill' sacrilegus? SA. me quaerit.
num quid nam ecfert? occidi:

nil video.

Aechinus then sees Ctesipho and the pimp recedes into
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the background once more until v.278, Now the

motivation for Aesehinus* entrance is in harmony

with his final words to the pimp at v.196

(delibera hoc dura ego redeo leno) and if we have

been correct in suggesting that Aeschinus did not

deal with the pimp in the Menandrian play then the

line must be Terentisn unless one supposes that

Aeschinus saw the pimp approaching before he went

inside and. before the Sennio-Syrus scene# But if

we anticipate our conclusion below that the pimp

and Ctesipho were not onstage at the same time,

and if vv.254-276 (•## peccavi) reflect faithfully

a continuous passage of the Menandrian play, then

the motivation given Aeschinus at v.265 may result

from Terence's attempt to reconcile an entrance of

Aeschinus at this point in the Menandrian play with

the Biphilus-scene end bring the leno back into the

action of the play, even though only momentarily#

Ctesipho and the pimp never show any awareness of

the other's presence and a possible reason for the

retreat of Ctesipho on Aeschinus* entrance was to

prevent Ctesipho from hearing what Aeschinus and

Sannio said at vv.263-6 and to make the failure of

the two characters to see each other more acceptable.

But the stage action at v.264 is not then immediately
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dropped as one might expect. After the aside of

the leno at vv.265-6 Aecchinus sees Ctesipho and

says :

ehein opportune: te ipsum quaero; quid I'ifc CtesiphoV
in tutost oronis res; omitto vero tristitiero fcuaro.

(vv.266-7)
Drexler (25) makes too much of s supposed contradiction

between te exspectaf doroi (v.260) and te ipsum ouaero

(ef.eg.H.T. 619 and 622) end fails to make any

attempt to understand the following words. Ctesipho

knows what has happened and must therefore, Drexler

says, have already cast aside his tristities. Now
.11

quid fit? often stands as a greeting quid apitur?)

but it can also have the sense "what's wrong?"

(ra Quid est? cf v.261; cf. Ad.768) and this must be

the meaning here. The voids of Aeschinus are quite

understandable if one supposes that he has noticed

Ctesipho's apprehension. It is natural to believe

that Ctesipho's trepidation was only momentei'y and

should have vanished the moment he saw that the

person coming out was his brother. We have to accept

a freezing of the action from Aeschinus* entrance

until his words at vv.266-7# If, however, vv.265-6

(*»• video) are a Terentian intrusion, there would

be no difficulty in the f-'enandrien play. The rosin
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point is that the stage business involving Ctesipho

et v. 264 and Aeschinus1 words at vv.266-7 &re closely

linkedThat Terence is responsible for this linkage

will be suggested below.

In response to Aeschinus, Ctesipho addresses

hia brother in a aanner that is both emotional and

intimate - o mi Aeschine. o mi germane I - and

continues

ah vereor coram in or. te loud are rmglius

re id adsentandi aa&e quan quo ha.be am ; ratuni fscere
existumes. (vv,269-70)

I can not really see the validity of the objection of

JDrexler (26-7) to the comparative amplius. It is

true that Ctesipho has not uttered a single word of

praise to Aeschinus after the letter's entrance but

does not the emphasis fall on coram in os. thus

implying a reference to what Ctesipho has said

before Aeschinus entered? Aeschinus waves aside

any attempt of his brother to praise hire. His only

regret is that he found out almost too late to give

assistance (vv.271-3). With these wcrdo Aeschinus

could in the Menandrian play be thinking both of

the imminence of the girl's departure for Cyprus and

the action of Ctesipho to do away with himself. In

'Terence, however, the audience has the impression

that Aeschinus does not know about the journey to
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Gyprus end this impression is reinforced by v»278 (see

below). After Ctesipho admits that he erred in not

letting Aeschinus know before it was almost too late

(peccsvi. v.276), Aeschinus turns abruptly to Syrus to

ask for the reaction of the pimp. On learning that

he is now roitis Aeschinus states that he will go to

the forum to pay him (hunc) and tells Ctesipho to go

inside to ,'join the pse.ltria. There ia no indication

in the words of Aeschinus - ego ad forum ibo ut

hunc sbsclvsm - that he is going to the forum to

look for his fat her,Kicio, and ask him for the

money. Yet the manner in which Syrus begins his

narration of the offstage action

omnem rem modo sent

quo pscto haberet enarrsmus ordine (vv.564—5)

suggests that is exactly what Aesehinus and Syrus did.

One might have expected a more explicit statement

that Micio was going to be approached for the money

at Aeschinus1 exit or some indication on Syrus'

return of an accidental meeting with Micio. But

since the money was required immediately and

Aeschinus did not himself have it, the generous

Micio was the obvious person to go to. Therefore,

we must reckon with the possibility that v.2?7

bears signs of Terectian re—handling. The leno now
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comes back into the action, goading Syrlis into

doing whet he had promised, One need, not infer

from this request that the pimp has not heard

Aeechinus* words at v»27? as Fantham (208) suggests.

Sannio is still unsure of whether he will receive

the full price of the girl and it was to make certain

of this that he had originally enlisted the aid of

Cyrus ~ rnena mini reddatur saltern qusnti emptsst.

byre. (v.248), Cyrus then addresses Aescbinus :

er.mus; namque hie y.r opera t in Cyprus; (v. 273)

Nov; in the Menandrian play this would be an odd

thing for Gyrus to tell Aeechinus who must have

knoivn about it. Terence, however, does not give

his audience any indication that Aeschinus is

acquainted with the Journey. On tie other hand

w,278—80 could have stood in Menander if

Aeschinus Joined Gyrus and Sannio and Cyrus says

namque hie properat in Cyprum to tease the leno

by reminding him of the weak position he is in «nd

by hinting that he may have to be contest with ten

instead of twenty minae as Gyrus had earlier suggested

(vv.?-'!Q-2). Sannio, of course, rises to the bait

and insists that the full price be paid, Cyrus

reassures him and makes to go off after Aeschinus,

followed by Sarmio. The scene could end quite
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naturally at this point, the stage being left empty*

It Is somewhat surprising that Cteeipho whom we may

assume to have gone inside (or made to do so) at

v. 277 after Aeechinus, had instructed him reappears

at v.281 to ask Gyrus to see to it that the leno is

paid off promptly -

pe, si map,is irritatus siet,
elicua acl pat rem hoc permanet Pique ego tuln vn

perpetuo j^crici'im• (vv.282-3)
as the second, half of v,283 shows, hoc means

Ctesipho's connection with the girl, end since the

revelation of this is made to depend on the possible

anger of the leno if he is not paid, it would appear

that we must conclude that the leno knew that the

girl had been seized by Aeschinus not for himself but

on behalf of Cteeipho. This is not an unnatural

assumption to make, particularly since the leno was

in a position to learn this, if he did not know it

already, from whet both Ctesipho and Aeschlnua said

in w.254-76. In fact the leno will be paid almost

immediately but beioea nevertheless still manages to

hear something that connects Ctesiphc with the raptio

(vv.355 ff.). The scene ends with Gyrus giving

Ctesipho instructions to go inside to the girl and

put into motion the preparations for 0 convivium and

concludes

ero lam transacts re convortaro :ae doraum cum opsonic

(v.286)



By these words Syrus anticipates the future develop¬

ment of the play. The motivation for his return at

vv.564 ff. .is provided by the money which Mcio has

given him (vv,370-1). The impression from these

lilies is that Syrus bought the food or was in a

position to do so because Kicio gave him the money.

If another reason for supposing vv.281-7 to be a

Terentian appendage can be adduced, this anticipation

of a later development in the play would give support

to such a supposition.

The most serious difficulty in vv.209-80 is

the continued presence of tannic after Ctesipho enters,

the complete failure of them to notice each other and

the almost total absence of interest in the stage

action on the part of tannic. He speaks only when

Aeschinus comes to look for him (vv.263-6) and when

Aeschinus returns to the question of the pimp's

attitude and states his intention to pay him

(vv.278 ff.). The abrupt transition of Aechinus

at v.276 which prompts Sennio's second remarks has

been shown to pick up the motivation for his entry at

v.26p and these words could only have been spoken in

Keaander's play if Acechinus knew the pimp was onstage

and had come out or been called out to discover the

outcome of the confrontation between Syrus and Sannio.



But since the two occasions on which Ssnnio speaks

©re therefore linked with the end of the scene

which from the evidence of the prologue one can

assume on prima facie grounds to be non-Menandrian

(w. 155-96) and since the movement of the play

proceeds somewhat tierkily in the immediate

environment of both re~8r«trances of the pimp into

the action, the more plausible explanation is that

the leno was not onstage when Ctesipho made his

entrance end that, because of the enactment of the

raptio in vv.155-96, Sannio appeared much earlier

then he did in the fteriandrien play, where Ctesipho

made his appearance and entered the house before

the Syrus-Sannio scene. This order of arrival

seems the more likely. As support for it JDrexler

(54 f.) referred to the Donstus scholion on tace

(v.206)s 'tnce' : si ; ro adverbio e t positum.

omnibus dicitur., si pro verbe, Ctesiphoni dicitur

rsaxime soilicito et supplicant! omnibus ob metum

patris. The scholion is nonsense in the Terentisn

context, since Ctesipho is not inside the house and

does not make his appearance until v.254. Brexler

believed, however, that the scholion in its present

state is the result of the "epitomator" and that

originally the scholion was concerned with the
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person to whom tace was directed arid stated that in

Kenandei' the corresponding imperative was addressed

to 'Ctesipho', probably according to Brexler after

a request similar to what Ctesipho says at 281 ff.,

which therefore preceded, the Syrus—Eannio dialogue.

This argument must be put aside as highly speculative,
12

confirming or proving nothing. One can riot

therefore rule out the possibility that Bannio preceded

Ctesipho and that after his dealings with Syrus went

off with the promise that the money would be paid to

him that morning. If that were the case, instead of

getting rid of Sarinio before Ctesipho appeared,

Terence was obliged to keep him onstage because he

had brought the leno into contact with Aeschinus

and had to keep him there unuil the letter's return

(v.196).

From the points mace on vv.209-8? it is

evident that no precise reconstruction can be

attempted <,-.-ith confidence. Before this can be

done we have to bring together all that we can.

safely deduce of the events envisaged by the

dramatist prior to the beginning of the ploy itself.

In fact in this sphere there is much that is open

to dispute. But it is desirable that the decisions

reached should have some basis in the play itself
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end even more desirable that their basis should be,

as far es we can tell, Menandrian* First one must

determine those characters' exits and entrances

essential to the structure of the play#

Did lines 26-15^ also begin the Menandrian

play (possibly after a prologue)? It is difficult

to see the monologue of Kicio to be other than en

opening one. It is clearly expository in function

ana the exposition neatly arises from the motivation

of his entry. Kicio has come out to shout for Storex,

one of the slaves who had gone to escort Aeechinus

back from the cena. The lateness of the letter's

return prompts Kicio to express hi; fears that some

mishap may have befallen him. This excessive anxiety

leads Kicio on to state that a*, echinus is not even

his netur-1 son but his nephew. This information

leads on in turn to a detailed comparison of Kicic

and his brother femes which prepares fox* the letter's

entrance et v.30. The monologue forms a neat,

coherent unity end there is no reason to doubt that

Terence has rendered it faithfully. *Aeechinus'

therefore could not have been at home when 'Mido'

entered at v.26 and must have made his first appearance

from one of the wings sometime after v.15^« A

similar entrance is required for the pssltria end

'Ctesipho'; it is essential to the plot that they
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should be in Kicio's house in order to be discovered
All.

by Demea. The only alternative to postulating a

similar entrance from the wings for the leno is to

suppose that he did not make any stage appearance

in the Menandrian play. But the Donatus scholion

on v.199 discussed below opposes that view. The

only personage about whom there is any doubt is

'Syrus' who in Terence makes his first entrance

from the house.

Of the events leading up to the raptio we can

deduce so much. Aeschinus heard at the last moment

when it was almost too late that his brother was in

danger of losing his arnica; she was about to be taken

to Cyprus in the entourage of her owner (vv.272-3).

He had to take immediate action; he went to the

leno and offered to buy her but since he did not

have the ready cash, the leno refused (vv.216 ff.).
Aeschinus was therefore obliged to take the girl by

force, intending to pay later. He must have learned

of Ctesipho's position either at the cena or on the

way back. If he had known before this he could have

asked Mcio for the money. Several questions present

themselves, exactly how did Aeschinus discover

Ctesipho's plight and his threat to commit suicide?

Bow did Ctesipho learn of the success of the raptio
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and from where does he come on his first entrance?

What part did Syrus play in the seizure of the girl?

At least three points are essential to the

plot. First Aeschinus alone of the adulescentes has

to seize the girl; the second point is the pact

between Demee. and Micio not to concern themselves with

the other's son and the third is the return of bemea

into the action of the play without that agreement

being broken. The motivation for Demea's re-entry

could therefore concern Ctesipho but not Aeschinus.

Thus, when Demea reappears,he says :

disperiil Ctesiphonem audivi filium
una fuisse in raptione cum Aeschino.(w,355-6)

Obviously this does not agree with anything we have

seen or heard up to this point in the play or with

the action which gives the plot its initial impulse

and engenders its complication. For it is imperative,

if the misinterpretation of that action, first by

Bemea, then by Geta, is to be convincing,that

Aeschinus alone of the brothers was involved in the

actual raptio. How then could Bemea have heard that

Ctesipho was present with Aeschinus at the event?

This contradiction with the facts deserves closer

attention that Drexler gives it. "The audience" he

says (17) "has learned that the raptio concerned
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Ctesipho and does not question how the rumour arose

and how Bemea heard it and we need not question it

either". Now it is possible that Nenander was

content to invent a false rumour about Ctesipho in

order to provide an ad hoc motivation for Demea's

return, but I do not believe it reasonable to hold

this view if another reconstruction of equal

validity can be found which takes vv.355-6 into

account. It seems better to start with what we

learn from those parts of the Terentian play that

are outside the section where re-working on the part

of Terence is recognised than to reconstruct mainly

from the re-worked part and lightJy shrug off what
15

we have no reason to suspect is other than Menandrian.

Admittedly there were other considerations which

brought Drexler to the conclusion that Ctesipho

entered first from the country, accompanied by

Syrus, and therefore could not possibly have been

with Aeschinus. He was therefore forced to believe

that the rumour behind vv.355-6 was a motivation

"momentarily conceived" and was of no significance

for the Menandrian reconstruction. In support of

this he points out that at vv.40G ff. Bemea seems

to have forgotten the rumour and already at vv.359 ff*

his thoughts have taken a different turn. The validity
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of either of these points I can not see: vv.359-60

ubi ego ilium quaeram? credo abducturn in .cneum

aliquo; persuasit ille impurus, sat scio.

show simply that Demea does not conceive it as

possible that Aesehinus would bring the girl to his

own house. One may compare his reaction to learning

that the psaltria is in Kicio's house at vv.368-90.

DE. quid? istaec lam penes vos psaltriast?

BY. ellaro intus. DE. eho an domist habiturusY SY.
credo, ut est

dementia I)E« haecin fieri!

If vv.40G ff. give the impression that hemea has

forgotten the rumour,it should be noted that Demea

said (vv.362-4) that he would conceal from Syrus

that he was looking for Ctesipho and this would account

for the apparently casual way in which Demea broaches

the subject. The tale which Syrus spins him (vv.402 ff.)

would explain the source of the rumour and satisfy

Demea. The three points mentioned at the beginning

of the paragraph can be reconciled with vv.355-6

if we suppose that Aeschinus and Ctesipho return

together after Aeschinus had alone of the brothers

gained possession of the girl. This is quite possible,

given what we know <»f the circumstances.

Since the raptio was common knowledge in the

city (v.93) and Geta had witnessed it (v.329)?

the event took place in the morning rather than in
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the dead of night. We have shown that Aeschinus

could only have learned of Ctesipho's circumstances

either at the cena or on his way home. For the

source of his knowledge the choice lies between

Ctesipho himself and friends of Aeschinus who knew

of Ctesipho's situation and were present at the cena.

The most likely candidate for telling him is

Ctesipho himself. Ctesipho's love affair was doomed

to be cut short if his father learned of it (cf. his

anxiety in IV,1) and secrecy of his connection with

the girl is therefore in accord with the sentiments

and character he presents in the play itself as well

as necessary for the complication of the plot. We

may suppose then that Aeschinus is imagined to have

met Ctesipho in the city on the way back from his

cena. to have learned of the position from him, and

to have decided that he would try to get the girl

from him, Ctesipho either because of his innate

timidity or of his fear of discovery by Demea took

no part. He was perhaps sent to a friends to wait.

Aeschinus then took the girl there and they all

came back together. This reconstruction of the

hypokeimens, has two advantages. It explains the time

lag between the raptio and the return of Aeschinus

after Demea has already appeared with news of the
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event, and it creates the basis for the motivation

of Bemea's entry into the action of the play.

Ctesipho and Acechinus, accompanied by the psaltris,

were seen together on their way to Kicio'e,

This brings us to the problem of the part

played by Syrus in the events before the play

began. The rock on which most reconstructions
"i

have been built has been the inference drawn

from Syrus' words at w. 210-1;

quid istuc, annio. est quod to audio

nescioquia concertssse cum eroV

Syrus then apparently took no part in the raptio.

Was this so in the Menandrlan play? Lines 210-1

are in accord with the raptio as it is enacted in

w.155-96 where Parmeno is the only slave mentioned.

If 'Syrus' participated in the raptio in Menander

Terence would have been faced with assigning to

Syrus the part of Parmeno in w.155-96 or removing

Syrus from the raptio. The first alternative would

be quite understandably rejected. It was we believe

'Syrus' who dealt with the leno in Kenander, as in

11,2 of Terence's play. That the same character

should in one scene act like a minor slave, of the

thug type, with nothing to offer apart from a couple

of blows and in the next cunningly and shrewdly
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shov all the characteristics of the servus callidus

in the way he forces the pimj) to accept the money

is I believe intolerable. Therefore, the removal

of Syrus from participation in the raptio could well

be s necessary consequence of Terence's decision to

enact the event onstage by taking the scene from

the Diphilus play. There is actually nothing in

the rest of the play that could be said to prove

Syrus' presence when the raptio took place but what

evidence there is inclines me to believe that this

is so. Syrus himself says that Kicio thanked him

for having given the plan (v.368). Therefore,

Syrus must have been with Aeschinus when he heard

the news of Ctesipho. The slave is named as

impulsor by Geta (v.315) but that need not refer to

the particular circumstances, only to Gyrus' general

influence. Dcmea believes the slave to be caput rei

(v.568) which is true certainly insofar as Syrus gave

the plan and he says in psaltria hac emunda, hie

adiutor fuit,/ hie curavit (w.967-8) when he is

recommending his manumission. Again, as e.munda shows,

this need not refer to the raptio but to the assistance

Syrus gave Aeschinus in paying off the leno (cf.

vv.364- ff.,heard by Demea). More significant are

lines 964—6 :
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et guides porro haec, obsonare euro fidea

scortum adducere, adparare de die conviviuro,

non laediocris hominis haec sunt ofi'icia.

The first and third of these officie refer to actions

of Syrus within the play end scortum in the second

suggests that Deinea is thinking of the psaltria and

of the raptio. But in Terence Syrus did not scortum

adduxit. One may argue that one can not press this

statement of Demea's too far, Dumea does net know

the real situation, the tone of his words is sarcastic,

and Demea may be making it up for comic effect just

as Aeschinus says (v,94G) that he promised Sostrata

and her daughter that Bicio would marry the mother
17

when he could not possibly have done so, ' On the

other hand t ore is greater point to what Demea says

if Syrus did actually help to bring; the girl back

and Demea cites this as a reason for his manumission.

If one accepts vv.210-11 as Menandrian, some action
has to be imagined for Syrus to occupy the time when

the plan was given him and his entrance from the

house at v,208. The only possible one that would

significantly differ from my suggestion that Syrus

was: present at the raptio in that Syrus is sent to

tell Ctesipho the news end/or to bring; him from the

country. We must assume by this theory that

^.eschinus learned of the situation from someone
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other than Cteeipho* There is, however, absolutely

no evidence thet suggests Ctesipho ©ekes hi® first

entry fro® the country, in fer nee certainly we say

egtfURK thft Ctesipbo, like Deasee, hoe heard the news

©f the raptio on his vey into the town, Drexler (1?)
concluded fro© v»95 fch- i De»©a at least thought his

©on vag In the country :

denlcue-,

ai conf©rendu® excaylumst. con frntros? viuet
rci acre opera©,rurl ease parcuc ac ;olriurs.

But Bernea scan© this in a general sense, contrasting

the wild city life of Aeschlnus wit the quiet,

industrious way of life of Cfcesii ho in the country.

I believe that it is simpler and more in accord with

what evidence there 1© to take vv,210-11 to be

Terentian arising lik«u208 fro© the use of the

JDihpilus-scene« Cteeipho told Aes-chinue., Syrue

advif. cd the plan of campaign, and Acechinus and

byrun carried it out. An additional support for

Syrua* participation soy bo given by the echolion

of Bonatue at v.199 which give© a Greek citation

which, as will be argued, later, probably appeared

in a monologue of the leno in Kenander'& play•

The citation i® corrupt but the last two word©

©re ©IffiOOt certainly otxexriv Xapcov. In the

ferestien line the Mecendrian pimp is describing
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the actions of 'Aeschinus'• The citation from

the Greek play would show that the young man had the

help of a slave : cf. Menander Kolax 111 ff.

iav a u C0T) 0 ' &8e,

npoaeiaiv fe^fjxovG' feTaCpouq napaAapfv,

ocrouq '05uCTae5q f|\0ev etq TpoCav ?x°°v>

p o£> v , dnei XSSv •

spoken by the nop vopocrxoq as he contemplates what

a young man will do if his arnica is sold to a rival.

'Aeschinus' had the help of one slave and the fact

that it is one suggests that he was Syrus. If

'Aeschinus' had. been assisted by the adversitores

mentioned by Micio at v.27, the plural might have

been expected.

If Aeschinus returned accompanied not only

by the girl but also by Ctesipho and Gyrus,Terence

has done a considerable amount of recasting of his

material. Instead of an entrance monologue by

Ctesipho we would expect an entrance dialogue of

the two brothers. It is interesting to note that

the monologue of Ctesipho at w.254 ff. could

because of its apostrophe-form just as well be

spoken to Aeschinus as part of a dialogue. There

are some similarities between vv.268-9 and the

entrance monologue of Ctesipho : cf.for example
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the double apostrophe o ml Aeschine. o mi germane

(vv.268-9) with o frater. frater (v.256),

quiquidetr. te habeam fratrem (v.268) with unarn banc

rem me habere .... fratrem .... principem (vv. 258-9)»

vereor coram in os te laudare aroplius (v.269) with

quia ego nunc te laudem (v.256). These suggest that

Terence could have taken some of the material from

Gteeipho's speech in the dialogue to use in an

entrance monologue. In the monologue there is

only one point which could indicate a re-hashing

of material and that is in the connection between

vv.256-7 and vv.258-9- The second two lines are

Introduced by itaque. thus apparently forming the

conclusion to what preceded. But more naturally

they give the reason why Ctesipbo can not find

words to match the virtus of Aeschinus and the

notion expressed in v.259 may have followed

quiquidem te habeam fratrern (v. 268) If we are correct

in believing that Terence has split what was a speech

addressed to Aeschinue into an entrance monologue,

then most of vv.260-1 and the stage action at vv.264-6

must be Terentian. The explanation I have given of

hem in v.260 in fact mirrors the reaction of Bemea

when he learns at v.389 that the psaltria is inside

Micio's house. Terence may therefore have taken
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material later in the play to use in the part

where he had to make adjustments because of the

decision to use the Mphilus-scene# As for

w»264—6 we have suggested that the reason for

the rather strange reaction of Ctesipho when he

hears the door opening was that as a result of it

Ctesipho could more naturally show no awareness

of the lone. Another possibility presents itself:

Terence conceived this stage action in order to

facilitate a return to the entrance dialogue of

Aeschinus and Ctesipho in the Menandrian play.

That is to say, the first worcs spoken by

Aeachinus to Ctesipho were- similar to v.267

(in tutost omnis res: oml fee vero tristitiem

tuam). Aeschinus perhaps saying them after he

has sent Syrus into the house with the psoltria.

w.254-5 ®ay present some difficulty to my

hypothesis :

abs quivis homine.quom est opus.beneficium
aecipere gandees;

verum enimvero id demum iuvat si quem aequomst
facere is bene fscitl

\ "18
Drexler (25 f») refused to ascribe them to

Henander and thought that they were the work of

Terence because of their 'intolerable triteness'

and because the two lines are the sole Terentian
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example of those 'koroparativisehe Gesprnchsaftfange'
'lO

shown by Eduard Fraenkel J to be indicative of

Piautine workmanship. Neither of these points is

convincing and the second is based on a misunder¬

standing of Freenkel's demonstration as Eieth in
20

his review of Brexler's work shows." Rieth

believed that w.25*1—5 refuted Brexler's hypothesis

that there was no monologue of Ctesipho in Menander,

since he thought that the two lines are suited only

to introduce a monologue. This I believe goes boo

far. Sententiae are by no means confined to the

beginning of monologues (cf. e.g. Kenander, Lpitr.

167 ff«) and the lines could have occurred after

Ctesipho says he is abandoning his tristities

because he has Aeschinus for a brother (v.268).

The connection between tristities and gaudeas ....

iuvat is obvious.

One may therefore tentatively reconstruct

the dialogue as following : vv.267-8 down to fratrem.

followed by the idea expressed in v.259 that

Aeschinus is primsrum ortium maxime princeps;

w. 254-5, giving an additional reason for dropping

bis tristities; vv.256-7i vv.262-264 (.... nil pote

supra in the second person); vv.269-70 (Terence

perhaps having added coram in os because the
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absence); w.271-6 (...peccavi). This over-precise

reconstruction shows simply that the material in

11,3 and 11,4 can be reassembled to form one scene,

different in structure, and that conversely the

reverse procedure which I believe occurred is

possible.

At the end of the Menacdrian scene Aeschinus

sent Ctesipho inside to join the psaltrla end

probably went into the house himself. Drexler (37)

suggests that Aeschinus, instead of doing this, went

off to the forum to look for his father. But he

could not have known that his father was not at home

without first entering the house. Moreover, the

description of the offstage action given by Syrus at

vv.364 ff. implies that he and Aeschinus went off

together. Now the natural place for this exit would,

be after the Sannio-Eyrus scene, fid the pimp go

with them? For two reasons I think the answer is in

the negative. First Eannio's pleas to iyrus to

help him get the price of the girl (w.247 ff.) would

be more understandable and more economical from a

dramatic point of view if Gannio did not come into

contact with Aeschinus in Menander end if they are

spoken, perhaps in a slightly different form, after
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Syrus told him that Aeschinus would bring him the

money* The situation in Terence is that Aeschinus

without an;,- equivocation has offered Sannio the full

price (vv.191-2), while Syrus has tried to persuade

the pimp to be content with half rather than run

the risk of getting nothing at all (vv,240-2), Yet

it is to the latter thst Sennio entrusts his fate,

despite the fact that he roust expect to have the

opportunity of speaking with Aeschinus again from

Aeschinus1 final words at v.196. Bannio's request

to Syrus is therefore somewhat strange in light of

what has preceded. In fact, although the justifica¬

tion for Sannio's continued presence on the stage is

v.196| neither Aeschinus nor Sannio have any direct

contact with each other. If the reason for the pimp's

presence one the lack of contact between him and

Aeschinus does not spring from the use of the Mphilus-

scene, one has to accept that in Menander the young

roan entered when the pimp was present and that neither

paid the slightest attention to the other or that, if

there was a short exchange of words in Menander

between the two characters, Terence has omitted it,
■=s.

although v.196 in the Diphilus-scene would seem to

foreshadow it and would have allowed him to keep it#

Such a dialogue may, however, have made little sense
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in the Terentian context and Terence may have omitted

it without bothering to write in a new dialogue. The

second point is that, if Aeschinus has to take the

money to the pimp's after he receives it from Mieio,

then offstage action is given to Aeschinus which

accounts for his movements until his entrance at vv.610ff.

One can then suppose that in Menander Ssnnio left for

his home at the end of the Syrus-S&nnio scene vv.251-2

(....faciam), after which reddetur reddet

(w.279-80) may have followed.

If Sannio was not on the stage when Aeschinus

appeared after the Syrus-Sannic scene, then we roust

postulate a short dialogue between Syrus and Aeschinus

of which only v.276 remains. Lines 278~80 could

certainly not have appeared here, since Sannio is

involved, and the awkwardness of what Syrus says to

Aeschinus, namque hie pronerat in Cyprum (discussed

earlier), would support the view that Terence's hand

can be seen in this section. The second part of v.277?

fru intro ad illam. spoken to Ctesipho, could obviously

not have occurred either at this point in the play.

In the dialogue we would expect a more explicit state¬

ment from Syrus than jam mitis est, which is under¬

standable to Aeschinus because of the choice he gave

Sannio in vv.155-96. The failure of Aeschinus to make
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any mention in v.277 of the need to find his father

before paying the lenc may result from the suppression

of most of this scene.

Thit brings us to vv.281-7* By our reconstruc¬

tion so far we shall have to suppose that, if Cteslpho

did appear at this point in the play, he came out with

Aeschinus after the leno had left Syrus. One may ask

then why would Ctesipho direct his request that the

leno be paid as soon as possible to Syrus and not to

Aeachinus, In Terence one may assume that Aeschinus

has already left the stage by the time Ctesipho speaks.

Is this indicative that in fenander Ctesipho entered

not with Aeschinus, but after a short dialogue between

Aeschinus and Syrus, when Aeschinus had gone off to

the forum, and was in time to catch the slave? The

command of Aeschinus to Ctesipho at v.277 was then

a means of returning to the fenandrian play. This

whole section creates the greatest difficulty for any

reconstruction. The dramatic purpose of the lines

seems to be twofold. First it shows Ctesipho's fear

of his father as does Act IV sc,1. later in the play,

also a dialogue between the same persons. It is

interesting to note that the stage movements of

Ctesipho at the end of this later ecene are similar

to those here. Syrus tells Ctesipho to go inside at
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v. 538 and Ctesipho's words at v.539 (si quid rogabit.

■nusquaro tu me; audistin?) imply that he is not going

to wait for his father to appear. But after three

lines spoken by Demea Ctesipho speaks again ;

CT. Syre. £Y. quid est? CT. men quaerit?
SY. verum. CT. perii ..... (v.5^3)

As in v.281 Ctesipho appears to have come back on to

the stage, even if in this instance he speaks from the

door of the house. Terence may hove used this later

stage business at the end of Act. II, either in order

to get back to Menander at vv.281 ff. or to introduce

a scene of his own invention, if. 281 ff. did not occur

in Kenander at this place. The second purpose is to

foreshadow the entrance of Demea at vv.355 ff. V„e

have already noted that w.281 ff. seem to make

Demea's re-appearance into the action of the play

dependent on some delay in the payment of the leno:

Sannio in fact is paid off promptly but Demea never¬

theless returns. We have also noted that in w.284-6

Syrus appears to anticipate the later development of

the play. Taking; these points together with the loose

connection of vv.281-7 with what has preceded, I am

inclined to believe that the lines are Terentian and

that this part of the play ended in Kenander with the

departure of Aeschinus and Syrus for the agora without
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addition would be that in Menander Demea's re-entrance

was sufficiently motivated by the return of Aeschinus

and Ctesipho together after the raptio. In Terence

of course this is not so and the Roman dramatist has

done his best to compensate by making Ctesipho express

the fears that his father would find out. Proof that

w.281-7 are Terentian in their substance as well as

in their position is unattainable. It depends on one

particular aspect of the hypokeimene. viz whether

the leno and Ctesipho knew each other? For if they did

not, vv.281-3 can not be based closely on anything in

the Kenandrian play. It is possible that the situation

which sets the play in motion was not simply the

departure of the girl's owner for Cyprus but the

selling of her to a new owner (cannio), who would

remove her from the city. This is similar to the

predicament of Calidorus in Pseudolus where Phoenieiura

has been sold to a Macedonian soldier who is about to

send someone to pay the remaining five of the twenty

rninae and collect her (Pseud.51 ff.). In the Adelphoe

the pimp says :

eraptae mulieres

coiaplures et item hinc alia quae porto Cyprum

(w. 229-50)

and the girl could be one of those mulieres whom Sannio
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when Syrus advises Sannio to be content with ten minae

rather then risk losing everything. The proposal is

even more audacious than it appears and. Ssnnio's

outraged reply - etiam de sorte nunc venioin dublum

(v.243) - more understandable if Sannio has just

bought the girl and if, without having made anything

from the girl herself, he is not going to get even hi&.

money back. Sennio's words refer to Aeschinus' offer

to give him the price of the girl, implied by Syrus at

216 ff. and expressly stated at vv.191-2 (i.e. in the

fiphilus-scene) :

minis vlginti tu illam eraisti (quae res vortat male)
sr: entum tanturn dabitur.

Cne may note that this reference cf Aeschinus to what

the leno paid for the girl is not inconsistent with a

recent purchase. It is possible, therefore, that

Cteslpho and the leno did not know each other and ill

that case vv.261-3 ere tc be ascribed to Terence. If

there was no recent purchase, vv.281-3 could be Menendris
but probably appeared, in a different context, most likel

at the end of the first dialogue between Aeschinus and

Ctesipho.

Now it is time to turn to the Diphilus-scene and Sannio1

monologue.
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Apart from the chronological dislocation there

is nothing in the Diphilus-scene that is obviously

inconsistent with the rest of Terence's play* Line 177

SA.quid tibi rei mecumst? Ah.nihil, SA.quid?
"~hostin qui sim? ...

has been taken to show that Aeschinus and the leno have

had no dealings with each other and ore strangers.

Since Aeschinus is acting on his brother's behalf,

this would not be out of harmony with the situation

in r enander's play. But the question quid tibi rei

mecumstV, though it can be spoken by one individual

to another whom he does not know (cf. Ken aechini v. 523)»
means rather "What business do I have with you?", i.e.

21"What arragementB are we going to come to?" Aeschinus

by his answer nihil brazenly assents that he is quite

content with the position as it stands. He has the

girl and that is all that concerns him. Bannio can

do what he wants# Bannio's reaction is one of outr -r?:e -

"Whati Do you know what kind of man I am?" (cf.And.566).

Cn the other side the fact that Ssnnio addresses Aeschinus

by name at v.160 suggests that he knows him and this is

consistent with the implication of Eannio's words to

Gyrus at v.250 (scio be non usutn antehac amicitis mea)

and Sannlo's exclamation at v.237 (hoccin illo dignumst?

hoccin incipere Aeschinum. ...), Such an acquaintance
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would not be surprising in view of Aeschinus* way of

life (cf. Guam hie nort amavit meretricem, v.149).

The main difficult? revolves round vv.191 ff. -

AS, minis viginti tu illani emisti(quae res tibi vortat male I)
ardenti tantum dsbltur. SA.quid si ego tibi illam nolo

vendere?
co ;es me? AE.minime. hA.namque id metui Ah. neaue

vend unci cm censeo

quae llberast; nam ego libcroli illam adsero causa taanu.

nunc vide utrum vis, argentum accipere an causem meditari
delibera hoc dum ego redeo, leno. idihiS*

At vv.191-2 Aeschinus offers to buy the girl for the

same price the leno paid for her. When Sannio asks if

Aeschinus will compel him to sell her, if he does not

wish to do so, the other replies "not at all!" Sannio

fails to see the latent meaning in the answer and

assumes that the girl will be given back to him.

Aeschinus, however, had meant that he would net compel

the leno to sell her (i.e. he is quite prep-red to
PP

keep her without paying anything). Sannio is

momentarily relieved but Aeschinus clarifies his minime

when he says that a girl who is libera ought not to

be sold. For he claims her to be free. Clearly if

the girl was a free-born citizen, there would be no

need to offer the leno money. Indeed the leno would

be in danger of being liable to a suit &v5pano6 to-goo.

However, the very anomaly in At echinus' offering to buy

the girl in one breath and claiming her to be free in the next
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raakes it obvious that the claim is a gambit, designed

to make it more difficult for the leno to recover the

girl. Aeschinus gives notice that he is not simply

going to hand her back. (The leno will have to go to

law bringing a suit against the young man. It is

further noteworthy that Aeschinus says she is libera

because he claims her to be free, not that he claims

her to be free because he knows her to be of citizen

24
birth. The audience would recognise Aeschinus1

claim for whet it is. Moreover, the use of this ploy

is ideally suited to the situation in the Menandrian

play. The pimp is all set to go to Cyprus. To delay

his journey will cost him money. By making it clear

to Cannio that he will have to go to law to get her

back, Aeschinus exploits the pimp's position and

forces him to accept the money.

Yet it is in the nature of Greek New Comedy that,

even if such a claim was invented as a ruse, the audience

would, take it as a foreshadowing of an eventual recogni-
2-5

tion, Webster states that there are two alternatives:

either the claim belongs to the Menandrian play and the

girl was finally recognised and married off to Ctesipho

or Terence's description of the girl as a meretrix (v,9)

is inaccurate and the girl was finally found to be free

in that play. Since there is no trace of a recognition
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scene in the Adelphoe, the general view hss been that

Terence has adhered to the Diphilus—scene. wo points

can be made in support of this. First Terence cays

that he has translated the Diphilus-scene literally.

But despite similarities in expression between this

scene and parts of the Hudens, the original of which

was also by Diphilus, I am sceptical about assuming

that vv,155-96 in toto are closely based on the

Biphilus-scene. ' The second point is that in the follow¬

ing monologue (w. 196-208) the leno surprisingly makes

no mention of the vindicatio. This, oven if he recognised

the claim to be bogus, one might expect. If, however,

one accepts that the vindicatio stems from Biphilus,

one still has to explain the contradiction between

the offer to pay money and the claim. Since we know

nothing whatever of the rest of Diphilus1 play, it is

not too difficult. Fantham (202) explains it by

supposing that the young man knew that the girl was

free, but hod no proof. He had to get the girl before

she started practising her trade and therefore offered

to buy her to achieve this, despite his knowledge of

her citizen-status. Proof of the girl's identity and

citizenship would occur later in the play and the

young men would not have to pay the money. The truth

of the matter is that one just does not know.
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The Diphilus-scene began the play and Plautus

omitted it. One might infer from this that the scene

formed a complete episode in itself and therefore had

a definite outcome which the scene lacks in the cLel ph

Possibly the pimp agreed to take the money and the plot

revolved round the difficulty of the young man in finding

it. At any rate whether or not the leno remained onstage

in the Diphilus-play after the raptio. Terence was

certainly forced to keep him there for the Kenandrian

dialogue between him and 'Syrus'. It is quite possible

that Terence had to abandon Diphllus to achieve this.

It could have been done by making the pimp reluctant

to sell and by making Aeschinus give some ultimatum

which would allow Aeschinus to leave the stage and

keep Sarmio there for Syrus. The offer to pay twenty

soinae, the price Sannio had given, is certainly

consistent with and assumed by Syrus* words at vv.240 ff.

and Sannio's at v.243. The question is"has the Menondrian

play been adjusted to suit the Diphilean scene or is

the reverse the case (i.e. unless one assumes that

Terence is adhering both to Menander and to Diphilus

and that in the Kenendrian scene w.240 ff. referred

to Aeschinus' offer before the raptio (cf.vv.216 ff.)»"«

The claim of the girl's freedom and the necessity of

the leno's taking legal action thereby raised are, as

we have said, also consistent with the Menandrian
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vindicatio is Terence's work. But if so, why did

Terence choose this type of ploy ana not the

knowledge that the pimp was on the point of leaving

for Cyprus. And why did he not follow up this

insertion in the subsequent monologue of the lenoV

There is considerable disagreement about the

identity of the dramatist responsible for vv.196-208.

Brexler (6 f.) believed that it could not stem from

Biphilus because of the contradiction between quondo

bene promeruit (v.201) and quia tibi rei mecumst (v.17

and denied it to Mensnder because of the confusion in

Sannio's argumentation. But the contradiction rests

on a misinterpretation of the latter and the former

is ironic anyway. One factor against Drexler's view

is the evidence of the JDonatus scholion on line 200

which begins K0MXK1 21;. IRQ secundum illud Kenandri.

There follows a corrupt Greek citation ending in

otxemv Xapoav. The reason for the scholion must

be that the line quoted had some similarity with v.200

and "if the lemma is not abbreviated, the similarity

would concern hornini misero. Because the citation

is introduced in an unusual way, it has been suggested

that the Greek line may have come from a Menandrian

play other than Adelphoi. Most often quotations are
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or without a following sic (cf. e.g. honatus on Ad.45-

£un.46, Ihorm. 562). The scholion on Eun.689 (CCLChB

hUhT-L-hlJNGerravit parentius non intellegens F.enandricum

illud . ) shows that the demonstrative illud is

not unique. It is of course possible that a similar

line occured in Bipbilus in the leno's monologue, if

there was one, but since there are Just two lines (at

the beginning of the monologue) which can refer back

exclusively to the fipbilus-scene, this seems unlikely,

'ike so are ob malefacta haec tantidem euptan postulat

sibi tradier (v.199) and suora ius postulat (v,201)

with which one might take also the first part of the line.

Both of these look back to Aeschinus* demands that the

leno take the money rather than the girl and could

hardly have been spoken by the leno in Menander before

he meets Aeschinus or Syrus.

Vie can feel reasonably certain that in Menander

the leno had an entrance monologue prior to his

confrontation with Syrus. If, however, w.196-206

are substantially Menandrian, the omission of any

mention of his Journey to Cyprus is odd. For it is

this Journey which places the leno in such a weak

position. Rietk, who believed that w.196-208 were

Menandrian, thought (46) that this suppression was a
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mark of wise 'Qekonomie' on the part of Menander,

since the dramatic effect of the revelation in the

following dialogue would have been weakened if it

had been anticipated in the monologue. He also

believed that the omission characterises the leno,

who is so suspicious that he expects the most cunn¬

ing manoeuvres on the part of Aeschinus, and yet

overlooks that his own hands are tied. This is

unconvincing/ A second omission is the failure of

the leno to make any mention of the vindicatio or

the legal action that this claim involved. This

has generally been taken to show that the substance of

w. 193-4 onb of Sarmio's monologue have been drawn
28

from different Greek models. But, to return to my

suggestion that Terence himself may be responsible

for the vindicatio. it is interesting to note that

both the journey to Cyprus and the possibility of legal

action are raised by Sannio later in the dialogue

when the slave reveals that he knows about the journey.

(vv.228 ff,).

I believe that Terencr may have split the

entrance monologue into two pa rts placing the intro¬

duction and the decision reached at the end of it

after the Diphilus-scene, and postponing the reasons

for that decision until Syrus revealed that he knew of
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the trip to Cyprus. The monologue vv.196-208 is not

as full of "confused argumentation" as brexler says.

It be; ins with an oath (pro supreme Juppiter). which

is followed by Sannic's comment on a sententis of

sorts, viz. that injuria Cnii cause men to become

insani. This is a stock opening to a monologue. ^
After such introductions we expect some narrative

which explains the relevance of the opening words
50

or generalisation to the speaker. So here we

should be given some indication of the injuria and

insanla. If we exclude v.199 and v.201 as Terentian

insertions designed to link the monologue with the

preceding scene, v.198 and v.200 describe the injuria.

The first difficulty comes with the abrupt decision

to give in to Aeschinus' demands. Not only is the

decision abrupt, but the reason is meaningless -

quando bene promeruit. Aeschinus is to get hie way

•51because he has inflicted plus quingentos colaphos.

Rieth (4-4 f.) tried to explain the absence of any

serious motivation by pointing out that the reluctance

of pornoboskoi to go to law would be well known to an

Athenian audience, and therefore the sudden capitula¬

tion would seem less strange to them than it does to

us. But in the Kenandrian original excellent motiva¬

tion was at hand - the .journey to Cyprus and the loss



of money, if the leno delayed hie- departure. After

his decision the leno states that all he wants is to

be paid his money. He predicts, however# that as

soon as he agrees to the sale, Aeschinus will have

it witnessed ,.but that the money will iiot be paid to

him. He'll be put off. That too Sannio says he can

bear es long as he eventually receives it. In the

context of the play this means that be will be happy

if he gets his money when he returns. At vv.206-7

he appears to sum up - "But I'm facing facts: in my

trade you must accept and put up with young men's

outrageous behaviour". After this v.208, sed nemo

dabit - frustra egoroet mecurn has rationes puto,

returns to the sequence of thought of vv.202-5 end

would be more natural immediately after those lines.

But the position in which it stands is quite effective

to indicate how distraught the leno is and such

disturbance of the logical order of thought is not

alien to Kenander's style.Jc~ What one can say about

the monologue, however, is that there is little

expansion or exemplification of the insania mentioned

at the beginning, except in the last part of the

monologue, where the leno is overwrought# But this

store arises from the sudden thought, introduced by

sed ego hoc hariolor, that he will have difficulty



getting the money after he has decided to give up

the idea of recovering the girl. The relevance of

insenja is clear, however, when one thicks of the

quite helpless position in which the loco finds

himself ana which he explains at vv.226-35* I

suggest that these lines, perhaps with some additional

material omitted by Terence or used elsewhere (e.g. the

mention of the bovv"; onductam at v.225)* followed

vv.196-8, 2C0 and that they were in turn followed by
xt.

w.202-8. The mention of legal procedure in the

leno's monologue may have been for Terence the source

of the vindicatio at w. 193-4- and the alternatives

offered to Sannio by Aeschinus. The leno considered

that his course of action lay between on the one; hand
34

going to law ^ and postponing his journey, and on the

other hoping to get the money for the girl. Terence

in order to move from the Diphilus-scene back to

Menander utilised the material in the monologue by

making Aeschinus himself give the alternatives. The

pornoboskos mo; have said that he thought Aeschinus

would claim the girl to be free or may have talked in

general terms about going to law. In the case of the

latter Terence has presumably inferred what the issues

in the legs action would be and made Aeschinus claim

her to be free, in anticipation as it were of what



might be his defence in the courts# Certainly the

ultimatum as it stands gives a fine dramatic flourish

with which to end the scene, much more so than if

Aeschinus had simply said "fake the money or go to lawI"

If I am right about the source of vv#195-^

and the form of the monologue in Kenander, why then

did Terence omit all reference to the journey to

Cyprus in the monologue? Why did he not make use

of this journey in the Aeschinus-Sannio scene to

force the pimp's hand, instead of giving notice by

means of the vindicatio that he was not going to

hand over the girl without a struggle? If we examine

the three scenes as they stand, we can see that first

of all Sannio decides to be content with the money

because of the ruthless attitude adopted by Aeschinus#

Later, any hopes that he might have of getting the girl

are completely dashed when Cyrus reveals knowledge of

the trip to Cyprus. It is true that the Syrus-Cannio

scene is in a sense dramatically redundant in that the

leno has already decided to take the money, if he can

get it, and the purpose of Syrus is to force the leno

to come to that decision. But how much more redundant

and less effective would that scene be, if Aeschinus

utilised the Cyprus motif at w.191 ff.l There is good

reason,therefore, if Terence had to add. to or alter the
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using the Cyprus motif there. Terence1s suppression

of any mention of the .journey in the monologue of the

leno would result from this course of action. For it

would detract from the portrayal of Aeschinus as the

tough', negotiator, if the pimp suddenly revealed that

he was in no position to insist that the girl be

returned to him: from the scene as it stands in

Terence, Sannio's decision is forced upon him by

Aeschinus1 uncompromising attitude. Once Terence

omitted the mention of the Cyprus journey in the

monologue, the further suppression of any consideration

by the leno of legal action is understandable, since

in Menander such legal action is very closely linked

with the Cyprus motif. It is true that cne might still

have expected in the monologue some reference to the

vlndicatio. All I can say is that, despite the

reworking of the Menandrian play at this point and the

adjustments to the Diphilus-scene here postulated, Terence

has not managed to combine the Diphilean and Menandrian

elements in complete harmony.

The Prologue

There can be no doubt that Mensnder's audience

knew both of the true circumstances of the raptio and

of the- love difficulties of Acschinus at an earlier
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point in the production than Terence's. They must

h-vve learned these facts from the prologue. This could

have appeared either at the very beginning of the play

(as in Dyskolos, Aulularia, Hudens) or near the

beginning but preceded by some stage action (as, for

example, in Perikeiromene. Keros, Cistellaris. Miles

Gloriosus) and could have been spoken cither by some

divinity or a character in the play. The reconstruction

already offered limits the choice open to us. Since

apparently only two characters would be in the position

to know both of the raptio and of Aeschinus' dilemma,

namely Syrus and Aeschinus, and they can not be onstage

before Kicio's entrance, the choice lies between

postulating a divine prologue at the beginning or a

deferred prologue spoken either by one of these two

characters or by a divinity.

Against a prologue spoken before Micio's

entrance two points can bemade. It is singularly

undramatic for a play to begin with a prologue followed

by a monologue of some fifty lines. By contrast one

may compare show in the Dyskolos. Phasma and Aululoria

a dialogue follows the prologue in this position, A

second point is that it is difficult to see how the

prologue could with clarity give the necessary informa¬

tion without also explaining the relationship of the
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a great extent what Micio will tell in the subsequent-

monologue. One might argue against both of these

points that Terence could have expanded. Micio's

monologue by incorporating material which appeared

in the Menandrian prologue. In its structure and sequence

of thought, however, the speech forms a closely-knit

unity and bears no obvious traces of reworking. That

may be testimony to Terence's skill, but two other

factors lead, me to suggest that Terence has not used

parts of the prologue. First, the section of the

monologue which one would most readily suspect in this

regard is Mcio's description of his own ana Demea's

way of life (vv. 40ff.). Donatus, however, cites a

line from the Menandrian play in connection with vv.43-4,

Unfortunately, the citation is corrupt or we might know

for certain whether or not the Greek line was spoken

by 'Micio'. Now the purpose in adducing the

Menandrian line seems to have been to clarify the

identity of isti in v.43 (see commentary ad loc).

Although it is possible that Donatus or some predecessor

could have recognised a line in the Menandrian prologue

as the counterpart of vv.43-4 in Terence's play, and

quoted it on the problem of isti, it seems more likely

that the ancient commentator went to the corresponding
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monologue in the Greek play, found the relevant part
■55

and quoted it for his purposes."-' In support of this

one can say that, since marriage with Sostrat© is

pressed upon Micio at the end of the play, it is a good

dramatic touch if Micio himself should here make some

■56
comment on the blessings of avoiding matrimony# The

second point is that, if vv.44 ff. were spoken by

'Kicio*, the^in the Greek play, as in Terence, the

lines had a dual function. Not only would they have

given details of the hypokeimena but they would have

provided the first indication of the strained relation¬

ship between the two brothers. Tor in Terence the-dis¬

passionate and matter-of-fact tone in which Micio

describes Demea's way of life contrasts strongly with

his excessive anxiety at the delay in Aeschinus' return

from the cena (vv.35 ff.) and the more emotional tone

of vv.48-9 where he expresses his love for Aeschinus.

Moreover, in Terence there is a further contrast

between vv.42 ff. and vv. 863 ff, where Demea describes

Kicio's mode of living in a much more emotional and.

aggrieved tone. Because the later pass© e recalls the

earlier, Demea's resentment is seen to arise not simply

from the recent desertion of Ctesipho but also from the

denial on the part of Micio of the sympathy which Demea

feels he deserves.
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Thc- reason adduced for the position of the

prologue at the beg inning of the t cnmi&rinn play ie that

the audience ha© to know the facts beforehand in order

to appreciate the dialogue between hicio and Demoa in

the way which the dramatist desires* This is based on

the belief that the Kensndrian Mioio represented the

Peripatetic end thus to Manendi,r the correct viewpoint

of education and virtue. The argument, espoused in the
to

©sin by Hleth-Gaiser,*'' is that without such a prologue

Klcio would seem to be in the wrong, since the audience

has no knowledge that Aeechinus has been acting on behalf

of Cteeipho# If they had this information, Berne n would

come off the worce of the two. But, as will be shewn in

the third,part of this chapter, Kicic is not, 1 believe,

used as the vehicle for Peripatetic propaganda, or at

least not in the way that is assumed by Kieth-Gaiser.

Even if the audience knew the true circumstances of the

rartlo. Miclo is still ignorant of t .em and the manner

in which he reacts is Ju; t es significant in revealing

his character# A further point to note Is that if the

audience knew of Paraphile* a violation by Acechinus and

its concealment from Kicio, his own words at vv.^h ff•

poatreao* alii clanculum
petres quae faciunt# quae fert ©dolescontin.

ea ne me celet coneuefecl i'illuffi.

would rebound-against him# It is true that some
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opportunity for dramatic irony is lost (in vv. 94 ff» as

well as in these lines) but that is about all one can say

for the prologue at the beginning of the play.

I much prefer to suppose that the prologue was

postponed. In Cistellaria the prologue begins at v.149

after a dialogue and monologue, in Miles Gloriosus at

v.79 and Koerte-Thierfelder postulate two scenes before

the prologue in Pei'ikeiromene. The most likely position

in the Adelphoc would be immediately after Micio's exit

at v.154; it must have preceded the entrance dialogue of

Aeschinus and Ctesipho, though whether that immediately

followed the prologue is not completely certain (see

below). In such a position the prologue, with the

revelation of the true circumstances of the raptio and

of Aeschinus' love affair, is neatly foreshadowed by the

words of Kicio at vv.150-1 :

postremo nuper (credo iam omnium

taedebet) dixit velle uxorem ducere.

Our choice of prologue-speaker is limited then either

to Syrus, if we suppose him to have been sent on ahead

by Aeschinus, or a divinity. The advantageof the latter

is that he is able to refer back to what has occurred

58
onstage in a manner that Syrus could not. I suggest

that there was a divine prologue and that the identity of

the speaker may be indicated by frg.13 of the play :

9eoq fe-cTTt Totq xPri!;:rTC)~ <»
6 v.ouq yap, eouev, d> mocp&Ta-ro i.
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No passage of Terence's play has been found to correspond

to this fragment. Gaiser (138-40) suggested that it came

from the prologue which was spoken, he thought, at the

beginning; of the play by Gyrus. 1 suggest that it is part

of a divine prologue, delivered by Nous, who spoke these

words as he introduced himself# This is not a known deity

and therefore presumably a special figure chosen by the
39

dramatist for its relevance to the theme of the play.^

The relevance here lies in the way in which Micio prides

himself on the intellectual bases of his methods of

upbringing and on his supposed intellectual superiority

over Demea, when in fact the pretensions of Micio mask

weaknesses in character# In there perhaps a hint of the

falseness of Kicio's position in the tone of &<; eoixev

nnd an ironic jibe in aospaxaToi. against the audience?

The final point concerns the position of lines

288—354> the dialogue between Sostrata and Canthara and

the scene which begins with the entrance of Geta. The

slave returns from the market place after witnessing the

raptio. The difficulty is one of chronology and is less

obvious in the Terentian j, lay because the final part of

the raptio is enacted onstage and it is natural that this

should precede Gete's entrance. But if, as is generally

agreed, the raptio was not enacted in Fenandor, the delay

in his entrance is much more striking. The time lag would
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be easily explained if in the Kenandrian play Geta did

not actually witness the raptio and if line 329 - his

oculis egomet vidi, Sostrata - was Terentian, but it is

dramatically economic that there should be no doubt about

Geta's disclosure and this is ensured by making him an

eye-witness. There is no reason to doubt that the line is

Menandrian, A morenatural place for the section would be

immediately after the divine prologue and before the

entrance of Aeechinus and Ctesipho. It is true that there

is still a slight dislocation of chronology in that Bemea,

having only heardof the raptio, arrives before Gets, but

this is certainly not so striking as that which one must

accept if one keeps vv,288-354- in the same position in

the Menandrian play, i.e. after the leno is dealt with.

The advantage of placing both a divine prologue

and lines 288-35^ of Terence immediately after v.154- is

that one can more readily understand why Terence made
40

changes in his model at this point. The divine

prologue of course would have no place in the Latin play

but he could not ^iust omit it and proceed to vv.288-354-

without running the risk of bev/ildering his audience by

the complexity of plot. As Terence's play stands, we at

least learn that the psaltria is Ctesipho's before we

know of Aeschinus' dilemma. Admittedly Terence could

have omitted the prologue and. gone into the scene in

which Aeschinus and Ctesipbo enter. The main reason that
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he did not do so must have been that he wished to

use the Biphilus-scene for its own merits, This was

suited to the plot of the play and at the same time

provided lively and vigorous stage action. A secondary

factor, however, may have been that the enactment of the

raptio would allow the postponement of Geta's entrance.

Certainly the Aeschinus-Ctesipho scene would have added

piquancy, if the audience already knew that Rostrates

household had heardcof and misunderstood the circumstances

of the raptio.

The reconstruction offered may be summarised here:

(a) Lines 26-154- began the Menandrian play,
(b) Prologue spoken by a divinity, possibly Rous.

41
(c> Sostrata and Canthara; Sostrata, Canthara and Gets.
(d) Entrance dialogue of Aeschinus-Ctesipho,

accompanied by Syrus and the psaltris.All enter house.
(e) Entrance monologue of the leno, followed by

dialogue between Syrus and him, after which the leno
probably went off.

(f) Entrance of Aeschinus, short dialogue with Syrus,
before leaving for forum.

This would give a long action before the first choral

interlude (529 lines in Terence in addition to the

prologue, although allowance should be made for the

Terentian additions in the 529 lines). Three other

interludes are desirable at vv.516,712 and 854-. But we fc

do have a postponed prologue which may account for the

length and in the Pis Sxapaton fragment there appear to
42

be 564 lines in one act.
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iii

The end of the play

A crucial point of the play is reached when Demea

finally discovers Ctesipho and the psaltria together in

Kicio's house and learns that the girl had been snatched

from the leno by Aeschinus for Ctesipho. In the ensuing

dialogue between the two fathers (vv.?89 ff•) Micio

defends the actions of the sons. He believer that there

is nothing wrong with their character which maturity will

not rectify, Denies is far from convinced but agrees to

Kicio's pleas that for this the wedding day of Aeschinus

he should lay aside his misgivings and disapproval and

present an affable and cheerful front. On the next day,

however, he will return to his farm and from the fate

he prophesies for the girl (vv.84-5 ff») it is clear that

he has no intention of acquiescing in the liaison of

Ctesipho and the psaltria.

In the main plot of the comedy we seem to have

come to an impasse. Neither brother has yielded from

his pedagogical methods or from the way of life he has

upheld. Ctesipho's love affair, the sub-plot which is

interlocked with the issue between the fathers, seems

doomed to die an early and unfruitful death. The mono¬

logue of Demea (w.85p-81), however, gives the play the

fresh impulse which will lead in a comic finale to the
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resolutior of the central problem posed by the dramatist.

The speech will be examined more closely later, but for

the moment it is sufficient to cay that Demea comes to

two decisions, first he resolves to abandon the way of

life he has lived up to this time (vita dura) - one that

was devoted to hard work and to the retention of as much

as possible of the money he acquired from his labours.

Secondly he will take up Kioto's challenge aid put it to

the test whether he can blande dicere aut benigne facere

(vv.879-S0). The main results of this second decision are

that on Bemea's initiative the dividing wall between

Micio's and Sostrsta's gardens is breached so that the

formalities of the wedding ceremony may be dispensed with

and the marriage may take place immediately, that Micio

is persuaded by Bemea, with the help of Aeschinuei* to

marry Sostrata, to give Hegio the usufruct of a piece of

his land, to free his slaves, Gyrus and Fhrygis., and to

lend Syrus some money to make his new start as a libertus.

When, after these munificences, Micio asks the reason for

this change in character and this sudden generosity,

Bemea replies. :

ut id ostenderem, quod te isti facilem et feetivom putant,

id non fieri ex vera vita neque adeo ex aequo et bono,
sed ex adsentando, indulgendo et largiendo, Micio.(vv.986-8)

Now there is no hint in Demea's monologue that the motiva¬

tion announced here was the reason for the positive course
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suggestion that his 'change of character' and the type

of actions that it engenders are going to be as short¬

lived as they turn out to be. Indeed, line 881 (deerit;
id roea mlniroe refert qui sum natu maxumus) suggests that

the trial period will be long enough to affect his

resources. But shortlived it is; for Demea turns to

Aeschinus and makes it clear that he has not basically

changed his belief in how the misdemeanours of the young

men should be treated. If they wish someone who will

check and correct what they do wrong because of their

youth, yet allow certain actions to be done without

rebuke, Demea is the man for them. If they prefer all

they do to go unchecked, Demea will wash his hands of them

and they can do whatever they wish. In other words, they

can entrust themselves to Micio, Aeschinus gives his

choice to Demea, who thus at the end of the play comes

off the better of the two elder brothers.

The surprise revelation in the final speech of

the motive behind Demea's behaviour and the concomitant

contradiction with the earlier monologue (in terms of the

period of time of the experiment) lead one to believe that

Terence has deviated from his model at some point or

points between line 855 snd the end of the play. It is

alien to Greek New Comedy for a dramatist to mislead

or misinform his audience in this way in a monologue,
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one of the dramatic purposes of which is that a

character may reveal his reflections on and reactions
IlX

to a situation. ^ The audience takes what is

expressed in the monologue to express the sincere

feelings and thoughts of the speaker. If some

modus operandi is decided upon, it is assumed by the

listeners that the speaker is giving voice to his

true intent. Of course circumstances within the play

may alter and with them the plans of the character but

this would normally be made clear to the audience. But

in fact it will be shown that the action between the

monologue and the final speech is consistent with the

latter without tSere being any indication of a change

of purpose on Bemea's part. In the case where a

character is going to practise a deceit on another,

this will be revealed beforehand, in the monologue,

so that the audience will be able to understand the

action. Thus in Menander's Bamia the young man, MoechLon,

expresses his annoyance that his adoptive father should

ever have suspected him of being the father of a child by

the Samlan woman, his father's concubine. To teach him

a lesson Moschion says that he will pretend that he is

going to leave home to fight in the wars (vv.271 ff*).

Similarly, at the beginning of the Stlchus Antipho

contemplates how he should handle his daughters and
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decides that first 'adsimulabo quasi guaro culpam in

sese admiserint'(v.84), but later will say what he

really thinks. In the Adelphoe itself there is an

example of how the dramatist takes no chance of his

audience not realising when a piece of trickery is

under way: Kicio prefaces the fiction of the Milesian

by the aside which shows that there is no such-

individual (quor non ludo hunc aliquantisper?, v,639),

although the audience could readily gather this from

what has preceded. At the end of the Adelphoe therefore

we must suppose that at the very least Terence made some

change either to the monologue or to the final speech

of hemea.

Partly because he believed that the monologue

formed a coherent unity and that the succeeding scenes

prior to Seraea's final speech were in harmony with the

monologue Rieth (119-20) concluded that Terence was

responsible for the final speech and that in Menander

the monologue prepared for an ending which Terence did

not wish to follow. But the main reason for this view

is that Rieth saw the play very much as a piece of

propaganda for the Peripatetics. He believed that in

the Menandrian original 'Micio* was conceived of as

a proponent of the Peripatetic theories of education

and virtue: consequently the ending of Terence's play
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in which Hicio comes off worse could not have been the

same in his model. Certain y this play more than any

other of its genre that has survived is concerned with

a serious problem and it seems unlikely that the comedy

should swerve into a highly farcical conclusion which

runs completely counter to the 'message' of the rest of

the play. Rieth's theory requires examination and it

should be said that, although I believe his interpretation

to be mistaken, the prominence he gave to the philosophical

background against which the plsy should be viewed is

fruitful for the understanding of the play. Several

questions need to be asked. Is the defeat of Kicio at

the end of the play consistent with the dramatist's

protrayal of this character and with the action of the

play prior to the monologue of Bemea? How far are the

scenes between the monologue and Berne©'s final speech

in accord with the former, ow far with the latter? And

finally, how much of the material between lines 881 and

985 is Terence's own work?

As far as the methods of upbringing are concerned,

of the brothers Bemea is the down-to-earth father who

brooks no nonsense and is not concerned with the reasons

why certain actions are good or bad or with what one

means by 'goodness' or 'badness'. His training system

is to point to the actions of others and to advise his
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son that Borne of these are to be copied, others are

to be avoided (vv*hl4 ff«)j how ho distinguishes one

group froFs the other he gives no indicetion. Hicio on

the other hand has pre tensi one to being something of a

philosopher and the?re is no doubt that, as Hiette shows,

in soae respect© he ©bare© the view© of the Peripatetics#

Thie is especially apparent in his opening monologue#

There he states that a eon's good qualities rather than

fear of another person should, guide hiss

pudore et liberal!tat© liberos

retinere rati us ess© credo qua® rsetu (vv#5?~8)

He fault© Denea for believing that his authority is all

the stronger or ©or© lasting for being based on compulsion#

Kiclo* s position is that a person who does good actions

because of the threat and fear of punishment refrains from

evil only ©e long as he believe© that hi© action© will

be discovered (vv#69-71). Ricio therefore stresses the

importance of amicitia in the relationship between father

and son: © son who® kindness bind© close to his father

is eager to return It and will behave in the saw© way

whet, er or not the latter i® present. Ricio sums up his

belief thus :

hoc oalrluisst potius consuefecerc filium

cue cponte recto faccre qaaa eiicrse aetu# (vv,7^-5)

Rieth (19-20) points out ©toiler views stated by Aristotle.

In his discussion of noXiux^ dv6peCa the philosopher
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says that those who do en action not through a sense of

sha$e but through fear and because they are compelled to

do bo are not ivspetou (E.N« 1111116a 27 ff.)» Miclo

draws the distinction between a pater and s dominus (v.76)

and from what he has said it is clear that he regards

himself as an example of the former and Demea as sn

example of the latter. Now Aristotle, when discussing

the differences between a paatXeuq and a xopawoq

refers to familial relationships for exemplification.

The j3aai\euq who has the welfare of his subjects at

heart, is like a father who naturally cares for his

children. But among the Persians the position of a

father is that of a rupawoq since he treats his

sons as if they were slaves. The Topawoq like the

8ecnoTpq is concerned solely with what is to his own

advantage (B.N. VIII 1160b 22 ff.). But one may well ask

how far is Nicio's method of upbringing influenced by

selfish interests. There is no doubt in my mind that

Terence has made it obvious that Hicio's generosity to

his son end his willingness to overlook his misdeeds

spring in part from his desire to be loved by his eon.

In the opening monologue Micio shows the excessive

anxiety of a doting parent and expressly states that the

love for his son is the most important feature of his

life :

habui amavi pro rneo;

in eo me obleeto. solum id est carurn mihi. (vv.48-9.cf. w.38-9)
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Moreover he takes pains to see that the love is

reciprocated:

ille ut item contra roe habeat facio sedulo (v,$0).

When he immediately proceeds to say:

do, praetermitto. non necesse habeo omnia

pro aeo jure or ere; (vv.51-52)

the conclusion must be that his laxity is prompted by

the fear that strictness may turn his son against him.

There is no evidence to show that Terence has departed

from his original at this point and one must suppose

that in Menander 'Micio' also justified by philosophical

considerations a method of upbringing that was not
44

uninfluenced by selfish motives. We can not therefore

simply equate Micio with the j3aa-iXeuq and Demea with

the Tupawoq. Demea does have the welfare of his sons

at heart and gives priority to the formation of their

character over his own popularity with them. What is

more, in his insistence on giving direct instructions

to Ctesipho on what he should avoid and what he should

emulate, Demea, like Aristotle, lays stress on £6i.a|a6q

i.e. 'habituation'. The reasons are given by Aristotle

at the beginning of the second book of the Nicomachean

Ethics. Ko form of goodness of character is produced

in us by nature. Although nature gives us the senses

of sight and hearing and. we then use them, we acquire

the various forms of goodness by the exercise of
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activities in the same way that we have to play the lyre

before we can become good lyre-players. At the end of

the preliminary section in this book Aristotle states 'it

is of no little importance then that we should be

habituated this way or that from the earliest youth;

it is of great, importance, or rather all-important'

(E.N. II 1103b 23 ff.» Burnet's translation). An

additional cause for the importance of the habituation

of young man in certain activities is that one's character

is formed early in life and does not substantially change

thereafter. ^ It is essential, therefore, that young

men receive guidance from their elders whose advice and

beliefs have validity in that older men have the eye of

experience and 'see aright' (E.N. VI 114-jb 11 ff.). In

the Adelphoe Demea seems to be in accord with the

Peripatetics in this respect, while Kicio gives little

indication that he gives any prescriptive advice to

Aeschinus. It is true that he rebukes him for the

violation of Pamphila (vv«684 ff„) but Micio has allowed

his son to sow wild oats unchecked (w. 149-50) and the

castigation of Aeschinus is akin to closing the stable

door after the horse has bolted. Thus the dramatist has

presented the central problem of the play by giving to

each of the fathers methods of upbringing which, if

combined in one, would approach what the Peripatetics
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woul-d regard as the ideal method.

Of the two men Deraea comes cff better in the end.

■ If one .looks at the brothers from the Peripatetic stand¬

point , this is quite understandable, since of the two

methods his is likely to be the less harmful. Although

Aristotle is concerned primarily with the theory underly-

- ing the way to bring up children, he stresses the danger

of putting theory' in the place of practice. Many men,

he says, do not perform the actions necessary if they

are to become dyaGoC instead they take refuge in the

theory of goodness and believe that they are philosophers

and that because' of this they will become good (E.N. II

1105b 9 ff.). He likens them to patients who pay close

attention to what their doctor tells them but who do not

carry out any of his instructions. In the part of the play

prior to line 855* indeed in the very first monologue,

the dramatist portrays Kicio as a man who would be open

to this criticism. There is nothing to suggest that this '

dramatist was not Menander. Consequently,the philosophical

sermonising of Kicio does not in itself Justify the belief

that the ending of Terence's play differed from that of

his model, and consideration of other factors lends

support to the view that Terence has in essentials

followed Kenander at the end of the play.

In general terms there would be greater scope for

comic treatment, if a dramatist, wishing to present the
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problem of education, portrayed both fathers with

weaknesses in character. It makes for good drama too

that only one should be the comic butt for most of the

play, and that this father should, in the final part of

the play, turn the tables on his rival. Such a plot-

structure, with this change of movement, provides a

good opportunity for creating; surprise and suspense at

the end of the comedy. Of course, one can not assume

on the basis of this that Nenander must have presented

the theme of the comedy in this way. The play itself must

yield the evidence on which one makes a decision on this

point.

Micio is not simply a cardboard doll on which the

dramatist fit£3 a philosophical garb. The character is

rounded out by traits which might appear in one who has

no philosophical pretensions, although it is through these

that Meio's supreme self-confidence, which approaches

arrogance, is for the most part revealed. Micio shows

another unattractive side in the meeting with Aeschinus

where he pretends to be acting on behalf of a friend, who

is supposed to be the nearest male relative of Pamphila

and to be claiming the girl as his bride because of this.

It is true that the deceit is contrived in order to force

Aeschinus to reveal his association with Pamphila and

Sostrata's household.:

quor non ludo hunc aliquantisper? melius est,

quandoquidem hoc numquam roihi ipse voluit credere.

(vv. 659-4-0)
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Bufc that he should choose this net od and subject

Aeachlnua to such mental torture reveals the practical

joker's streak of cruelty which manifests itself also

in hie dealings with Demea, In Act XV,sc#7 he misleads

Semen into believing that Aeschinue will retain the

psoltria even after he has married PaiDphils (vv#7hb ff#)»
It was quite possible for him to state that AenchlnUE

would not keep her, without revealing at the sane tine

that the girl was actually Cteeipho's. ^icic seems to

take pleasure in the discomfiture of other© and of hemes
46

'(articular# It is poetic Justice therefore when

Hicio himself is the victim of s deception at the hands

of hemea, aided, albeit unwittingly, by Aeschimis#

Denes too is not without his weaknesses and is so

convinced of the impeccable character of Ctaeiph© and of

the shortcoming© of Aeschinus that he fails to see the

truth oven when he baa had. clues to arouse hi© suspicions

Ayrus twice exploits the confidence he has in Ctesipho

to send hemes off on a fool's errand and thus keep

Cteeipho s»fe in f.iclo*© house# For most of the play

heme© is the comic butt# let In part he In aisled by

the agreement, initiated ..-by Klcio, that each father
should confine himself to the affairs of his own son#

Accordingly, henever Imagines that Qteslpho could be

inside Mlci©*® house with the naaltrie# who he know©

to be there <v*589)» The breaking of this agreement
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by Micio is an important element in the plot since it

sets up and justifies the attempt of Bemea to win back

Aeschinus. Ironically, the manner in which Bensea

achieves this springs from Mlcio's own exhortation to

him to be pleasant for his son's wedding-day and Demea

achieves what I believe Micio himself has challenged,

him to do, confident that the other would not act upon

his words.

At vv.809 ff» we learn of the reasons for the

adoption of Aeschinus by Micio:

uu illos duo olirn pro re tolerabas tua.

quod satis putabes tua bona ambobus fore

et me turn uxorem credidisti scilicet

ducturum, eandem illam rationem ant iguana optine.

conserve quaere parce. fac quaro plurumum

illis relinquas. gloriam tu istam optine.

mea. quae praeter speta evenere. utantur sine.

Two factors led to the adoption. Denies no longer believed

that his estate would be large enough for both Aeschinus

and Ctesipho when he died. At the same time, contrary

to Bemea's expectations, Micio hod not married and

therefore had no direct heirs of his own. The adoption

solved two difficulties. By it Aeschinus became heir to

Micio's estate and Ctesipho alone would succeed to Bemea's

estate. When Micio says eancem tllgp rationem antiguaa
optine (v.812), he appears to be telling Bemea to hold

to his former belief that, his property would be sufficient
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for both sons (cf. fac guaro plurumum /illis relinquas.

w.813-4-). This Demea can <io since ?<icio offers to

pay for all the expenses incurred by the two young men

(v.815). Now by the strict letter of Attic law as

long as Aeschinus was the adopted son of Micio all of

Demea's property would fall automatically to Ctesipho

alone. Demea could not leave anything to Aeschinus

since he had a son, heir in his own right, and was

forbidden by law to make a will. ' In en Attic context

therefore the implication of Kicio's words is that the

adoption is to be rescinded and that Aeschinus will

regain his former status as co-heir with Ctesipho to

Demea's estate. Line 815 supports this interpretation

since the plural utantur makes better sense if Aeschinus

is going to return to the care of Deiaes. If Micio is

not offering to return Aeschinus but simply to pay for

the expenses of Ctesipho as well as of Aeschinus, the

sense would be clearer if the subject ambo were expressed

or if the verb were in the singular with Ctesipho as

subject. This argument is based on the supposition that

Terence has faithfully and exactly reproduced what was

in his original at this point. One may argue that the

interpretation offered here has been made possible by

slight changes which one v/ould expect in the process

'vortere'. To this one can say that the whole section
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(vv.809-15) is consistent with this interpretation but

more significant is the fact that in his next speech

Kicio m*>kes a similar challenge to Demeo to take both

sons under his wing again.

After pointing; out how one individual can perform

an action with impunity which would be injurious to

another who performed it, Micio turns from considerations

of a general nature to the particular cose of Aeschinus

and Ctesipho :

video [eoslsapere. intelleyere« in loco

vereri. inter se amare: scire est liberum

ingenium atque animum: quovis illos tu die

redducas. at enim metuos ne r-b re sint tamen

oriissiores paullo. (vv.827-31)

The sense of the lost two and a half lines has usually

been taken to be "One can bring tLem back to the straight

and narrow any time one wishes: but one may be afraid

that despite their good character they will be a little

too careless as far as money is concerned". This inter¬

pretation is not a completely happy one. The force of

the subjunctive of redducos is not the same as that of

metuas. The first is a 'can'-potential and seems un-

48
objectionable. But what of the second? It seems to

be an example of the so-called 'may' -potential which is

used almost exclusively with the 'ideal' 2nd person

49
subject. 1 find it difficult to believe that the

subject of metuas is not Demea. Micio goes on to say
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thp.t such a fear is erroneous and springe from senectus

(vv.8J1 ff.), and vv.830-1 recall the beginning of Micio's

lecture to Berne a when he brought up hemes's concern over

the money which the two sons spent (vv.806-7)* 11" the

subject of metuos is Denes, the sense would, be 'Despite

the fact that the sons could be brought back at any time

to the right mode of conduct, you, Deaea, would be afraid

that ' The subjunctive metuas would be unexceptional

enu vv.830-1 would be brought into line with vv.831 ff*

But there is en objection to this interpretation. It

seems unlikely that the personal pronoun tu should be

used with redducas and omitted when there is a change of

subject from the ideal 2nd person to the person with whom
SO

Micio is speaking. The subject of redducas and metuas

must be the same, either the ideal 2nd person or Demea.

The choice depends on the meaning of redducas. If the

subject is the ideal 2nd person, redducas must be used

metaphorically in the sense 'redducas in viam'. Madvig

(Adv.Grit. II 21-2) believed that scire est in v.828, the

reading of the rnss., was wrong. One of his objections

was "id quod sequitur (quovis redducas) non recte

dieitur, nisi praecedit significatio libertatis concessae

et usurpstae quae non inest in hoc: 'scias liberum ....

animum'." Although Ksdvig's solution (to read siris for

scire est) is unconvincing, he put his finger on a weakness

of the usual interpretation of these lines. Can redducas
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raean redducas in viam when there is nothing in the

preceding lines to make this metaphorical sense of the

verb clear? This example is, rightly so far as I can see,

set apart as a unique instance of this usage of reducere
51

without the prepositional phrase.^ The same holds good

for the alternative form in which the same metaphor is

expressed - red ire in viam. In Act 1 sc.2 of the Andria

Sirao explains to Davos that he has previously allowed

his son to behave as he wished: now that he is about to

be married he must give up that mode of behaviour. Simo

concludes

aehinc postulo sive eequorost te oro, Dave, ut

redeat lam in vism. (v.190)

While the prepositional phrase is indispensable here,

it is true I think that the sense would still be clear

if redeat in viam were replace.- by redducetur alone.

But the reason for this is that Simc has said two lines

before sivi animum ut expleret suom (v.188) and the

notion libertatis concessae. to use Madvig's words,

therein expressed, would allow redducetur to be under¬

stood in this way. But in the Adelphoe passage there is

nothing similar which prepares for the metaphor and in

the absence of any other example of redducere alone

some suspicion frails on the usual interpretation. I

suggest that tu in v,829 could refer to Demeo and that

the sense of the lines is "Take them back any day you
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has jussive force and Micio is repeating what he

implied in vv,809 ff. and re-employing the gambit

which worked so successfully near the beginning of the

play when Domes1s accusations were cut short by Micio's

statement that his interference in Aeschinus' affairs was

tantamount to asking for the return of his son (w.131 ff»)»

Micio is confident that Bemea will back down again; he

does not believe Demea when he shrugs off the question of

money (mitto rem,v.820).

Two objections may be raised, First Micio's

challenge seems extremely abrupt. This objection is

overruled if whet I have said on vv.809-15 is accepted.

Micio there tells Demea to have both sons in his charge

as before, but to allow Micio to pay for their expenses.

Demea raises the question of their consuetudo (v.820).

After showing that there is nothing wrong with the

character of the sons Micio then repeats the challenge

in moi*e direct terms. The second point concerns the use

of the plural illos as the object of redducas. Strictly

speaking, the object of the verb should be Aeschirius

alone, since Ctesipho, although he is at this moment in

Micio's house, is still under the authority of Bemea.

I myself do not find it difficult to believe that the

challenge could be made in terras which suggested that
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Ctesipbo hod abandoned Lemee end was now like

i-.eechinus under Micio's contro}. ^ Certainly Bemea,

although he states that he will return home next day

with Ctesipho (w.840-1 ), latexv speaks as if he has

lost Ctesipho to Micio. So in his monologue he says

apud ilium sunt ambo. a o desertus sum (v,873) and

eor ego Isbore eductos mexumo hie fecit suos / paullo

sumtu (vv.875-6),*^ and when he gives Aeschinus the

choice of fathers at the end of the ploy, he uses the

2nd person plural throughout. The implication of

vv.989-91 is that if the two sons do not like Demea's

system, the status quo will continue and Ctesipho will

remain under Kicio.-^
By the interpretation of these two passages this

scene becomes even more significant for the preparation

of the play's denouement. To what I have said on

vv.8C9-1p, it is worth adding that we could have a

hint of Micio's marriage. Bationem antiquum optine

(v.812) can refer not only to Demea's belief that his

property would be sufficient for two sons but also to
56

his supposition that Micio would marry. More generally

the specious defence which Micio puts forward for assisting

Ctesipho in his love affair - communis esse amicorum

inter se omnia - becomes the principle behind Demea's

own actions at the end. of the play. He is extremely
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pocket. In addition there is an explicit reference to

this scene when heroes, forces Micio into granting the

usufruct of his land to Hegio by recalling the

patronising sermon which Micio preaches on the excessive

preoccupation with money on the part of the old men

(vv.822 ff., cf. 953~/0.
A further feature which, to say the least, is not

discordant with the return of Aeschinus to Denies concerns

the characterisation of the two young roen. If it were the

dramatist's plan to depict Micio as the ideal father, one

would expect the results of his superiority ever Demea

to be revealed in the differences between Aeschinus and

Ctesipho. As it is, there is little to choose between

the sons and they are quite typical of the adulescentes

in New Comedy. Aeschinus appears to have rouch more

initiative and self-assurance but this picture is forced

mainly from the confrontation with the leno in Act II

where Terence has incorporated material from Diphilus'

Synapothneskontes. If, even apart from this, Aeschinus

is still the more enterprising, it should be remembered

that he is the older of the two brothers and more

experienced. Like most of the young men in New Comedy

they are both engaged in s love affair without the

knowledge of their fathers and at moments of crisis

both incline to helplessness. When, to the consternation
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of Ctesipho, Bernea arrives back at Kicio's house,

it is Syrus to whom Ctesiplio turns and who deals

with "the situation (vv.538 ff.). Aeschinus describes

in his monologue at vv.610 ff. the mental perturbation

caused by fear, and even when he steels himself to

take action, his nerve fails before he finally recovers

(w,63i-3)» Both have their good points. Most

strikingly the bonds of love and affection which link

them contrast vividly with the animosity which charges

the atmosphere when Demea and Hicio meet". Aeschinus

shows his worth by his loyalty,' bothto Ctesipho, whose

connection with the psaltria he is not prepared to

reveal (vv.625-6), and to famphile, the necessity of

whose marriage to the Milesian he denounces as unjust

(vv. ,C1 ff.). On his part Ctesipho deprecates Syrus'

suggestion that he should tell a lie to Demea (v.550).

MiCio himself claims at vv.827 ff. (quoted above) that

the young men ere of basically sound character. Thus

for all the difference between the fathers and their

methods of upbringing we are presented with the

amusing irony that the young men are much alike and

little worse or better than other young men in comedy.

Children, it seems, can become what they are in spite

of. rather than because-of their parents. The return

of Aeschinus to the care of hemea at the
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end of the play is thus consistent with the dramatist's

portrayal of the two young men.

Consideration of the hypokeinena also supports

the view that Terence has adhered to the ending of the

henandrian play. One must suppose a close inter-relation-

ship between the situation conceived by the dramatist ss

existing prior to the beginning of the play and the

action of the play itself. The greater the number of

the elements of the hypokeiraena which are functional

within the dramatic development of the play, the more

likely it is that such interaction is the work of the

original dramatist who.conceived the hypothesis and plot

than of one who has taken someone else's play as a model.

The theme of the Adelphoe is the problem of how best to

bring up children. The problem is presented dramatically

by a contrast between two fathers who uphold quite

different methods of upbrin ing# Two main possibilities

were open to the dramatist. Either one guardian could

be depicted as the model father and the other shown to

be misguided or both could be shown to be at least partly

wrong. I have argued that the latter was the choice made

by Kenander. He further decided that the different

methods should be upheld by two brothers. This close

relationship allows the two men to argue against each

other's methods without being guilty of nepuspyta (at
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least to the same extent as Chremes in Heauton

Timorouraenos.Once the decision to pose the

problem in this way was made, the most natural step

would be to give each brother a son. This is what

Menander has done, but with a modification. He has

made one of the brothers the natural father of both

sons and the other the adoptive father of the elder.

Why? The answer concerns the celibacy of Micio. That

Kicio never married while Bemea did so and had two sons

is an important difference in the kind of life the two

senes have led, distinct from the differences between

their pedagogical methods. Both mention this difference

in their main monologues (vv.4-2 ff., 865 ff»). We know

from a schollon in the Bonatus commentary (v.938) that

in Menander *Micio' married 1Sostrata'. It seems,

therefore, that the main reason for Aeschinus' being

the natural son of Bemea was that Menander envisaged the

marriage at the end of the play. One may argue, however,

that he could have given Bemea only one son and made

Aeschinus the adopted son of Kicio with no blood relation¬

ship to Beroea if it was simply a question of Micio's

marriage at the end of the play, But because Aeschinus

is the natural son of Bemea, his adoption by Micio

depends only in part on Micio's celibacy. The other

reason for the adoption was Bernea's belief that his

estate would be insufficient for his two sons. This
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reason is no longer valid when Bemea decides to abandon

"kk© vita dura. the purpose of which was to accumulate

as large a patrimony as possible (w.868-9)* Once Micio

has agreed to marry Sostrata, according to Micio's own

words (vv.809 ff.) there is no reason why Aeschinus

should not return to Desea, as in fact he does. The

play's denouement is thus in harmony with the hypokelraeria.

From consideration of all these points - Kicio's

philosophical position, his characterisation, the lack

of any significant distinction in the portrayal of the <

two sons, the development of the plot up to Lemea's

monologue, and the accord between the hypokeiruena and

the end of the play - my conclusion is that there is

little to suggest that Menendei'a play ended differently

from Terence's. One cannot, however, separate Aeschinus'

return to Bemea from the substance of Demea'e final speech.

It follows, therefore, that the source of the incompati¬

bility between the monologue and the final speech must

lie in the former. Hieth's view was quite different.

He believed that Demea recognised the superiority of

Micio and in his attempt to ape him fell froa one extreme

into another. Thus, although Micio appears to be on the

receiving end, the audience was laughing not at him, but

at Bemea. But if this were the case, it seems strange

that most of Demea's acts of generosity are paid for by
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Kicio end ere aimed at causing Kioto df seoEifiture as well

as expense. If Denea truly went to the other extreme,

one would expect his? to be lavish with his own money and

in that case it would be reasonable to see H®mem as the

comic butt in the final section of the play es elsewhere.

One certainly cannot accept Rieth's statement (120) that

liemo© brought nothing; to pass which would not have

happened without hi®.

The asides which Demea speaks are the best guides

to the motivation behind hie action* Co the one hand

he wishes to win popularity with everyone he meets '

(vv*896»911»914). This is inconclusive, since there

1® no indication whether this is a serious long-term

policy or whether he is sitting by these means to show

Micio that anyone can win superficial esteem, if fee

acts so fcicio does with Aeschlnue* C» the other he

wishes to discomfit f'icio end teach hiss a lesson. This

is shown in w»912-5, where, after gleefully stating

test the breaching of the wall will cost fUcio money,

he concludes

lube nunciffitt

dinuicoret llle babylo viginti tnira«.

The sum of money is a reference to the twenty misso

which KScio gave so that Ctesipho would not lose hie

girlfriend, thus breaking his agreement with femes.

Hemes scea his present action as a reprisal and the
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isplication of the words is that kicio would not have

done so if he had. known the consequences. After

persuading Kicio to marry Sostrata, he searches for

something else to do - quid ego dicam? hoc confit quod

volo (v.946).-^ And again he comes up with a proposal

that causes Kicio expense: Hegio should be given the

usufruct of a fairly sizeable piece of land. When

I icio's own sermonising has been used to persuade him,

Demea's aside suo sibi gledio hunc iugulo (v.958) shows

his delight in scoring over his brother, and also in

the way he has done so. This s cond motive behind

Dernea's conduct seems irrelevant if he sincerely wishes

to win the love of his sons by Kicio's methods but is

pertinent if his aim is to show that Micio is wrong in

his methods. In connection with this .Demea's justification

for the manumission of Syrus

et quidem porro h ec. opsonare cum fide,
scortum acoucere. adparure de die conviviuni,
non mediocris honinis heec sunt officio.* (vv.964-6)

evokes and seems like a parody of Micio's defence of

the sons at vv.827-9 where Kicio claims that their'

actions chow their liberum ingeniura atque animum.

In the part of the comedy between lines 881 and 986

there ©re three main areas where Terence has been suspected

of departing from his model. These concern Micio's

reaction to the marriage proposal (vv.934-45), Aeschinus'
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participation in the harassment of Kicio, and the stage

action involving Syrus and Geta at Act V,sc.5 and sc.6.

Aonatu.- provides the evidence for the first of these.

A scholion on v.938 reads apud Menandruro senex de nuptiis

non gravatur; ergo Terentius eipeTix£>q. Despite an

earlier interpretation that Donatus' remarks meant that
59

there was no marriage in Menander, there can be no

doubt that the scholion means that in the original Kicio

made no objection to Demea's proposition. Consequently,

much of w«934—45 must be Terence's own work, since the

badgering of Kicio by Denies and Aeschinus would be

unnecessary in Henander, Various explanations for the

Terentian change have been offered, Leo believed that

there was preparation for the marriage earlier in the

play whereby Kicio's ready acceptance of the proposal

was understandable."'^ Hieth (120) thought that we would

never know how Kenander made the marriage acceptable,

but that we could assume the i, hide's assent wee to be

understood in Kenander's play as an expression "seiner

heiteren, grosszugigen und hilfsbereiten 1Kenschlickheit'."
CL*\

A desire for greater realism was suggested by Haffter.

This last view is the most attractive and at least does not,

like the other two, enter the realm of complete speculation.

But it is not necessarily the complete or correct explana¬

tion. What gives the ending of the play its comic

flavour is in part the fact that Demea and Kicio have
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reversed roles. Up to this point Kicio has come off

the better of the two in their confrontations. He

has met Demea's outbursts and accusations by a lecture

on ethics (e.g. vv.101 ff., 821 ff.), by telling hira

to Blind his own business (w.11h ff.), or by allowing

femea to believe that he sees nothing wrong in the

actions against which heis protesting (vv.74-8 ff.).

In the face of these tactics Demea is reduced to

helpless silence or outraged incredulity. Nov/ in the

final meeting Micio's pride in his knowledge of and

adherence to what is right and proper (cf.vv.64.98.

593,601,803) is utilised by liemea when he describes

the action he proposes as decens (vv.928,94-8,95*0 and

oequom (vv.933,960,968,976: cf. recte datur,v.951» and

tu tuom officiuEi facias, v.980). Kicio seems unable to

produce any rational argument against Demea. Now the

reversal of roles is brought out most clearly in

vv.934-45, if anywhere. To enlist the aid of Aeschinus

against Kicio Demea appeals to his humanitas (v.934) in

words that recall what Kicio had spoken to him in the

first dialogue of the play (v.107). On the other hand

Kicio reacts to the proposal in the same way that Domes

did when he believed that Kicio was going to allow

Aeschinus to keep the psaltria in the same house as his

new bride (w.7zh3 ff,). The verbal similarities ere
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striking. Micio defends himself against Demea with

the same kind of accusations to which he had been

subjected. With ineptis (v.934) compare ut video

tuaro ego inept jam (v. 74-9)» with deliras (v.936) seaex

delircns (v.761) and with insanis satin sanue es?

(v.937) sanum te credis esse? (v.748). In view of this,

Terence's purpose in departing from his original was

probably to exploit further the comic potentialities of
62

the situation. One must state that he has fitted

his own contribution so neatly into the framework of

the play that were it not for Donatus, traces of

Terentian reworking at this point would hove been hard

to detect.

But is Terence to be given the credit for most,

if not all, of w.934-45? If one accepts the Donatus

scholion as it stands, the answer must be in the

affirmative. Eut there are four points, which, when

taken together, incline me to the belief that the

scholion has suffered corruption. First I find, it

difficult to believe that Micio should immediately

agree to the most startling of Femes's propositions

when he shows reluctance to implement all the others

and pressure has to be exerted before he yields.

Secondly, most of the section is in complete harmony

with the rest of the finale and w.934-7 have links
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with earlier parts of the play, as has been shown.

The third point is that the scholion is a comment on

vv.958-9. It is possible that, like others,is

misplaced, but this is hardly verifiable and if some

other explanation can be given for its position,

precedence should be given to it. This brings us to the

fourth factor. It was pointed out earlier how the

decision of femes to abandon the vita dura and the

marriage of Kicio to Gostrata removed the original

causes of the adoption and how therefore the return

of Aeschinus to femes was a natural outcome of the

hypokeiraena and the development of the plot. There

is, however, one strand which at the end of the play

still hangs loosely from this otherwise closely-knit

plot-construction. Kicio's marriage with Sostrata

removes one factor of the situation which led to the

adoption only if there is a possibility of children

and therefore of someone other than an adopted son

inheriting Kicio's estate. This possibility, however,

is explicitly excluded by Demea, who humorously adduces

as a point in favour of the marriage the fact that

Sostrata is well past the age of child-bearing (v,95^)«

So far from being an attraction to Kicio Sostrsta's age

makes the ideaof marriage distasteful:

ego novos maritus anno demum quinto et sexagensumo

fiam. atque anum decrepitam ducam? (vv.958-9)•

Nowhere else in the play is there any indication of the
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age of Kiel© or Soatreta* The latter has a young

daughter and in view of the early age at which girls

oerried in Athena there la no reason why an Athenian

audience should not have seen the marriage as a mean©

of producing an heir for Micio, if Eostrsta'a age was
64

left unspecified* There would then he complete

agreement between the hypokelmene. and the way in which

the play ends# I do not think, therefore, that It i©

coincidence that the Donatus scholion recording

divergence frets the Men&tider original is attached to

w»93h-9» and suggest that the scholion is incomplete,
66

an adverb such as ric having been omitted#"^ That is

to say, the objections raised by Micio on the grounds

of age were not present in the Greek play# Since

w#928-9 are led up to by Bemea*© words at v,931t bhe

letter is probably to be assigned to Terence also,

fines 934-? on the other hand would not be encompassed

by the Done, to© scholion and their substance may well

have appeared in the original#

How such of the remainder of the marriage scene i©

owed to Terence is oven more difficult to determine• 1

believe that A'echinus must have been present during the

harassment of Hicio in order that he can see for himself

what Baffle©- is trying to show and therefore take the

decision to return to Demo®# But at v.940 he says that

he hse promised bostrata end Paraphile that Micio will
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marry the former. Since he has had no prior knowledge

of Bernea's plan, this can only be a lie. In fact, from

the time he knew that his own marriage was to take place

he has had no opportunity to speak to either Sostrats

or Pamphila, The lie has been taken to be a further

indication (i.e. apart from the Donatus scholion on

w.938-8) that much of w,93^-^5 is Terentian. But is

It impossible for Aeschinus to have said the same thing

in Menencer's play? Does the lie not give another

dimension to the role-reversal motif in that Aeschinus

now uses the lie to help to persuade Micio to marry

Sostreta in the same way that Micio had earlier

fabricated the story of the Milesian in order to meke

Aeschinus confess the violation of the girl? Rieth (118)

argues that one must take objection to the fact that such

conduct of Aeschinus is out of chracter and contradicts

his speech at vv.707 ff. His first argument seems to

me to prejudge the issue. The fact that Aeschinus lies,

here may be a significant part of the dramatist's

characterisation. If in Menander Aeschinus spoke what

the audience would immediately realise to be a lie, there

is a nice point of contrast between the two sons:

Ctesipho shrinks from the suggestion of Syrus that he

should tell a lie to Demea (v.530), Aeschinus does not.

Does this difference not Justify Demee's claims that

Mcio's methods are faulty and in turn harmonise with the
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return of Aeschinus to Demea at the end of the play?

Much the same can be said about the 'contradiction'

between his earlier monologue (especially vv.710-11)

and the lie. The inability of Aeschinus to adhere to

his decision to do nothing that Kicio would not wish him

to do is in itself an indication of weakness of character.

But that there is in fact a contradiction between his

resolve of vv,710-11 and the use of a lie in order to

persuade Kicio to do something against his will 1 very

66
much doubt. I do not think that there is enough

evidence to show that w.9^-0 ff. are Terence's own

addition to the scene.

Good evidence for other changes in the other

scenes between vv.881 and 986 is also lacking. Webster^
states that Terence kept Geta onstage after v.898 and

that his editors wantonly kept Syrus there after

Act Vjsc.8. In Terence's play Geta must remain onstage

until after the suggestion that the wall be breached.

He entered at v.889 to seehow soon Kicio and Aeschinus

would come to Sostrata's. If he leaves the stage after

v.097» one must assume that he enters Micio's house and

then immediately re-enters with Aeschinus at v.899» A

much more natural interpretation of the stage-action is

to suppose that the slave's intention to knock at Kicio's

door is forestalled by Aeschinus' entrance. Once Demea's
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proposal concerning the wall has been accepted, Gets

naturally returns to his own household. There is nothing

to show that Geta's movements were any different in

Menander, which is what I take to be the implication of

Webster's remarks, Syrus must be onstage at v.916 and,

as in the esse of Gets, he probably remained onstage

after his initial entrance in Terence's play# Otherwise

one has to assume a re-entry with Aeschinus at v.899

and there is no indication of this. Three points,

however, suggest that Terence may have departed, from his

original in the stage movements in this part of the play.

First the motivation of Syrus' entrance, unlike that of

Gets, does not require his remaining onstage# He

appeared simply to communicate a message of Kicio (v,882)
and this somewhat artificial motivation has no purpose

other than that of giving Demea an opportunity to

practise his charm and affability. He could quite

naturally exit after v»8S7 or v,888, and although he

remains onstage in Terence he does not seem to take

much interest in the proceedings. He says nothing until

addressed by Denies at 916 and his response to Demea's

command gives the impression that he has not been

following very closely the exchange between Aeschinus

and Demea. The second point is that Bemea's aside at
68

vv.911-15 is long by Kenandrlan standards# Thirdly,
V
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in connection with this, one would expect Aeschinus,

once he has shown his approval of Demea's scheme, to

go off immediately and implement them. Instead,

despite his eagerness to proceed with the wedding

(vv.899-900), he remains onstage and gives no indica¬

tion of any desire to leave. It is decidedly difficult

to envisage what he does during Lemea's aside. Moreover,

it is Demea who gives the order for the wall to be

breached and Geta is instructed to bring the members

of the other household to Micio's house, although

from vv.908-10 one would expect Aeschinus to have given

the order to breach the wall and to have taken it upon

himself to escort his bride and her household to his

father's house. That Deraea should despatch Syrus is

hardly objectionable but that Geta should be entrueu-

with the leading of the members of his own household

into Micio's seems to be a glaring contravention of the

social proprieties observed in Athens. One point of

difference between the Attic and Roman marriage ceremony

was that in the former the bridegroom escorted his bride

to his house while in Rome he was in his house to receive

the bride. It is true that the formalities of the

wedding have been dispensed with but it is still scarcely

credible that Aeschinus (or at least a member of his

household) should not conduct the bridal retinue into
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the house of the prospective bridegroom. I believe

that in the Menandrisn original Beme a. was left alone

onstage at the end of sc.7 and spoke the substance of

vv.911-5 ss s monologue, and that Aeschinus, instead

of remaining onstage as in Terence's play, entered his

house end came back on to the stage with Micio, who

directs his question iubet frater? (v.924) to him. By

cutting out Aeechinus' exit and re-entrance Terence was

forced to keep Syrus onstage after vv.887-8 in order to

motivate Micio's entrance at v.924. The words which

Bemea speaks to gyrus and Geta in w.915-6 would then

be Terentian,^ and what he says at vv,920-2 (multo
rectius ....) may in the original have immediately
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followed his speech at vv.906-9* The reason for

the change was that Terence wished to avoid any slowing

down by a monologue of the dramatic movement of these

final scenes.

Since nothing has been found to indicate that

Terence has made changes in vv.882-985 which would

account for the inconsistency between the monologue

and the final speech, of Bemea, Terence must be suspected

of having tampered with the monologue. It falls into

three sections. The first (vv.855-61) begins with a

generalisation. Bemea reflects how, since the

circumstances of one's life are everchanging, no one
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can take everything into account when deciding upon

the principles according to which he will lead his

life. A man will come to realise that he knows

nothing of what he once thought he understood and

will reject that to which he formerly gave priority ever

everything else. The relevance of these reflections to

Demea is shown by his announcement that he is now,

almost at the end of his days, giving up the kind of

life that he has always led - the vita dura. The

reason is that he has learned by experience that nothing

is better for a man than fecilitas and dementia. That

Bemea makes a contrast between the external and the

internal, between what could be indicative of character

and character-attributes, reveals that he views

"acilitas and dementia as qualities which ore quite

alien to a man who has lived the vita dura. Thus in

the second section (vv.862-76), when Demea and Kicio

are compered to exemplify the truth of Bemea's state¬

ment, the primary contrast between the consequences of

"k*1® vita dura on the one hand and those of facilitas and

dementia on the other is expandeo by the further

antithesis of hemes's life of hard work and toil and

of the life of otium led by Kicio. And since Demea

chose to lead this kind of life for the benefit of his

sons (vv.866-9)» a further comparison is drawn between

the family responsibilities of Demea and the (to Demea)
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self-centred. life of Kicio. The points of difference

between the two brothers which Demea makes in the first

part of t!is section may be set out as follows :

MICIO DE&EA

ill'sua® semper egit vitam contrivi in queerundo vitam
in otio, in conviviis: atque aetstem meam

clemens,placidus,nulli
laedere os, adridere
omnibus;
sibi vixit,sibi suroptum duxi uxorem .... dum studeo
fecit: illis ut quam plurumum facerem
omnes bene dicunt, amant. ego ille agrestis ... tenax

Demea gives a description of Kicio in w.863-5 end then

one of himself in vv.866-9, picking up the features of the

former in reverse order, i.e. chiastically. In vv.866-9

there is nothing which corresponds to line 864- but the

implication is that Demea does not have the dementia and

xacilitas exemplified there. The main point which is

made in these lines is that Micio has won universal

affection because of his dementia and facilitas while

Demea because of his vita dura has acquired the reputation

of being agrestis, sacvos. tristis, etc. ... Demea is not

saying that he actually is agrestis, saevos, ....... as

Hieth (109) suggests.^ The other components of the

contrast serve, to indicate how unjust this state of

affaiis seems to Demea. In v,870 Demea turns from

considering how differently he and his brother are viewed

by the general populace to a description of how the seme
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differences can be seen in the way that the two sons

regard the old men. The transition is marked by a

formal change. In vv.870-6 hemes illustrates these

differences in a series of short antitheses. Micio

enjoys the love and confidences of both Aeschlnus and

Ctesipho: hemes sees himself as hated, shunned and

deserted by his sons. There is nothing to suggest

that the reason for his sons' aversion to Demea is other

than that given for Denea's lack of popularity among

the citizen-body at large, hemes does not blame the

strictness of his pedagogical methods for the hostility

of his sons but rather the fact that he has spent his

life in continuous toil. Since it has been for the

benefit of his sons that he has worked so hard, hemes,

seems to feel that an injustice has been done. Micio

enjoys sine labore what Demea feels he deserves because

of his labor maxumus. So far hezsea has decided on a

negative course of action: he will no longer devote

himself to toil. On the positive side three possibilities

were open to the dramatist. He could, allow heraea to turn

in disillusionment to a life of ease, spending his money

on himself. This development offered little dramatic J
scope and was rejected, if ever considered, by the

playwright. Since he has not blamed his methods of

upbringing for the desertion of his sons and since the

abandonment of the vita dura removes one of the reasons
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for the adoption of Aeschinus by Micio, it would be

consistent with his attitude towards dementia and

facilitae. attributes which are closely linked with

Micio's methods of upbringing and which Demea regards

as insincere, y if he now attempted to win back both

sons without surrendering his principles of education.

The third possibility is that he can decide to be

clemens and facilis and win general popularity ana the

affection of his sons in the way that Micio has done.

This is in effect what he decides upon in the third

section (vv.877-81):

age age, nunciam experiamur contra ecquid ego poesies

blsnde dicere eut benigne facere.quando hoc provocat.

ego quoque a meis me amarl et magni pendi postulo:

si id fit dando atque obsequendo. non posteriores feram.

deerit: id mea minime refert qui sum natu maxumus.

It is these five lines which produce the inconsistency

between Demea's monologue and the final speech and it is

here, if anywhere,that Terence has diverged from his model.

It has already been said that line 881 suggests that Demea

envisages a much longer period of trial for his dementia

than in fact materialises. In one other respect it falls

under suspicion; for it prepares the audience to expect

that Demea in the succeeding scenes will disburse his own

money in an attempt to win the love of his sons, although

what actually happens is that Micio incurs the costs of
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Demea's generosity. Only once does Demea spend some of

his own money and that is when he offers to recompense

his brother for the freeing of Phrygia (v.977)* But if

one suspects that line 881 had no counterpart in Ilenander

(at least in this context), one must also reckon the same

for the two preceding lines, since the idea of the

shortage of money develops, from the intention of giving

it to his sons in order to win their love - an intention

which is never fulfilled within the play. In vv,879-80

Eemea has moreover' changed hie ground somewhat. In the

second section of the monologue femes sees the popularity of

Kicio as the result of his dementia and facilitas. The

implication of vv.879-80 (especially ego quoque ... postulo)
is that in his relationship with his son Mieio has been

Clemens and facilis (dando stque obsequendo) in order to
74

gain his affection. ' That this is true is clear from

vv.48 ff. It seems therefore that Demea is prepared to

abandon not only the vita dura, which he sees has brought

him nothing but odium and a bad reputation, but also, at

least temporarily, the principles on which he has based

his methods of upbringing.

Demea's decision to see whether he too can show

dementia and. facilitas is a natural outcome of what he

has already said in the monologue. It is interesting that

Demea gives as an additional reason the fact that this is

what his brother has challenged him to do - quando hoc
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provocat (v.878). The provocatio to which heroes is

referring must be the words of Micio in the immediately

preceding scene :

Denies seems to be adducing his brother's challenge as

justification for what he is about to do because he is

not at all convinced that Micio's methods are correct.

This use of the challenge to silence his conscience is a

neat perceptive touch on the part of the dramatist: it

accords with Demea's attitude to facilitas and dementia

in the earlier part of the monologue and gives more

credibility to Demea's decision to try and emulate Micio

despite his misgivings. But this interpretation holds

good only if Denies is serious in his attempt to win the

affection of his sons in the same way that Kicio does -

as he appears to be in this part of Terence's play. But

did the reason given here for Demea's experiment have the

same function in Meaander's play?

The interesting feature of Micio's challenges at

vv.838-9 and v.841 is that Micio asks Demea to be pleasant

for this day only. Recollection of the temporal limitation

in the challenges is extinguished in Terence by the way in

which Demea's decision, announced at w.877-8, develops

from the earlier part of the monologue. It would be

da te hodie mihi:

exporge frontem.

hodie roodo hilarum te face.

(vv.838-9)
(v.842)



absurd for the audience to suppose that Deraea is taking

Micio at his word and is confining his trial period to

that day alone and lines 879-81 clearly give the

impression of a much longer duration. Yet at the end

of the play Deraea shows in his final speech that he had

no intention in assuming a different character other than

that of showing Micio's methods to be wrong. In other

words there would be consistency between the monologue

and the final speech (and also the intervening scenes)
if the audience knew that Deraea was taking up Micio's

challenge with its temporal limitation.

I suggest that Terence has omitted, part of the

monologue of Deraea in Menander. After comparing the

ways in which the two sons differ in their attitude

towards Micio and himself, Demea, I believe, asserted that,

while he admitted his mistake in the emphasis he placed

on accumulating wealth in order to leave as large a

patrimony as possible, he stood firm by his belief in

the correctness of his pedagogical methods and in the

weaknesses of Micio's. The substance of vv.877-8 could

then have followed, introduced, perhaps by an adversative

particle. (lines 879-81 I take to be Terentian although

their substance may have been taken in adapted form from

the section omitted.) The Greek audience would then

realise that Demea is not sincerely trying to change his

character in order to win the love of his sons but that
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he was singly complying with Micio's exhortations, to

which in fact he had already submitted (cf.w. 839-40)•
He may well have said that he would show that Micio's

methods were unsound and that anyone could win affection

if he acted like Kicio. Since he has already been

deceived by Micio, it is not improbable that he conceived

the plan of returning the compliment by using Ficio's

methods to teach him a lesson. Ficio's requests to

Demea in the preceding scene thus provided the means

by which the plot could be resolved in a comic finale.

Some support for this reconstruction of the

Menandrian monologue is derived from a comparison of

the Adelphoe and the Uyskolos. In the latter Kneraon *s

dyskolia bars the way to any marriage of Sostratos and

his daughter. Menander gets round the impasse by having

Knemon fall into the well, and having Gorgias rescue him.

The fact that his stepson Gorgias, to whom he has never

given any help or spoken a pleasant word (724 ff.) has

saved him from the well and possibly death, elicits the

admission from Knemon that he was wrong to believe that

he could be completely self sufficient (713 ff«)» and

that no one was capable of showing kindness to another

(w.718 ff.). Knemon therefore adopts Gorgias and

entrusts him with finding a husband for his daughter.

Half of his land he gives as dowry and the other half he
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presents to Gorgias. At the same time, however, Knemon

still wishes to be left .alone and the donations of his

estate and the loss of the responsibility of his daughter

allow him to retreat further from contact with society,

though he and his wife will new live together. Knemon

claims that if everyone were like him there would be no

crime ox* war (w.74-5 ff.). Thus Respite the kindness of

Gorgiss Knemon is still distrustful of the actions of

others and their motives. There is no question here of

a change of character, and the manner in which Knemon

clings to the beliefs underlying his way of life attests

to Kenander's realistic portrayal of character. His

failure even to attempt to change is repaid in the finale

when Sikon and Getas exact revenge for their suffering at

his hands earlier in the play and force him to join the

wedding celebrations.

In the Adelphoe prior to hemes's monologue the

central theme of the play, the conflict between the two

methods of upbringing, has been developed to a position

of stalemate. Menander's method of creating and resolving

©n impasse is similar in both the Dyskolos and the Adel'pKoe.

Like Knemon in the Dyskolos. Demea will give fresh impetus

to the play by the decisions which he comes to in this

monologue. In order that the central theme of the play

be fully worked out Demea must do one of two things.

Either he must recognise that his methods of upbringing
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are wrong, and in trying to ape Micio go to the other

extreme (thus showing the same basic weakness of _
petite urmkv^l {

characterj or he must reaffirm his belief in his methods.

In the case of the latter we might expect that, if

Kenander wished to shoi-/ that Denies was still in error,
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Demea would suffer for this in the finale ' or, if

Denies's methods were to show as ehe better, that the

weaknesses of Micio's system would be shown up. In

Terence's play the faults of Miclo and his system are

displayed by the manner in which he yields to all of

Demea's requests and by the decision of Aeschinus to

return to Detnea's care. I have argued on other grounds

that this was the ending which Menander envisaged when

he planned, the play. From the way in which the plot

and hypokeinena have been put together Demea can be

prepared to have both sons under his charge only if he

is at the same time prepared to give up his goal of

leaving as large a patrimony as possible.

The event ir the Adelpho.e which corresponds to

Knemon's rescue from the well by Gorgias in the Dyskolos '//fJU
If vJin prompting a self-assessment is Demea's loss of CtesiphoV^y

to Micio. For so Demea, after some reflection, sees the

situation (ego desertus sum, v.873} eos .... hie fecit suos /

paullo sumptu. w.875-6)• One might expect that Demea

would now re-appraise his pedagogical methods but this is

not the cose. The loss of Ctesipho raises in Deaes's
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everyone dislikes him. For the first time we learn that
77

Deiaea is generally unpopular. ' Everybody loves Mcio

but Demea is thought of as being agrestis, saevos,

tristis. parous, truculentus. tenax (v.866). The

reason for his having no friends can not be the way in

which he brings up his son. Dames, as has been pointed

out, explains his unpopularity with everyone at large and

with his sons in particular as emanating from the same

source, viz. his devotion to work in order to accumulate

as much money as possible. .Demea has learned the hard

way the truth of the sentiments expressed by Sostratos

to his father in the Dyskolos. (vv.811-2)i
noUffl 5e xpeiTTOv £cftiv igcpavfiq cpCXoq

■ft nXouToq dcpavnq , ov cru xaxopu^aq ex£L<»*

It is true that Demea, like Sostratos, is motivated by

self interest, but he has had the courage to examine

and the insight to see the flaws in his way of life.

Moreover, it is in accord with the rest of the play and

with contemporary philosophical theories of the importance

of philia and of the way to bring up children that he

should place his finger on this point and not on his

pedagogical methods. At the same time, however, it is

difficult to believe that he said as little as he does

in Terence's monologue of his principles in rearing his

son. This silence is an additional reason why I think
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that Bemea, in a fashion similar to Knemon, stated

explicitly that he adhered to his methods of teaching-

children to recognise and to do what was right,

Cne raa\ feel that the solution which I have

suggested Menonder chose in order to effect the

peripeteia is not a completely satisfactory one. For

the two essential points in which Demea and Kicio

differ, their way of life and their principles of

upbringing, are extremely closely linked, and one

seems to be a necessary complement of the other. But

in terms of character-change it does not seem difficult

to accept that a man who is by no means poor but who

devotes himself incessantly to work for the benefit of

his sons when he is dead can quite suddenly realise that

he has been mistaken in his priorities and use the money

he has to enable him to spend more time with his sons

without giving up his belief that they should be strictly

supervised. It is not clear whether in fact Demea has

modified his methods of upbringing. At the end of the play

he allows dtesipho to keep the psaltria. But there are to

be no others besides her. Demea does say that he will

overlook some misdeeds in loco but is no more specific

than that. Whether he has always been prepared to do so

and what type of action he thinks can be overlooked we do
79

not know.'' The problem of a love-affair has never
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arisen with Ctesipho and Demea makes it clear that he

will not allow Ctesipho to behave as Micio has allowed

Aeschinus. That he should permit his son to keep the

psaltria must be seen as a concession granted in special

circumstances end, from the dramatist's point of view,

demanded by the way in which the play has to end. The

main point is that in essence Demea stands by his system

and his is shown to be the better of the two systems

represented in the play.

Why did Terence omit part of Deraea's monologue,

as I have suggested? Because of the omission scope is

given to the element of surprise, the final speech has

greater dramatic effect, and the audience shares the

puzzlement and wonderment of the other characters within

the play. This procedure is quite in harmony with other

changes made by Terence, notably in the suppression of

the expository prologue. In the Adelphoe itself one

thinks of the way in which the audience learns that the

psaltria is Ctesi^ho's and not Aeschinus' girlfriend.
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APPENDIX

The role of Canthara

The first two acts of the play centred on the

seizure of the girl from Sarmio by Aeschinus and the

reaction of the two fathers to this event, Although

there was at first no reason for the Roman audience

to doubt that the girl was Aeechinus' lover, it was

revealed in the course of Act II that Aeschinus had

been acting on behalf of his brother Gtesipho. In

Act III attention now turns to Aeschinus' own love

affair. At this point Terence may have been faced with

some difficulties arising from the omission of the

prologue of the Henandrian play, in which one may

assume the Greek audience learned of the relationship

of Aeschinus and Pamphile, It is conceivable therefore

that Terence was forced to make some alterations in

his model if his audience was to follow what was

happening onstage. Donatus, however, gives no

information of any changes and we must look for

internal evidence.

In Act III sc. 1 the audience learns 1. that a

girl is about to give birth to a child (vv.289-90),
2, that Aeschinus is connected with this matter in

some way (v.292), 3, that he has been solicitous in

his attention (w,293-4) and 4, that he has raped her
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(vv.296-7). While the dramatist gives all the

information necessary for the comprehension of the

situation, the manner in which it is conveyed seems

to me to presuppose the listeners' prior knowledge

of the circumstances. In the course of this scene

several questions must have arisen in the minds of

the Roman spectators (Who are these characters?

Who is the girl about to give birth to a child?

What has Aeschinus to do with this?) and not all of

them may have immediately grasped the facts of this

new disclosure# I feel, therefore, that the

Terentian scene probably reflects a scene from the

Kenandrian play and that the content of the scenes

in both plays was quite similar. It is possible,

however, that Terence expanded the content to some

extent to ensure that the Roman audience would be

fully acquainted with the facts. Perhaps the rather

tortuous syntax in vv.295-7 arises from the need to

inform the Roman audience that Aeschinus had violated

Costrata's daughter (information which the Greek

audience would have,presumably known from the prologue)

and that in the Greek play there was simply a laudatio

of Aeschinus. Certainly the Greek audience, already

knowing the situation from the prologue, could have

savoured the praises of Aeschinus in vv.294 and 296-7
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in the anticipation that news of the raptio will

soon follow and dash the women's high opinion of

the young man. The irony and foreshadowing in the

scene may well have been lost on the Roman audience.

In Terence's play the predominant dramatic ingredient

exploited in this scene is surprise.

But if the Fienandrian and Terentian scenes were

similar in content, there are some grounds for

believing that in form they were different. At

vv,291-2 Sostrata says :

neminem habeo (solae sumus; Geta autem hie non adest)
nee quern ad obstetricem mittaro nec qui accersat

Aeschinum.

Yet Csnthara, who is the obvious person to send for

the midwife, is standing beside her when she says these

words and is in fact despatched by Sostrata on this

very errand at v.354. The explanation in Dziatzko-

Kauer, that Sostrata is so upset that she overlooks

that she could send Canthara for the obstetrix. skates

over the difficulty. When one finds features of a

Roman comedy which betray looseness in structure or

which disregard to etxoq one should consider the

possibility that these have resulted from the hand

of the Roman dramatists. That may not always be

the case, but I find it hard to believe that Menander

composed in the slapdash manner v/hich one must suppose,
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if one accepts that Terence has faithfully trans-
80

mitted Menauder in this scene. One might argue

that vv.291-2 make sense in the light of the first

three verses of the scene. There Sostrata shows

that she is helpless and at a loss what to do now

that the labour pains have begun. She cannot send

Canthara for the midwife and be left to cope alone

until their return. But if this were the case, one

might expect that the parenthesis should make this

clear (e.g. 'for I won't send you and be left alone').

Furthermore, one has to accept this helplessness as

an ad hoc measure, since she sends Canthara away at

v. 354-. As it stands the parenthesis looks like a

self-conscious attempt made by the dramatist to

make some sense of Sostrata's words. It is hard to

believe that Terence was not responsible, and it is

equally hard to believe that he added, it, if he

himself was not responsible for the awkwardness

which the parenthesis attempts to explain. The most

obvious assumption is that Terence added the

parenthesis because he has changed what was a

monologue by Sostrsta, in which vv.291-2 (without
the parenthesis) made sense, into a dialogue by

the introduction of Canthara.

If Terence has done this, we must assume
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further that Canthara was cot present in the next

scene either. The nurse does in fact contribute

little to this scene. She speaks at v.309 (propius

obsecro accedaaus, Kcstrata). after ho®treta says

that she cannot understand what Gets is saying, at

vv. 323-4 (quid, fest ins a, ni GetaV ani room recipe ) ,

repeating the sense of Costrata'© words ou Id estl

Quid trepicasi and at v. 343 where what she says,

hero. roes Sostrata^ vide quaro rem arif.. echoes Gets's
quid ages? her roost original contribution to the

scene $s her reaction at w.335-6 to Geta'e question.

There would be no great loss to tie scene if Canthara

wbb not present. But on© would hardly expect the

nurse's role in this scene to be anything but miner

and stronger evidence is needed to support the

assumption that Casthsra is an addition of Terence

at this point.

If Canthora is Terence's invention, he

obviously had to find some way of removing; her from

the stage. At v.35-4, an we have noted, she is

despatched by Goatrata to fetch the midwife. What

.1© interesting is that, despite the urgency of

Soetreta'a words at vv#353-4- (protcra tu, roes

Canthara.,/ curre, obstetricero accorse. ut quoro opus

sit ne in mora nobis aiet). Canthara does not
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reappear with the obstetrix. This is unusual. It

is possible that Mensrtder did not bring Canthara back

since no dramatic purpose was served by doing so, and

v.354- would suggest that the midwife was going to be

present when needed. If the audience ever wondered

about Canthara they might assume that she has returned

via the back door. Nevertheless, one would expect the

midwife to enter with Canthara from a v/ing entrance and

go into the house from the stage (cf. And.4-59.Hec.726).

One immediately thinks of how Sosia disappears from

the Andria, although the words which Sirao addresses to

him at vv.168 ff. suggest further participation in Uhe

development of the plot. Since Sosia was Terence's

invention, one is tempted to assume that Terence has

not only changed a monologue into a dialogue in Act III

sc.1 of this play tut that he has also introduced into

his play a character who made no appearance in the

original,"''
But Csnthara's disappearance is hardly in the

same class as Socia's as en example of false preparation.

Moreover, although Carthere is never seen again by the

audience, she does perform an important function in the

development in the plot. It is she who reveals to

Aeschinus that Sostrata has heard of and misinterpreted

his snatching of the girl from the leno; as Aeschinus
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tells us :

nam ut hinc forte ad obstetricem erat irisse.
ubi vldi. ilico

accedo. rogito Parephila quid arat, lain partus adsiet.

eon obstetricem accersat. ilia exclamat 'abi.abi:
jam Aeschine

satis dlu dedlsti verba; sat adhue tua nos frustratast
fides'T"

(vv.618-21)

Aeschinus bad met Canthara when she had been sent for

the midwife. He had gone up to her, asked how Pamphila

was, whether the birth was imminent and if that was the

reason why she was going for the midwife. Canthara

bad summarily dismissed j,eschinus with words which left

no doubt in the young man's mind that Sostrata believed

that he had deserted Psmphila. This is a neat way of

motivating the young man's emotional entrance.

Aeschinus must learn from some source that Sostrata

knows of the raptio. unless one is willing to accept

that in Menander Aeschinus was distraught, not because

he knew of Sostrata's reaction to the snatching, but

because he feared that she might have heard of it. This

seems unlikely and we must apparently modify our

tentative assumptions based on the awkwardness of

vv.291-2, the contradiction between these lines and

what Sostrata does in v.354, p*nd the failure of

Canthara to return with the obstetrix.

A possible compromise would be to suppose that
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Sostrsta entered alone and that the reason for her

entrance was to look for Geta whom she wished to send

for Aeschinus (and not the obstetrix). After learning

of the raptio from the slave she sent him for Hegio

and said that she would despatch Canthara for the

midwife. In other words, Canthara never appeared on

the stage in Menander's play but was invented for the

purpose of motivating Aeschinus' return. Against this,

however, one has to accept that Terence added the

mention of the obstetrix in v.292 and thus created an

awkwardness which he would have avoided if he had

adhered to his original at this point. Secondly, it

does seem a better dramatic arrangement to have

Canthara on the stage when Geta returns with his news,

if she is to fulfil the function she does in Terence's

play*

Did Canthara perform the same function in

Kenander as in Terence? When one looks closely at

vv.618 ff., all is not well there. Canthara herself

must have been the sourceof Aeschinus' knowledge that

she was going: for the obstetrix. But the ut-clause,

the description of their meeting and in particular

the third question (eon obstetricera accersat) imply

that Aeschinus knew where she was going before he went

up to her. The impression given by vv.619-21 is that
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the young man's questions were brushed aside and

left unanswered by Cantaara, who simply told

Aeschinus to go away and have nothing more to do

with her household. In other descriptions of offstage

action I can find no other example where such actions

are given their temporal location by reference to what

the speaker could not have known until what he describes
82

took place. But this is not impossible. Aeschinus

could quite naturally say that he met Canthara when

she was going for the midwife end one would infer

that he leaz*ned this from the woman when he met her.

The difficulty in this passage is caused by ilico

accedo. If these two words were removed, there would

be no contradiction between Aeschinus' knowledge and

the description of the meeting. One might conclude

then that the awkwardness in w.618 ff. has arisen

in the process of 'vortere' and that Terence has

added ilico accedo for the vivid effect of asyndeton.

But another possibility presents itself. The

reason that the meeting was given its temporal

location by reference to the sending of Canthsra

for the midwife and not, as one would expect, by

reference to Aeschinus' movements offstage may have

been because Terence could not follow Kenander

exactly at this point because of some other change
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he has made. It was suggested shove (pp.46 f.) that

Menander may have arranged for the later entrance of

Aeschinus some time after the return of Syrus from

the market-place by having the young man take the

money for the psaltria,to the leno's house. In

Terence's play the leno went off with Aeschinus and

Syrus to the forum and we must imagine that he was

paid the money as soon as Aeschinus had received it

from Kicio. let us suppose that in Menander the model

of vv.618 ff. ran as follows : * if,hen 1 had been given

the money by my father and was on my way to the pimp's

to pay him, I saw Canthar®. I went up to her. She

said that she was going for the midwife. I asked her

etc ' Terence could not have remained faithful

to his original at this point without producing an

absurdity in the light of Aeschinus* and the leno's

exits at the end of Act II. A simple solution (though

certainly not the simplest) ould have been to extract

material from the description of the meeting and use it

to replace the part which did not accord with Aeschinus'

exit earlier in the play. I would be satisfied with

this explanation if vv,618 ff. were being examined in

isolation, but we have still not been able to offer

a. satisfactor;, solution to the difficulties involving

Canthara earlier in the play.
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I therefore come b^ck to the solution which

w.618 ff, seemed to refute, viz, that Canthara is

the creation of Terence and that in Kenander she did

not appear on the stage or perform any dramatic

function within the play. There is nothing in the

rest of the play which conflicts with the suggestion

that Sostrata had only one slave. Indeed, the

possession of a single slave is the mark of a poor

household in Few Comedy (cf, Staphyls in Aulularia

and Daos, the sole slave of Gorgias and his mother in

Dyskolos) and much is made of the poverty of Sostrata

in the play (cf. w.303»345»4%t729)» Hegio's

description of Gets at vv.481-2 (olit illas solus,

omnero familiam / sustentat) is not inconsistent with

the presence of Canthara in Sostrata's household,

since the words mean that Geta is the sole source of

income to Sostrata, presumably by being hired out to

other citizens, and do not exclude the presence of
83

a purely domestic slave such as Canthara.

If Centhara is Terence's invention, how did

Aeschinus learn cf Scstrata's knowledge of and reaction

raptio? Presumably Geta must have been the

source of his information. It might be possible to

suppose that in Kenander Ceta was given two missions:

he was to fetch both the midwife and Iiegio. Certainly
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the best moment for the obstetrix to arrive would be

at v. 447 with Geta and Hegio, since the baby is born

during their conversation with Bemea (cf.v.486). One

may compare how the obstetrix arrives at v.459 of the

Andria and the baby is born at vv.473-4, though in

that play the shox't period of time between the arrival

of the midwife and the birth is important from a

dramatic point of view, since Simo infers from it that

he is being deceived. It seems more probable, however,

that Geta was sent for Hegio alone. Certainly the

smoothness of the entrance of these two would be lost,

if Gets was encumbered with the midwife and hsd to

send her inside.

To reconcile such a meeting between Aeschinus

and Geta in Menander with w.618 ff. of Terence's play

one need not suppose that Terence had to make extensive

changes. Apart from substituting Canthara for Geta

the only other alteration he may have been forced to

make was to change the time of the meeting (and he may

have been forced to do this anyway, as suggested above)
trd to add the third'.of Aeschinus' questions. Otherwise

the description of the meeting and of Geta's reaction

in Menander could have been similar to that described

8Jx
in Terence# w
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The mention of the obstetrix in Act III sc. 1

still needs an explanation, if one rejects the view

that in Menandeiffi play Sostrata never contemplated

sending for her and that Terence has introduced her

into the scene. Perhaps in Kenander Sostrata came

out to look for Gets in order to send him for the

midwife and not, as in Terence, for Aeschinus. When

she heard'the news about Aeschinus, she changed her

intention because of the need for prompt action

(cf. quantum potes. v.354) and told him to go and

tell Hegio of the situation. She herself would look

after her daughter. The mention that she has been

£>resent at other births (v.29©) ®ay have been made

to prepare for the change of plan on Sostrata's part.

The advantages of this reconstruction are that

it explains all the difficulties concerning Canthara

in Terence's play and at the same time makes the

reason for Terence's introduction of a new character

more understandable. The mention of the midwife in

Sostrata's monologue and her subsequent change of

plan gave Terence the idea of changing the monologue

into the more dramatic form of a dialogue by introducing

a character whom Sostrata would send for the midwife.

If Terence is responsible for the invention of Ganthara,



then we can see a marked advance in his technique

over what he did in the Andria in his treatment of

Sosia. He has integrated Canthsre into the play by

giving to her, instead of to Geta, the function of

informing Aeschinus of the household's knowledge of

the ro;:tio«
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NQTES

1. The fundamental work is E. Fraenkel, Eleraenti Plautini
in Plauto (Florence 1960), a translation with
additions of Plautinisches ira Plautus (Berlin 1922).
Other important works on the relationship between
the Greek and Roman plays are F. Leo.Flautinische

Forschungen sur Kritik und Geschichte der Komddie

(Berlin 1912); G»Jachmann Plautinisches und Attisches
(Berlin 1931). Of the periodical literature articles
by Gordon Williams, e.g. Hermes 84(1936) 424ff. on the
Fseudolus and Hermes 86(1958) 79-105 on Miles
Gloriosus. and Walther Ludvig, e.g. Philolor-us 105
(1961) 44ff.,247ff. on Aulularia. are extremely
valuable. Terence is served by F.Leo, Geschichte
der rSmischen Literatur I (Berlin 1913) 232-58;
G.Jachmann, P.Terentius Afer. RB Pauly-Wissowa
Zweite Reihe 5,1 (Stuttgart 1934) 598ff.; H.Haffter,
Museum Helveticum 10 (1953) Iff., 73ff»; V<. Ludwig,
Fhilolop-us 103 (1959) Iff.; 0.Bianco, Terenzio:
Problemi e aspetti dell'originalita (Rome 1962) and,
more recently, on particular aspects of Terence
B.Denzler, Per Monolopr bei Terenz (Zurich 1968);
E.Lefevre, Die Bxpositionstechnik in den Kombdien
des Terenz (Darmstadt 1969).

2. The Donatus scholia which refer to the Greek

originals are conveniently gathered in Wessner,
Aeailius Asper (Halle 1905) 25ff. He omits Hec.825
for some reason.

3. The best example of this is Donatus' statement on

Sun.539 which, when taken naturally, shows that
Antipho is an invention of Terence's. Jachmann
(RE 636f.) dismissed Donatus' evidence on the grounds
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that the character was so well-integrated into
the ploy that it could not have been the work
of Terence. Fraenkel (Kus.Helv.25 1968 23?ff.)
was also of this opinion and attempted to show
that the Donatus scholion was suspect as trans¬
mitted. But the form which the scholion takes is

supported by Bonatus' echolion on Ad.986, and
there does not seem to be enough evidence to go

against the natural interpretation of the scholion:
see G.Williams, Tradition and Originality in Roman
roetry (Oxford 1968) 290f.

4. See for example the remarks of Gordon Williams in
Hermes 86 (1958) 87f. on Miles Gloriosus III 1.

5. Elaine Fantham (Philologus 112 1968 200) argues

that in translating w.155-96 Terence has followed
Diphilus in detail. But her argument rests on the
acceptance of Terence's own statement in the
prologue and on accepting the conclusions drawn
by Marx (Rudens pp.194-6) similarities of
expressions in these lines and in the Rudens.
But Marx grossly exaggerates the significance of
these similarities which in part arise from
similarity of context (see Thierfelder*s review
of Marx in Gnomon 8 (1952) 640 ff. Eor example,
the style of w.155ff* (cf.Rud.613ff») is claimed
as exclusively Diphilean, but we have here an

example of the clamor armisonus which is found
elswhere in Plautus (these plays Marx promptly
concludes are based on Diphilean originals!) and
has a long history: see Schulze, Sitzgsber.Berl.
Akad. 1918 495ff.
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6* The main works on the Adelphoe ore F.Hencini, De
Terentio eiusgue fontibus (Liburni 1891) 117-48;
H.Drexler, Die Komposition von lerenz'Adelphen und
Plautus1 Kudens (Leipzig 1934) - Philolop.us Suppl.-Bd.
26,2. Terence's play is discussed on pp.1-40 but
Drexler confines himself to Act II; O.Eieth, Lie
Kunst Mananders in den 'Adelphen' des Terenz

Olildesheim 1964), edited and with an appendix by
K. Gaiser; E. Pantham, Terence, Diphilus and
Menander, Philologus 112 (1968) 196-216.

7. Can these words mean in this context "keep calm I
I will interview him (if you are afraid to)"? So
Panthara, 205, takes them. The verb of course can
be spoken to someone who is perturbatus to calm him
down, but it can also be spoken in order to silence
a protest: cf.e.g. Flaut. Aul.273* The second
sense is the natural meaning to be derived from
Aeschlrms' conduct in the first scene.

8. See Drexler, 36 n.44» He accepts as convincing
the explanation of Hauler that Demea in Act I is
telling of Aeschinus breaking into the leno1s
house, while at II 1 it is a question of bringing the
girl to Micio's. But Demea has heard that Aeschinus
has left the leno's (eripuit mulierem. 90).

9. For the text of this line see commentary ad loc.

10. So also Rieth, 30; see Arnott's review in
Gnomon 37 (1965) 255DD.

11. Cf.Ad.883, Plaut.Bacc.626.773,879,979,Cas.725.
here.284,366.

12. Rieth (Gnomon 10 1934 640) points to other mistakes
in the Donatus commentary: at And.354, (Davos)bene
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distulit narrationem ne audirent Charinus et

Byrx'ia, when in fact Byrria left before Davos
entered; at Hec.810, where the scholiast has
confused Bacchls with Philotis,

13. It is most improbable that Aeschinus made his
first entrance from the house (having made use of
the snpiportum): see Kencini, 132; Drexler, 33;
Fantham, 210.

14. Drexler (33) rightly stressed that the psaltria
has to reach Micio's house in some way so that
Demea will discover the two lovers there

their presence there when Demea returns at 355
and 540 creates humour and suspense. Webster

2
(Studies in Kenander, 88-9)* followed by Fantham
(210), suggests the possibility that Aeschinus
entered for the first time alone and that the

girl has been deposited with a friend. Fantham
also suggests that she never appeared onstage.
How then did she get to Micio's house?

15. Stampini (on 355-6) suspected that the contradiction
between these lines and Act II sprang from
contaminatio but was no more s ecific than that.

16. So Rieth (48-9) - * als Basis (of reconstruction)
kann die Rolle des Syrus dienen,' Lines 210-1 are

taken at face value by Fantham also (205). But cf.
on the other hand Kencini (133):'eum (Syrum) raptioni
interfuisse veri est slmilliraum.'

17. On this see pp.105ff,

18. Although I have come to conclusions similar to
Drexler's as far as 11,3 is concerned, Drexler also
believed that Aeschinus was on the stage before
Ctesipho entered.
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19. Elem. Plaut. ch. I.

20. Rieth (Gnomon 10 1934 645) shows that Erexlar's
thesis might be tolerable if Terence had written
something similar in sense to Againenmo. qui longe
optimus post homines natos frater perhibetur,

nuaquam tanturo in Mcnelaum beneficium contulit

quantum ego nunc ab Aeschino accepi.

21. Cf. Phone. 421.

22. A similar joke is found at Plaut. Pseud.325ff•.
there played by the leno on the young man,

Eallio says 'quia enim non venalem iam habeo
Phoenicium1. Calidorus takes that to mean that

Phoenicium will now be his, while the leno means
that he has already sold her.

23. The leno could bring a 6Cxp fc^aipecrecoq e tq

fe\eu9epiav or in this case, where violence has
been used, a Suxr jBuaCcjov (cf.Lysias 23.12;
Lipsius, Att.Recht. 643ff»). The same issues would,
he at stake in both, since Aeschinus' defence
against a sCxp puaCcov would have to be that the
violence was justified because the person seized
was free.

24. In Roman law the 'clave' who was the subject of a

vindicatio in libertatera was provisionally regarded
as free until the case was decided: see A. Watson,
The Law of Persons. 219ff« The situation was

similar in Athens: cf. RE VI,2 1548.

25« Studies in Menander^ 88.

26. See note 5«
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27. Line 198, doino me eripuit, verberavit, me invito
abduxit meam, does not, as far as the first
member of the tricolor is concerned, agree with
either the Diphilean scene where the leno appears

to have left his house of his own free will after

a beating inside (cf.159) or with the Kenandrian
situation as described at vv,88ff. Possibly the
line is corrupt: the Bembinus reads domi and. that
sight suggest doroum mi irrupit: see commentary
ad. loc.

28. So Drexler, 5; Rieth, 35f. But cf. Fantham, 202,
and Nencini, 121ff.

29. Cf. e.g. Kenand.Bysk.666ff.. Aristoph.Clouds 62'7ff•,
both with triple oath followed by a comparative

expression; Menand.fr.656. Nearer to the form
here is Kenand.fr.407 which looks very much like
the beginning of a monologue. See Fraenkel, Elem.
Plout. 157ff.

30. So in Mensnd.fr.407. After the first two lines

vh Tf)v' AGrivav, pax&pi.6v tl xPhUTdTpq / Tipoq navxa
xat eaupaCTTdv fetpOSuov (3 Ceo, the fragment proceeds
toSto) Xa\i"]a'aq "hp-epaq pexp&v [x&poq / eSvouq v^v
etpi. The xPh^oirnq of the man he has been
speaking to has caused the speaker to become euvooq

to him.

31. Rieth (48) takes quando bene promeruit literally,
referring to a previous association of the young
man and the pornoboskos.

32. Cf.Mennnd.ipitr.361ff.« quoted by Rieth (46 n.77)«
See also Handley, Henander and Plautus (London 1968)
11f.
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33* Possibly the sentiments of the first half of
201 (quanclo bene promeruit, fiat!) occured in

the monologue in Menander and were meant in a

literal sense, referring to previous business
done between Aeschinus and the pimp. See Bote J1.

34. So the pornoboskos in Kolax contemplates going to
lav/ when he envisages the snatching of one of his
girls (120-2). The reluctance with which he faces
a possible lawsuit is clear in these lines.

35« Lefevre (46 n.50) believes that at least part of
40-9 was taken over by Terence from the Menandrian
prolog\:e. He thinks especially that the Greek
citation (+3) supports this view, since the present
participle xappdvcov (he prefers this to the
present indicative) can make sense only in a

description of Mieio spoken by a third party viz.
the speaker of the prologue. But an aorist
participle would still be more natural if Micio
is truly well past the age of marrying. I agree

with Rieth (25) that Terence has probably made
Micio older than he was in the Menandrian play
(see infra pp.1Q5ff.). Lefevre (39ff«) believes
also that Micio's monologue at 141ff. is substantially
Terentian because the description of Aeschinus' life
at 149ff. is not consistent with what we gather from
the earlier part of the play (but cf. 61ff., 86-7,
122) and vv.150-1 are inconsistent with 629f* and
690ff. I cannot see that there is inconsistency
here. Aeschinus has broached the question of
marriage but has not revealed the difficulties which
have caused him to approach Kicio on the matter. As
for Lefevre's statement that the monologue adds
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nothing to what the audience has already learned,
surely the purpose of the monologue is to show that
Micio is somewhat perturbed by the news of Demea
and to make it clear that his rather carefree

reaction to Demea's announcement was prompted by
his knowledge of Demea's temperament.

58. From a comic point of view, at least. I argue
below (pp.100ff.) that in Menander Micio did
object to the marriage. If Terence has departed
from his original in 43-4, the reason may have
been that he felt that Micio's acquiescence to the
marriage was less objectionable if Micio did not
express his own views on matrimony in the opening
monologue.

37* Although Rieth begins circumspectly (cf.2Q), from
his reconstruction of the beginning of Menander's
play, from his discussion of e.g. w.601ff. (86 n.13"0
and from what he says on the ending of the play he
seems to argue on the basis of what he wants to
show. Gaiser follows Rieth in his interpretation
of the characterisation of Micio and Demea (145ff«).
So also Fantham - 'Was Menander prepared to let his
public think Micio a fool and Aeschinus a cad, even
for one act?' (214). Cf.Lefevre, 40. But even if
Rieth's interpretation of the Kenandrian Micio is
correct, I do not think that we can deny to Menander
the dramatist this skilful rousing of the audience's
curiosity to learn whet the trtie situation is.
Cf.Perikeiromene 47 ff. where Agnoia corrects any

misinterpretation on the part of the audience.

38. There are exceptions to this in Plautus. See Jachaann,
Flautinisches i?nd Attisches. 168 on M«G. 145 and on
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the same passage G. Williams, Hermes 86 (1958) 101,
who points to the prologue in the Trucuientus.
Plautus may well have been responsible for both these
exceptions. Here there is no necessity for the
prologue speaker to refer back to the earlier scenes,

though a reference to whet has preceded would form a

neat introduction to explaining the true situation
and showing how both fathers are to some extent in
error in their descriptions of their sons. Gf.
Ferikeir. 7,38. In addition, the information about
Aeschinus' love affair could not be introduced so

naturally by Syrus as it could by s divinity. The
crucial point is whether Syrus knows of the imminent
birth of the child. There is nothing in the play
that shows that Syrus does know this, although he
may be aware of Aeschinus1 love for Pamphila.
Webster (Studies in Henander*". 87f.) and Latte
(Lustrum 10, 1965? 127) also suggest a postponed
divine prologue.

39• 8ee Handley on Dysk. 1-49. The representation of
nous as some kind of divinity is an extension of
the metaphor in Menand.fr.74-9♦

40. Such a drastic change in this section of the play
might account for the famous statement of Varro
reported in Suetonius' Life: nam Aclelphorum
principium Va: ro etiam praefert principio Menandri

(sec.3)« Whatever changes Terence made, I find it
extremely difficult to believe that Varro did not
include the Biphilean scene in what he meant by
principium.

41. See Appendix, pp,124ff.

42. See Handley, Plautus and Menander 16.
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43. See Rieth, 112, and W, Schadewaldt, Monolog und
Selbstgesprache % (Berlin 1926) 28ff • See also
B. Denzler, Per Monolo - bei l'erenz. 3f»

44. Lines 48-52 and 56 is particular are the most
damaging to Rieth's interpretation of the play.
His attempt to get round this difficulty is not

convincing. He believed that Kenander wished at
this point of the monologue to show the emotion
of the distressed father by a 'ubersteigerte
Ausdrucksweise* and that Terence in line 50 has

coarsened(?) the expression (26 n.52). Rieth saw

the words of Aeschinus at 707ff*» where he resolves
to do nothing of which Micio would, disapprove
because of the letter's commoditas, as vindication
of the superiority of Micio's methods. This view
would be more persuasive if it were clear that
Aeschinus was considering the way in v/hich he had
been brought up by Micio. But the distinct
impression is that Aeschinus' speech is © reflex of
Micio's acquiescence to the marriage and nothing
more. Rieth's interpretation of the monologue is
similar to what is enunciated in a scholion in the

Bonstus commentary at 707s et mirantis haec et
laudantis oratio est, et paene vldetux* huiusmodi

patrem probare. But 1 doubt whether, if this is so,

the speech would elicit approval for Micio from s
• Roman audience. Aeschinus is expressing astonishment
at the relationship between Micio and himself. The
father-son relationship has been inverted. This is
shown by the fact that morern gerere is chosen to
describe Micio's attitude to Aeschinus, a term
used to describe a wife's acquiescene to her husband
or a son's obedience to his father (see G. Williams,
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JHS 48 1958 27ff.). In the next line the other
side of this inverted relationship is described
in the phrase hicine non gestandus in sinust?
which evokes the picture of a parent holding his
child. A Roman audience was likely to have
shared Aeschinus' astonishment at the reversal of

roles, and so, I suspect, would a Greek audience.
For the connection of Bemea's and Hlcio's methods

with Aristotle's thoughts on education see pp.79ff.

45. See the fragment of Theophrastus in Stobaeus
(II 240 Wochsrnuth) discussed by Steinraetz, Per
Zweck der Charaktere Theophrasts, Annates

Universitatis Saraviensis, Philosophic 8 (1959)
250 ff., cited by Gaiser in Rieth, 149 n.17.

46. So at 84Jff. he makes Joking remarks, tinged with
mockery, on Pemea's plans for the psaltria.

47. The law, Solonian, stated that if a men had
legitimate sons he could not dispose of his
property by will. It is quoted at Demosthenes 46
Qteph. ii 14. Harrison (The haw of Athens; The

Family and Property. Oxford 1968, 149ff.) expressed
the view that the law was not strictly adhered to
in the 4th century. Less than half of Konon's
property fell to his son (Lys. 19»54»40) and
Pasion, who had two sons, made a will (Bern.36,
Phorra. 34f.; 43 Staph i.28). But Lacey (The Family
in Classical Greece. London 1968, 131ff.) shows that
in both cases there were circumstances whereby
Oolon's Law was not strictly contravened. Harrison
conceded the point in a review of Lacey's book
(CR 19 1969 203)• In Rome the pater families
could make a will and appoint as many people heirs
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as he liked (Crook, Lav/ and life of Rome, London
1967, 121).

4-8. See S.A.Handford, The Latin Subjunctive (London
194-7) 107ff. and C.S. Bennett, Syntax of arly
Latin I (Boston 1910) 206f. This 'can'-potential
sense seems assured in certain instances of scias,

videas. invenias where the subject is the 'ideal'
second person. But examples outside these verbs
are difficult to find. Handford names three in

addition to redducas here : Amph. 705, Asin.179
and Sun. 1080. But in the first and third the

subjunctive can be taken as a straightforward
potential subjunctive and it is not at allcertain
that the subject of pellas in Sun.1080 is 'ideal'.
The subjunctives condias and verses in Asin. 179-80
could be Jussive.

4-9. "This type is narrowly restricted in its range ....

It occurs with verbs meaning 'think' or 'say'"
(Handford, on.cit. 111). Outside these verbs this
subjunctive is quite rare in early Latin. The
only one which Handford cites is redducas here,
but he admits that the subjunctive is not very
natural if Demea is the subject.

50. 'The expression of the 'ideal' second person by tu
is not unique, though it is rare: cf.Poen.856,
Ihorm. 539ff. and in subordinate clauses Men.87*90;
Catullus 22,9;23,22; Cic. Tusc.1.38 (Cf.Madvig,
Latin Grammar, 325: Bennett, Syntax of Larly Latin
I 206,320ff»). In this line of the Adel oboe tu seems
to acquire an unnatural emphasis from the fact that
verse ictus falls on it: cf, ibi tu videas. Poen«836.
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The pronoun may be elided in both examples
in nhe Lenaechrai. At I horm. 339f£. the pronoun

does have emphasis, but there is a strong antithesis
between the indefinite second person singular and
llle (rex).

51. See Lewis and Short; Porcellini jb.v. Of.Pseud.668,
suo viatico redduxit me usque ex errore in viaro.

52. In the text one would place a period after anismta
and a colon after redducas.

55. The agreement was proposed by Kicio because of
hemes's meddling end the implication was that any

further interference on the part of uemea was
tantamount to his reclaiming Aeschinus. Does not
the converse hold good? The circumstanceswhich
prompted the agreement might suggest that Kicio, by
breaking it, has staked a claim to Ctesipho. It
is better, however, to take the plural as an illogic¬
ality. For a similar example see the following note.

54-. The plural eos flies in the face of logic, hemes
is really referring to Ctesipho alone here.
Aeschlnus has been brought up by Micio from an

early age (cf. ecluxi a parvolo, 48) and paullo
sumptu hardly agrees with the accusations of
lavishnese which heme a levels at Micio (62-3,988).
Uemea must be thinking of the 20 minae which Kicio
has given for the psaltrla.

55« While what I have argued on 809ff• and 829ff• may,

if Terence reproo.uces his original faithfully at
these points, have been quite comprehensible to a
Greek audience, it is true that a Roman audience
would hardly have grasped the significance of the
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scene until 829-30 where Hicio's challenge
would be somewhat abrupt. Did eronce not

fully understand the implications of 809ff.
because of the difference between Greek and

Roman law with respect to the powers a father
had to dispose of his property? At any rate,
if my interpretation of quovis illos tu die /
redducas is correct, it would be imperative
that the audience should not be left in doubt

about the meaning of these words. If ambiguity
was possible on purely linguistic grounds,
the sense may have been clarified by an actor's
gesture accompanying the words.

If the Greek audience had some indication of

how the play would end in the prologue, they
could have appreciated the foreshadowing and
the irony of Micio's words. But perhaps Kenander
made use of his audience's familiarity with the

genre for the double meaning to be grasped.

£ee H. J. Mette, Gymnasium 69 (1962) 398-406.

For the text see commentary ad lee.

See W. G. Arnott, Greece and Rome NS 10 (1963) 142

Geschichte der romlschen Literatur, I 24.5.

i useum Helveticum 10 (1953) 89 after h'ilamowitz
Aas Schiedsgericht 136f.

See V.. Ludwig, Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies
0968) 169ff.

For example the scholion Eun.II iii 45 should
have the lemma continuo accurrit and not incurvus

tremulus labiis demissis gemens; the scholion on

Eun.189 (I ii 109) refers to 187: see R.Sabbadini
SIFC 3 (1895) 342.
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64-, Csllias' mother-in-law became pregnant

(allegedly by him): so Andocides I 124-7,
I owe this example to Lacey, The Family in
Classical Greece, 152-3. Sostrata could be
media aetate like the wife whom Eunomia has

lined up for Megadorue,who envisages the
consequences of her falling pregnant (Aul.
162ff,

-i

65. One may go further. The scholion V viii 16
(Af.:,UB ANUK PLCREITIh-H TUGAM facete hoc add Idit,

tamquam faciendum hoc esset, si puella duceretux*

seni) is misplaced, coming before a scholion on
anno deirmrn quinto et sexagesimo in the previous
line. I suggest that this scholion was

originally part of the one in which Terence's
divergence from Menander was revealed and that
the full scholion read something like the
following : apud Benandrum senex de nuptiis
non gravatur sic: Terentius 'atque anum

decrepitam ducaro' facete addidit ....... seni.

The scholion split into two parts because
atque ... ducaro was erroneously taken to be a

lemma, and were further separated by the
intrusion of a scholion which hardly seems

2
worthy of Dor.atus (V viii 15 )• For such

h

intrusionscf. Bun. II ii 43 and see Sabbadini,
SIffC III (1895) 343.

66. Surely Aeschinus is thinking of actions
comparable to the violation of Pamphila ibr
which he has just been rebuked by Micio. For
the lie cf. Penand. fr.421.
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p
67. Studies in Kenander ", 90.

66. See commentary, note on 54-9-55* The aside is
long by Terentian standards also.

69. Cf. And.952ff.

70. If Syrus remained on the stage as in Terence,
Aeschinus may have given the order and announced
that he would go for the bridal party.

71. The end of his aside (914—5) with the reference
to ille Babulo would serve as a neat introduction

to fricio's entry.

72. Ille has the function of introducing terms which
in modern punctuation would be placed in quotation
marks: cf. Pers. 594-, vide sis, ego ille doctus leno
paene in foveam decidi.

75» Kulli laedere os. adridere omnibus (864-) are actions
of e man too good to be true and smack of the
insincerity of a flatterer: cf. Gnatho's self-
description at Bun. 24-91'f.

74-. The implication of ego quoque ... postulo is Kicio
se postulat arnari. If Terence had written me

quoque a meis amari ..... he would not have

implied the motivation of Micio that he does.

75« See especially A. Schaefer, Kenanders Dyskolos :

Untersuchungen zur dramatisehen Technik.

Meisenhei'm 196 v., 48ff.

76. Like Knemon who suffers at the hands of Getas and

Sikon (see Handley on 880-958). But in the
D,yskolos Knemon has earlier had the better of

the exchanges with Sikon and Getas. In the
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Adelphoe the movement is the re verse of this*

Bemea has come off worse in his meetings with
Syrus and Micio. If Terence has remained
faithful to Menander at the end of the /-.delphoe,

Demea becomes victor instead of victim. A.

Thierfelder (Menandrea. Miscellanea Philologies,
Univers. Genua, 1960, 107-12) suggests that the
Second Adelphoi is a palinode of Kenander for
his treatment and portrayal of Knemon in Byskolcs.
Even if the triumph of rustic simplicity over

city-sophistication was less common in Menander
than the reverse, the direct connection between the
two plays is hardly justified by the differences
in their themes and in the portrayal of their
senes rustici.

77* Antipathy between Bemea and the citizen-body at
large is suggested by 440-5*

78. See'Hundley ad loc, and on 807-10.

79. The impression is that he would not have allowed

Ctesipho to have a lover. This is the reason

that Ctesipho fears his father's discovery of his
love affair. Cf. also Demea's reaction to Micio's

joking suggestion that he should compel Ctesipho
to sleep with the psaltria when her physical
charms have been diminished by hard work (852-5).

80. Attempts have been made to remove the contradiction
between w.291-2 and the despatching of Canthara
at v.354 by emending the former. But the
emendations have been too drastic to be convincing.
The punctuation has also been tinkered with, but
nec .... nec .... Aeschinum must pick up neminem
habeo: cf. Eun.147f. See Dz.-K. ad loc.
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81. Karti (l)ntersuchungen zur draroatischen Technik

bei Plautus utid Teienz 79) mentions only And.168ff.
as a similar instance. But sn interesting example
to compare is H.T.614ff. where Sostrata enters
from the house with the nutrix. After asking the
nurse whether she thinks that the ring is the one

with which her daughter was exposed and. after
urging her to make sure that she has looked at
it sufficiently closely, Sostrata tells her no

go in - abi nunciam intro atque ilia si iara
laverit roihi nuntia (618). It is the second half
of the line which is interesting. The nurse does
not return and Sostrata enters the house at v.66?.
If in fact Sostrata had Just said 'You go in now;
I shall wait for my husband', the exit would be
much better. Is the meaningless mission which
Sostrata gives the nurse an indication of
Terentian reworking of this section <£ the play?
It hardly seems worth while to bring the nurse

on at v.614 and then send her off again at v.618.
I suspect that these lines are a Terentian adaition
to the play in order to give the Roman audience
information about the exposure (which the Greek
audience would presumably have known from the
expository prologue) prior to her meeting with
her husband. Perhaps in the Greek play v.622
followed immediately on v.613.

82. Cf. e.g. PLaut.Amph.203. ut illo advenlums. ubi
primum terrara tetigirous Cure. 529ff».

Ter. Phorm.862ff.

83. Taken in isolation the lines would suggest that
Geta was the sole slave of Sostrata: so Kandley
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(erroneously) on Dysk.26. Handley's statement
would be correct, if Canthara had been freed
but kept on as a servant (cf.Menand.Sam.21ff•)•
Although the hiring out of slaves was not an

uncommon source of income (see G.Glotz, Ancient
Greece at Work 204ff«), 1 know of no other exampl
of the households in hew Comedy hiring; out their
slaves#

Geta's monologue in which he describes what he
would do if he met any of Mcio's household
might be a preparation for the meeting with
Aeschinus and for the obvious conclusions which

Aeechlnus would draw from it. This would carry

more weight if Geta at this point directed his
wrath on Aeschinus alone. This can hardly be
proved, but Geta's speech has almost certainly
been expanded by Terence (see Benzler, 68 n,215,
and commentary adloc,),
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References to other persons are to editions/commentaries
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Thierfelder (vol 2. Leipzig 1959. Abbreviated as K.-Th.),
Ennius from Vahlen's edition (2nd Leipzig 1903), the other
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Bibliography under the author.
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_ne diaascalia

With the exception of the Andria all of Terence's plays

are prefaced in the MSS. by notices which announce the

name of the Latin dramatist and the play (with its opus

number) and which give information about the Greek

original, the games at which the play was produced,

the magistrates or persons giving the games, the actor-

producer, the composer, the types of instruments and

the consuls of that year. It is generally agreed that

the didascaliae give us the information of the first

production of the plays. There ai-e indications, however,

that thej also contain facts which pertain to subsequent

prbductions after the death of Terence. Thus in the

didascalia of the Adelphoe two actor-producers are

named for the play - Lucius Ambivius Turpio and L.

Atilius Praenestinus in the Bembinus, the latter and

Minutius irothymus in the Calliopians. There was only

one actor-producer for a production and although the

Berobinus also gives two actor-producers for the

Eunuchus and Hecyra« significantly it has the singular

egit on both occasions. More solid proof is offered

by the didascalia to the Riormio. There the Bembinus

notes as consuls Q. Caepio and Cn.Servilius. The

names probably refer to a performance in the consulship

either of Cn.Servilius Caepio, consul of 141, or of
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Q.Servilius Caepio, consul of 14-0, or possibly to

performances in both years. Similarly, in the didascalia

of the Eunuchus the Calliopiana give three consuls, of

which C. Mummius may in fact be L.Mummius, consul of 146,

while the Bembinus offers two different eediles from

thoce given in the Calliopians. Possibly these are the

aediles of 146 (see JDziatzko, An.i-us.21.1666,66 ff• j

Eroughton, The Magistrates of the Roman Republic I 466).
Prom the didascalia of the Adelphoe we learn that

the play was produced at the funeral games of L.Aemilius

Fsullus. These were given by his sons Scipio Aemilianus

and Pabius Maximus in 160 B.C. The doninus grcgis was

L.Ambivius Turpio, who produced all of Terence's plays

and delivered the prologues of the Hecyra and Heauton

Tirnoroumenos. The music was composed, as it was for

the rest of the plays, by Flaccus, slave of Claudius,

and the instruments were tibiae Sarranae (Sarra being

the old name for Tyre), which were s special kind of

tibiae pares (see Servius on Aen.9 616). All metres

other than the senarius had musical accompaniment but

the nature of this music and the significance of the

length of the tibiae is not clear (see Beare, 168 f.)«
The Greek model was by Kensnder who wrote another play

with the title'A5elcpoC on which Plautus* Stichus was

based. The model of Terence's play is known as the

Second Adelphoi. the title accorded it in antiquity
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(see K,-Th.fr.10). For the possibility of the second

play having a double title see on 64-3 and 671,

The origin of the dIdaseallae is unknown. Some

have thought that they are derived from Varro, others

from production copies. The question is reviewed by

D.Klose, .Die Dldaskalien und Irologe des Terenz. Diss.

Freiburg 1966, 30 ff. He suggests that they go back

to the author's copy of the plays which was probably

kept in the private library of one of the Scipiones

after his death. The main reason for this view is that

the,didascaliae give the opus number and this is unlikely

to have been recorded in producer's copies. On the

other hand the information of revival productions

suggests that the author's copy could not have been the

sole source. Possibly the didascaliae do spring in

the main from such a copy, but we may suppose that they

suffered corruption by additions from the work of some¬

one who had gathered information about these later

productions.

According to what we learn from the didascaliae

and -Oonatus the Adelphoe is the last of Terence's plays,

if one excludes the Eecyra, which was presented

unsuccessfully (for the second time) at Aemilius Paullus'

funeral games, and which finally won acceptance from

the audience later in 160. The didascalia also tells

us that the Adelphoe was composed last*
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The reliability of the didascaliae has beer

challenging, however, and some scholars have altered

the sequence of the plays and the dates of their

production: see esp. 1. Gestri, SIPC 13 (1936) 61 ff.;

20 (19^3) 1 ff.: K. B. Mattingly, Athenaeum 37 (1959)
148 ff.j ROOM 5 (1963) 12 ff. The question has been

examined by Klose (op.cit.)% who defends, rightly I

believe, the traditional order based on the didascaliae.

The challenge to the traditional chronology is based

on the evidence of the prologues and rests on two main

points:

(1) Phorm.30—4 must refer tc the third and

successful presentation of the Hecyra;

(2) the natural interpretation of the second

Hecyra-prologue is that Turpio brought

bock the Hecyra very soon after the first

unsuccessful production and not after an

interval of five years as the information

from the didascaliae attests.

If one accepts either of these points, the traditional

order of the plays is so disrupted that faith in the

information of the didascaliae is shaken. But I do

not believe that the interpretations of Gestri and

Kattingly are more valid than explanations which can
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be offered on the basis of the traditional chronology.

Phorm.33-4 can refer to the successful presentation of

H.T. and Bunuchue, and J1-2 can refer to the first

production of the Kecyra (cf. Hec.35). As for the

second prologue to the Hecyrs, it is not true to say

that the parallel with Caecilius shows that Ambivius

Turpio brought back the Hecyra very soon after the

first failure. From Hec. 14 ff. it is clear that Turpio

had experienced several failures and near failures with

Caecilius before he began to revive his unsuccessful

plays. It cannot be said, therefore, that Turpio

brought back a Caecilian play immediately after its

failure. It is true that taken in isolation Hec,37-6

might suggest that the second presentation of the play

was given soon after the first, although as has been

pointed, out the analogy with Caecilius cannot be used

to support it. But it would hardly strengthen Turpio's

plea for the play if he made a point of stating that

almost five years had elapsed before he brought it back.

Such a time lapse would hardly be indicative of Turpic's

confidence in the merits of the play, and the

chronology may have been obscured to avoid prompting

in the audience's minds the question why 'Turpio had

taken so long to present the Becyra for a second time.
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I believe that too such is made of similarities

of diction and subject matter in order to forge close

chronological links between individual plays and to

give a more organic structure to the controversy

between Terence and his rivals. Finally, it should

be said that the revised chronology sometimes creates

new difficulties. In his later article, not discussed

by Klose, Mattingly placed the Adelphoe in second

position after the Andria and before the H.T. (cf.

bonatus, Adelphoe. praef.1.6) and put the hunucfaus in

last position. Yet the words at dun.19-20, si perget

laodere / ita ut facere instituit. suggest that the

hunuchus is chronologically near the beginning of his

dispute with Lanuvinus. Moreover, the care with which

Terence shows in the prologue of the Adelphoe that he

is not guilty of fur-turn seems to me to presuppose the

earlier production of the hunuchus where Terence had

been Justly accused of taking material from a play

which had already been used by a Roman dramatist.

The periocha

A twelve-line summary of the plot is given for the

six plays. They are composed in senarii and are the

work of C. Sulpicius Apollinaris, a scholar of the second

century A.D., who taught Aulus Gellius and also wrote
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brief verse summaries of the books of the Aeneid.

Personae

The list of the dramatis personae does not appear

in tho MSG. and has been compiled by editors from

the scene headings, with the addition of Stephenio,

who enters with Gyrus and Dromo at 111,3* ^he latter

is not given in the headings of this scene either, but

appears later in the heading of V,2.
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The Prologue

The use of the expository prologue in Roman comedy

goes back to the Greek New Comedy writers who in turn

had been greatly influenced by Euripides.

In the tragedians the prologos meant simply the

port of the play preceding the first entrance of the

chorus. The purpose of the dramatist at this point of

the play v/as 'to situate the action in its context of

legendary tradition, by giving its time and place, a

summary of the events leading up to it and the

relationship of the principal characters' (Dodds,

Euripides Bacchae. p.61). But while Sophocles'

suriving plays, with the exception of Trachiniae. begin

with a dialogue, Euripides shows a decided preference

for a monologue which is most often followed by a

dialogue before the choral interlude. Usually the

'prologue' is spoken by a character who appears later

in the play, but sometimes the speaker is a supernatural

being who on occasions takes no further visible part

in the drama. In these cases the structural linkage

of the opening monologue with the rest of the play

v/as weakened, though dramatically the play may have

been none the worse for this. The supernatural figures

differ from other speakers of the opening monologue in
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that they often ] rophesy what will happen (cf. e.g.

Alcestis 65-7, Hipp. 42 ff., Ion 71 ff.).
This Euripidean use of divinities was followed

by Menander, the most famous of the writers of New

Comedy. Thus, for example, in Dyskolos the expository

prologue is spoken by Pan, in Aspis by Tyche, in

Perikeiromene by A^poia (not strictly a divinity). In

the last two plays the prologue is postponed, coming

after the stage action, as it is in the Cistellaria

(spoken by Auxiliuro) and Miles Gloriosus (Palaestrio)
of Plautus. There are two main reasons for the

expository prologue in New Comedy. It is a simple

and economic way of enabling the dramatist to give the

audience the situation underlying the play and to begin

the play proper at the moment of crisis - the imminent

return of a father cr the loss of a lover. Secondly,

the genre took over from tragedy, and Euripidean

tragedy in particular, motifs such as the exposure

of children and recognition scenes of reconciliation

(see K, Andrewec, CC 18,1924,1 ff.). An ingredient

of drama which can readily be exploited in the use of

this mctif is dramatic irony as well as the suspense which

is created if the audience knows what will eventually

happen at the end of the play* To unleash these

elements of drama the prologue had to be spoken by a
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being with knowledge unknown to characters in the

play - o supernatural being. We know of no

Menandrian ploy that lacked a prologue and from a

prologue of another author of Hew Comedy (Page,

C~k.Lit.Pap., p.272) we can infer that the prologue

had grown in importance in Hew Comedy and that its

presence was the norm in all plays. In this fragment

the author attacks the boring and lengthy prologues of

comedy before proceeding to the exposition of his

own play.

Only five of Plautus' plays lack a prologue -

l oot.,Pers.,-otich. .Cure, and Spidiciis. whether

Plautus ever wrote a prologue for all of these and

what information was given in them, if he did so, we

do not know. It does seem likely that the e was a

prologue to the last two since they are plays of

reconciliation. But even in some of the other plays

which do have prologues the- audience is given little

or no information of the contents of the play. The

prologue of the As inaria tells nothing nt all of the

h;;.- poke imen a and that of the Trinumraus tells simply

that a young man has spent all of his father's resources.

In these cases the main function of the prologue has

become that of quietening the audience before the play

proper began. Much more like what we know of the
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Greek type of prologue are the prologues to the

Aulularia, Captivi. Clstellaria ana Rudens.

Terence lias atanadoned the expository prologue

completely. Why he did so can be surmised from the

effects of this omission. The audience is, for a

time at least, as much in the dark about the real

circumstances of the play as the characters themselves.

-*1Q Adelphoe provides a good example of this. It is net

until Act II sc.3 that the audience learns the psaltria

is Ctesipho's and not until Act III sc.1 that it is

told about Aesckinus' own love affair (see pp.65 ff.

above). The spectators thus share the emotions of

the characters to a greater extent than they would if

they had superior knowledge, while the dramatist can

exploit surprise to good effect. An additional factor

in the abandonment of the expository prologue is

probably Terence's aversion to the monologue. .e

know that the opening scene of the Andria was taken

from the Perinthia but that in the Greek play the

father spoke a monologue, while In Terence Simo

speaks to the llbertus Sosia (see Haffter, Kus.Bolv.

10,1955,16 ff.).
All of Terence's plays, however, have prologues but

their function is quite different from that of any

prologues that we know of in Greek or Roman drama
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(cee Klose, op.cit.168). His purpose is stated in

And,5-7:

in -proloj is scribundis ooeraia abutitur
non qui r-rgumer, turn . narret red qui malevoli
vctoris poetae mnledictis respondent.

He uses the prologue in all of the plays except Hccyra

to answer charges brought against hira and his work by

Luscius Lanuvixius and his colleagues. These lines in

the Andria suggest, as do Ad.22-5, that the expository

prologue was still a common feature in Roman comedy.

Terence may certainly be credited with some originality

in the manner that he has extended to all of his plays

Plautus' practice in some, but in the history of Roman

comedy a more substantial claim lies in the use of the

prologues to refute the allegations of his opponents.

In part this may be the outcome of chance. Had not

Lanuvinus criticised Terence's treatment of Kenander's

Andria before it was produced, we might well have had

prol ogees which simply announced the Greek original and

continued a captatio benevolentiae• It was a shrewd^

move on Terence's port to use the prologue as a vehicle

to air publicly a literary squabble and thus win the

attention of his audience before the play proper began.

For posterity his decision was a happy one. Because of it

we learn of the differing attitudes of the writers of
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comedy at this time on the question or the aims of

the Roman playwrights should be, as v/ell as of some

of the changes which Terence has made from his Greek

model,

The rhetorical nature of the prologues

In diction, structure ana style the prologues of

Terence resemble miniature forensic speeches.

The prologue itself is called an orauio (H.T.15),

the speaker is Terence's advocate (K,T.11,12) and the

audience has the role of iudices in the dispute between

Terence and his opponents (ad,4; H,T«12«25 ff.). This

choice of diction is not peculiar to Terence since

Plautus uses similar language in the prologue of the

-uaphitryo (cf. e.g. 33 f. ,50) but the structure of

Terence's prologues suggests that he is consciously

following the precepts of rhetoricians, (We know

from Suetonius, rhet.1, that rhetoricians were expelled

from Rone in 161.) Of all the prologues that of the

Andria is probably the one that most closely conforms

in structure to an oratio as described, by the teachers

of rhetoric (see Leo, Anal.Flaut,II 15 ff • > Klose,

op.cit.81 ff,; Fabia, Lcs prologues de Terence,283 ff.).
The prologue of the Adelphoe falls into four parts -

vv.1-5, 6-14, 15-21, 22-5. After the introduction
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the next two sections serve to refute tv/o charges

which have apparently been brought against Terence,

that of using a scene which ilautus had previously

used in one of his comedies, i.e. furtum (cf.Eun.23 ff.
and secondly that he has been assisted in his work by

horn in en rcblles. The prologue ends with a warning

to the audience not to expect the argumentua and an

injunction to show aequanimitas and thus encourage

Terence to write more plays.

Stylistically the prologues have a rhetorical

flavour in the presence of antithesis, parisosis,

paronomasia, honsoeoteleuton and anaphora. From the

Adelpboe one may note :

indicio de se ipse erlt, vos eritis iudices (4)

cum flsutus locum

reliquit Integrum, eum hie locum sumpsit sibi
in Adelphos (9 f)

quod illi iaaloflictum ve'emens esse existumant
ears laud em hie ducit maxutsem (17 f)

partem aperient,

in agendo partem ostendent. (23 f)

For examples of paranomasia note indi.elo ... iudices (4

otio .. negctio (20; cf. Hec.26): for homoeoteleuton

in belle in ctio in negotio (20), venient aperient .

patencies t (23-4; cf. And.22, H.T.40, Tun.38): for
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anaphora, less frequent than other figures, earn ...

eum ... eum ... earn (7 ff). Allitteration too is

present though in a restrained manner in keeping with

the prescription of rhetoricians (cf. e.g. Auct. ad Her.

IV 12). It is most obvious at the very beginning of

the prologues (cf. Ad. 1, And. 1, Phornt. 1), but occurs

elsewhere, though often con', ined to a pair of words,

particularly at the end of lines5 cf. fecit fabulam

(7» cf. And.3, Phortn.4). exnressuro extulit (11),

popuio placent (19), sine superbia (21). With their

short sentences, packed *ith antithesis and word play

the prologues exemplify the precepts of the Asiatic

style (cf. Leo, Geschlchtc, $05 and see £. Norden,

Die hunstprosa, 134 ff.).

postouam : with strong causal force: cf. Phortn.

1 ff., postquam poeta vetus poetao non potest /

retrahere a studio, .... naledictis deterrere ne

scribar perat.

2. scripturam : 'his work, what he writes' (cf.Hec.24-,

quod si scrlpturam spreviasem in praesentia) contrasting

with the specific play about to be produced. So also

ab iniquls casts a wider net than aclvorsarios. By

advorsarios Terence means in particular the malevolus

vetus poeta (HVT.22, And.6-7; cf. the plural malevoli

at H.T.16) whom Donatus identifies for us ae Luscius
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Lanuvinus (see on And.1,7. Sun.9, 10, Phorm.2,6,15).

2-3# ab in1puis ... sumus : the suggestion is that

the action of Lanuvinus and others springs from the

information which they have received from the iniqui.

Terence thus implies that Lanuvinus and others employ

underhand tactics - an excellent way of blackening

his opponents' character at the same time as he

introduces the points at issue,

3* papcre in peiorem partem : 'are zealously-

representing the play in a worse light than it

deserves': cf, Pollio in Cic.Att.10.33*2, niurn

consilium meum raperent in contreriaro partem,

quara acturi sumus : feminine because fabula is to be

understood: cf. Pun.19, quam nunc acturi suaus

Pensndri Punuchum.

4, ex-it : the pyrrhic scansion by B~B of an

iambic word is not common at this point in the line

but cf.Cist,529 and see Drexler, Akaenstud.I 195-6.

factum : the omission of id in OCT (and Marouzeau)

is probably correct. With the strong break after

oporteat the demonstrative must be retrospective but

there is nothing explicit for it to refer to, except

the action of the advorsarios. Such a reference

hardly fits the words laudin an vitio duci. Some

editors have assumed a lacuna while Kauer believed

that id_ picks up what was implicit in indicio de se ipse
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erit.

6* Diphili : Diphilus of Ginope, a slightly older

contemporary of Menander and a prolific writer of

hew Comedy, wrote the Greek plays on which the Rudens

and Gas1ca are based. See T.B.L. Webster, Studies in

Later Greek Comedy. 1>2 ff.

7. earn : it is uncertain whether words like earn.

eum. meam, mourn, etc. are monosyllabic by synizesis

or pyrrhic by iambic shortening when they occupy the

arsis or thesis of a foot. Lindsay (LIV.59 ff.)

decides on the basis of emphasis, the emphatic

possessives being taken as pyrrhic. In the lines

here the anaphora suggests that on this criterion earn

and eum should he pyrrhic. Certainly in 10 the

synisesis and complete elision on cum after the

elision of the final syllable of integrum is unlikely:

scan rather in/trrCum) e(urn) hie, hie shortened by B-B,

In the case of iambic words ending in js preceded

by a long vowel (ireos, deos, etc.) synizesis is probably

more frequent, since in other words like bonos iambic

shortening is extremely rare: see statistics in H.

Lepperman, De correptione vocabulorum iambicorum, etc.,

Diss. Munster 1890, 78 (table), 00. For Terence see

Laidlaw, 67 ff. Opposition to synizesis cane from

F.Gkutsch; see esp. Geras : Abhandlungen zur

indogerroanischen Gprachgeschichte August Pick ...
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gewidaet (Gottingen 1903) 108ff.

7* Plautu'j final s after a short vowel and before a

word beginning with a consonant should be printed except

where the metre demands that the syllable be 'short'•

In Terence this occurs almost always in Terence at the

end of the senarius, iambic octonarius or trochaic

septenarius before a final monosyllable (cf. 4-29,839 tS73)•
These examples cannot be explained by iambic shortening,

which can be invoked for almost all the other occurrences

of the alleged suppression of final s (see note on 971

for the cretic shortening in omnibus). Lindsay's practice
in extending the suppression of final s to other parts

of the line is not supported by the linguistic evidence and

is based on the arbitrary metrical assumption that Plautus

and Terence preferred an iambus to s spondee in the even

feet of the senarii (see ELV 126). For the evidence
ig

against and discussion of Lindsay's practice see P.W.Harsh,
TAPA 83 (1952) 267ff.

It is interesting to note that out of 19 examples where

final js has to be dropped at the end of the line the

following monosyllable begins with s on 18 occasions. This

seems to be an attempt on the part of Terence to render a

metrical licence more acceptable by phonetic means, since

the length of a continuant is mora variable in length than

other consonants. The excejjtion is at 839 where the

Monosyllable begins with f (the sound nearest in quality

to b)•
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9. in prima fabula : * at the beginning of the play':

cf. Rec.59. prirno actu placeo, Hec.822, prima nocte.

1®* integrum : here in its original literal sense

'untouched'.

10-1. euro ... locum ,., in Adelphos : on the extent

of the Eiphilean scene and other changes made by

Terence in Act II see pp.12 ff. above.

11. verbum do verba expressum extulit : the object

oi" extulit (here « transtulit for the sake of the

sound fi; pre) is euro locum (cf. Bun.32. And.14). The

phrase verburn de verbo is adverbial (- ad verbum),

modifying expressuro, which in turn modifies locum, cf.

Cic.Fln.1.4, fabellas Latinas ad verbuia expressas and

Clc.Top.8,55. £tu[j,oAoyta id est verbum de verbo

veriloouiuni; scbol.on Pers.1.4, Labeo transtulit Iliadem

et Gdysssam verbum ex verbo ridicule satis. I follow

Nencini, Riv.di Fil.21 (1393) 476-7 and Dz-K. (see ad loc.)
Terence stresses the closeness of his rendering to

combat the charge that he has spoiled the Greek original

by too free a translation. I take free rendering to be

subsumed in the charge of 'contarainatio': see Beare,

510 ff.: but aleo ..R.Chalmers, CR 7 (1957) 12 f. and

Beare in CS 9 (1959) 7 ff.

12. novaro : his play can be called novo since no part
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of it has already been presented on the stage.

furtuane factum : the charge of furtum was

previously laid against Terence because he had taken

the characters of Thraso and Gnatho in the Lunuchus

from Kenander' s Folax. which had been the model for

ploys by Kaevius and Plautus (Eun»25)» Terence admits

that charge, but shows that he is innocent in his use

of the Oiphilean scene here, Terence's opponents may

have had inexact knowledge of the Biphilean material

used by Terence, when they brought the charge. Klose,

(op.cit.155 f.), suggests that there was no real

accusation brought against Terence and that he is

indulging in Lelbstanklage, but v.5 does not support

this interpretation. Possibly Terence deliberately

leaked misleading information about the Adelphoe to

prompt an accusation which he could easily refute.

14-. reprehen sum : 'taken' or perhaps 'recovered':

but there is a play on the sense 'found fault with*.

The double meaning is directed at lanuvinus, as is

the relative clause qui rraeteritus neclegentiast.

Terence is being; facetious. At And .20-1 he said that

he preferred to follow the noclessentia of Nsevius,

Plautus and Lnniue than the obscura diligentia of

Lanuvinus and his followers, bow he is claiming that

he has recovered a scene omitted because of Plautus'
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neclep.entia. Why then should Lanuvinus attack him

for what he did in the Adelphoe?

nam cuod ... : nam introducing a nev? point;

cf. EjT.16,671*
malevoli : for malevoli against maledici of the Bembinus

cf. And.6-7. qui malcvoll / veterls poetae roaledictis

respondeat; H.I..16,22.

homines nobiles : down to the Ciceronian period

tradition is united in linking with Terence's name

and work Sciplo Aemilianus, Purius Philus, and C.

Laelius, the leading members of the 'Bcipionic circle':

cf. e.g. the lines of iorcius Lincinus (writing about

100 . .) quoted in the Suetonian Vita (6): Scipio nil

profuit, nil haelius. nil Furius./ tres per idem

tenpus qui agitabant nobiles facillime: cf. also Vita.

2; Cic.Att.7.5.10. Later grammarians, Santra and

Fenestella, proposed other candidates because they

alleged the traditional candidates were too young, but

even in 168 Scipio Aemilianus had showed his Hattingly

ROOM 5 (1963) 39 ff., accepts the traditional indentifi-

cation of the homines nobliea but m^ves Terence's plays

into the late 130's to accomodate it. On the 'Seipionic circle'

see A.A.astin, Scipio Aemilianus. Oxford 1967*294 ff.

16. hunc : the reading in the Suetonian Vita (4). In

the prologues Terence is usually referred to by hie, (ex¬

ceptions are H.T.14 and Hec.6 and 8). Hunc has probably
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been changed to eum because of the rarity of the

former in oratio oblique*

17* illi : after isti in 15 illl is here resumptive

c*"* bpid.154-5. qui ubi tibi istara emptaa esse sciblt

atque banc adductam alteram, continuo te orabit uitro

ut iliorn tramittas slbi: see Keller, TaPA 77 (1946} 291 •

1^* : by attraction to the predicative laudetn;

cf.274, stultitiast tstaec. and see LHfl II 442.

21. sine superbia ; the point that Terence is making

is that his audience and. the general populace have not

been too proud to accept the help of these noblies.

thy then should Terence? If he spurned their help

or advice, he would be guilty of showing superbia.

See G.Cupaiuolo, Bo11,d.i ?i 1.C1asa.6 (1899) 65 f •

Others, loss convincingly, take the prepositional phrase

to refer to the nofciles: see C.Knapp, CR 21 (1907) 45 f.
and P«Thomas, Mnero. 4-9(1921) 2 f.

22-3. The lines closely echo Trin.16-7. By 160 B.C.

Terence's audience would hardly have expected an

expository prologue from him and these two lines have

been adduced as support for placing the Adelphce

immediately after the Andrle. (seeabove). Perhaps

the purpose of the echo is to remind his audience

(and Lanuvinus) that in this divergence from the Greek

model Terence is following what Plautus has already

clone.
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23-4. 1 partem aperient, in agendo partem ostendent:

the first cluase refers to Kiclo's monologue, the

second to the dialogue between Hicio arid Demea.

24-5* facite ... Industriam : the prologue ends,

like the others, with an appeal for the goodwill of

the audience, in return for which the dramatist will

write further plays: cf. And. 24 ff.

24. auReat : with long: vowel in the final syllable.

•There are very few certain examples of the long vowel

before final t;: most of them occur at the locus

Jacobsohnionus (cf. un.484. 1iorm.160.250. Bee.415;

see on 142). Cf., hox^over, Phogm,72G, where cleat

is better taken as a spondee, and Bee.576.
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Act I sc»1.

•j, '• •:
The play proper "begins with a monologue which is

long by Terentian standards (see Denzler, 96 f.).
This is not typical of Terence who shows a marked

preference for dialogue in the opening scene. Of

the other comedies only in Phormio does a character

have the stage to himself when the play commences,

but there Davos speaks a short entrance monologue

and is quickly Joined by Geta. Geta is, in fact,

like Chaereas in Dyskolos. Grumio in Rostellaria

and Sosia in Andria, a protatic character, introduced

by the dramatist for the purpose of exposition, but

playing no further part in the play. We know-

that Terence is responsible for the presence of

Sosia in Andria, for Donatus tells us 'in Andria

Menandri solus est senex' (prol.v.'lA). In the

^delphoe« however, T, has remained faithful to his

original in keeping the monolog:ue (see notes on v.A3

and v. 81) and the speech itself shows no apparent

signs of Terentian reworking (see note on A4).
The speech is delivered by Kicio, who enters

from one of the doors, and serves a two-fold function.

It informs the audience of the hypokeimena, thereby
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announcing the theme of the play - the conflict

between the speaker and his brother in the matter

of how they bring up their sons, and at the same

time Kicio's character is revealed.

Storax I : Micio comes onstage and calls out

along the street for litorax, one of the slaves

who had gone to meet Aeechinus* After the vocative

there is a pause and from the lack of response Kicio,

who we imagine has been looking without success for

his son and the other slaves before entering, infers

that, as he feared, neither his son nor his retinue

has returned from the cena.

It is absurd to suppose that Micio comes onstage

and then shouts into the house for Storax (so Dz-h.,

Mar.) and, if non rediit ... ierant is made interro¬

gative (cf.Donatus 26^, hoc alii interrogative), that

he directs these words to him (cf.Schlee, Schol.

fererrfc., 14-9). It is equally implausible that Ctorax

comes onstage with Micio and then leaves after

answering Kicio's question by some negative gesture.

Certainly the exx>lanaticn favoured above gives an

unusual opening to a monologue but it is a good one

in that the vocative motivates the appearance of Micio
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on the stage. The suggestion has been made that

storax is an exclamation and rot the name of a

slave (cf. Giardelli, Boll.di filol.Class. VIII

85-5; Kroll.Rhein.Mus.60 1905 513 ff.), but the

evidence in support of it is weak. V/e would have

a unique example of storax as an interjection (but
T —

C^# tuxtax, Plaut.Pers.264-, and prox/prax.Pseud. 1279),
while the name Storax. though rare is attested; OIL

VI 6407: cf. Austin, The Significant Name in

Terence 61. As Donatus suggests (ab oaore Ptorox).

the name is connected with the Greek a tree

producing scented resin or the name of the resin

itself. For an early example of the representation
2

of Greek upsilon by o one may note Tondrus, CIL I 5&7•

26. Aeschinus: for the second declension form of the

proper noun cf. PIaut.Pseud.757. trapezitam Aeschinus;

CIL I^ 904 AISCINUS. The name was also the title of

one of Caecilus' plays (cf.Gell. 15.14.5).

27. servolorum. This particular diminutive is used

in Terence only by senes (480,566 And.85, H.T.471.550)
and once (H.T.191) by an adulescens. The forms in

these instances do not indicate that the slave in

question is young hut marks the speaker's social

superiority. For other nuances of the diminutive
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see note 011 101.

iersnt: by normal prosody this form of the perfect

of eo_ would be an anapaest and several editors have

written iverant (cf. Plaut.Most.842 and see Leo,

Rheln.Mus.58 1883 22 f.). Rut ierant is supported

by the unanimity of the MSS# and the evidence of

Lonatus (ierant products I pronuntiandum. nos addita

V 'iverant' dicimus). The form may be explained as

a back-formation based on the alternation audierit/

audierit etc. where the long-vowel form is an

analogical extension from the -ivi forms. Although

L-K. read, ierant here (cf. Lindsay on Capt.194).

somewhat inconsistently they reject audierit at Hec.

813 (all MSS') and audi eras at Phorm. 575(A).

28. profecto vere dicunt: "It's a true saying". Cf.

H.T.795-6. verum illud. Chremes./ dicunt: 'ins

suiTifflum saepe surarnast malitis1 .

28-9• si a.bsis uspiaro aut ibi si ceases: I read atque

ibi si cesses, an emendation of Sydow, de fide librorum

Terent., diss. Berlin 1878, inaccessible to me but

defended by ngelbi echt, W.St VI (1884) 246. The

cause of Micio's anxiety and of the thoughts of the

imagined wife is not simply the absence of Aeschinus

/
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and the husband respectively but the delay in their

return. So in v.52 the second part of the protasis,

si cesses, is repeated. In the context, therefore,

the second conditional seems to be a necessary comple¬

tion of the idea expressed in the first and. cannot be

linked with aut. Neither vv. 145-6, si au; earn / aut

etiara ad tutor sire eius iracundiae, nor v,601, si ita

aequom censeg aut si ita opus est facto, can be

adduced as parallels and support for aut here (so Spengel

Dz-K.). In the second example aut introduces an alternative

in the first a modification anditvould be relevant, if

the sense of the two conditionals here was e.g. 'If

you are delayed somewhere or even if you are Just out

of the house'. Other suggestions include et ibl ...

(Langen, Phil.Rundschau 1881 1122); ea tibi, si cesses ..

(Havet, Manuel sect.1^5^)» the merging of 29-30 into
one line by expunging aut ibi si cesses aftd et quae in
anirao cogitat (Ritschl, Cpusc.Ill 797 ff., leaving

irata, however, in an extremely awkward position)
si absis ... cesses. ... satius est: utterances of

this kind, with the subjunctive in the pcotasis and

the indicative in the apodosis, are much commoner than

one would su_ose (statistics ore in ALL IX 25). Most

of the examples fall into the following: groups: 1.

where the protasis has strong modal force, as in Ad.202:
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2. where the relationship between apodosis and

protasis is not quite logical, as in Plaut. Bpid.

730> invitus do hanc veniam tibi. nisi necessitate

eogar (logically one would expect sed cogor); 3*

where the modal verbs like possum / debeo appear in

the apodosis: 4. where the subject of the protasis is

the 'ideal' second person and no modal force is felt

(cf. e.g. gaudeas in 255)* See more fully the

discussion in Handford 110,127 ff», to which this

note is indebted, and further examples in Bennett I

274- ff., 319.

29* ea sstius est: only example in Terence of a

proceleusmatic. in the fifth foot of a senarius.

But the uniqueness is insufficient to provide grounds

for removing it in some way. Phillimore (CR 16 1922

174) proposed ea venire because the demonstrative

antecedent usually bears the ictus, but there are

exceptions to this; cf. Hec.391, ceueruin de redducenda

id facias quod in rem sit tuaia.

in te : "against you." cf. 60, And.874-. Bun.4,

K.f.876. etc.

31. irata .. parentes propitii .: the two adjectives

are not uncommonly contrasted: cf. Plout.Poen.334,

an irata est? #propltia hercle est (of Venus): Cure.557.
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quoi homini di sunt propitii. ei non esse iratos

puto: Cic.Gsel.42, Piso 59» Att.8.16.2. As in the

first four examples, propitii is almost always an

epithet of deities (cf. Phortn.636). At Att.8.16.2

Cicero uses the word as a jibe at the divine awe in

which Caesar is held (cf. the end of sect.1 of the

letter). Rare exceptions to this usage ef propitii

are at Cic.N.D.II 145 acd Livy 28.34.10 but in the

latter the words of Scipio to the Spanish (propitios an

iratos habere Roiaenos mallent) underline what the

relationship between the Romans and Spanish is to be.

The divine connection of the words is quite clear

also at Plaut.here.956. tain propitiate reddarn quam

quom propitiast Juno - Jovi. The associations of the

adjective and the allitteration are an indication of

Kicio's self superiority.

propitii: the frequency with which quadrisyllable

words of the type appear at the end of an iambic

line or a trochaic septenarius, with the verse ictus

falling on the first syllable, suggests that these

words have retained the earlier initial stress accent

of Latin for a longer period than others, since there

seems no good reason why they should be limited to

this position to the extent that they are (see Lindsay

LLV 35 f«i Laidlaw, 12 ff, and W.Sidney Allen, Journ.
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of Ling. V 1969 197 f£.)« In the case of some words,

however, the verse ictus falls on the second syllable.

These are explained by Thierfelder (in Fraenkel, Iktus

und Akzent 357 ff•) by metrical considerations

(e.g. they often appear before the hepthemiraeral

caesura as ccciderit. 37» and facilitas. 391) or

by their position in a syntactic group which affects

the word accent. But as Laidlaw points out, there-

are other examples of these words which Thierfelder's

theory does not explain.

33. aut tete atnari : I believe the text to be

corrupt at this point. I do not think that one can

have both tete and amari. If aroari were right, the

emphasis should surely fall on that, and an emphatic

tete anticipates and weakens the strong antithesis in

v.34. If tete is wrong, then amari cannot stand

because the line is unmetrical. .Even apart from this,the

distinction between an active and a passive role in

lovemaking is weak, particularly in the order that they

are presented in the MSB, If one wishes to retain both

notions, then I think that one must read aut te amari

cogitat / aut tete amare; it would seem bad enough to

a v/ife if her husband is seduced, but how much worse if

he is the seducer! However, I would read aut aleari in
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place of tete arnare after a suggestion of Hevet (aut

te aiearl in ALL 578) • This verb appears only in

a glossary (aleatur: cotlaat* CGL V 264,39)» although

the noun aleator is found* How gambling can be

regarded as a ifremden Begriff* (so Kauer, Krit.

Anhang ad loc.) I fail to see. Lice was as much an

ingredient of the convivlum as female companys cf.Plaut.

Cant. 72-3. nam . cor fur? in convivio / sibi a. ma tor, tales

quom iacit* scortum invocat; Asin. 862-3. verurn hoc

facto sese ostendlt. qui quidern cum filio / potet

una atque una arnicam ductet* decrepitus senex and 904

lace, aster, talos* ut porro nos iaciaraus; Bacc.71.

In the Lpitrepontes Smicrines delivers a monologue

describing the misdeeds of his son-in-law who has >-•

deserted his daughter. Although only fragments of the

speech survive, he mentions psaltria and kuboi in

vv.424-5* One may compare the pleasures which the

Unjust Logic says have to be given up if one wishes

be sophron (Aristoph.CIouds 1073)»

atque animo obsequi : the phrase though meaning

indulge oneself probably refers here to eating,

since it goes closely with potare and there is no

other mention of food: cf. Flaut* K.G.678* es* bibe*

animo obsequere mecum.
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34, This line has been bracketed by some editors
A

(Umpf., Fleck. , Prete). It does not appear in

the Bembinus and there is no lemma or scholion on

this line in Donatus. But there are no strong

reasons to expunge the line, which was probably

omitted in the Bembinus because the succeeding line

also began with E. (so Spengel: see Bianco, ASHF

25 1956 96 f.). Cf. Flsut.Most.52.

et tibi bene esse soli, quota ....: it makes better

sense to take soli with sibi rather then with tibi, as

L.-K* punctuate, with the meaning 'on her own'. The

wife's m&erableness derives from her being left at

home alone. If one takes soli with tibi, the wife's

male esse is left in limbo. So in the elegiac poets

separation from one's lover means misery and torment:

cf.e.g. Prop.1.12.13 f. The objections to this

punctuation, that Terence uses the -ae ending for

the dative feminine singular of solus and alter

(cf. Pun.1004, Phono.928 and E.T.271 and see Engelbrecht,

Stud.Terent.37) do not seem to me to outweigh the

better sense which the punctuation favoured here (with

Fleck., Mar, and Hubio)gives.

35. ego emphatic position, standing in strong

contrast to uxor in 32, as Kicio illustrates the second
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part of the general sentiments expressed in 28-31.

The rise in emotional level as he turns from the

thoughts of the imaginary wife to his own personal

anxieties is clear. The sentence begins as if it

will parallel the structure in 31 hut becomes

exclamatory. Hote how in 35-9 each line runs over

into the next, the slight tension between logic

and grammar in 36 (see note below), and how the

section ends with snoth'v exclamation, this time

accusative and infinitive which is preceded by the

interSection. Cf.866 ff. for a similar change.
r

35-6. quae cogito et / quibus : all MSB have ert

but those where line division is observed have the

connective at the beginning of 36 (L is an exception).
The connective is attested, by Servius (on Aen.4-.379)

but is missing in a lemma in the Bonatus commentary

(55 )• here serves to fuse w.35 ah3 36 more

closely together (see j>revious note) and I follow

the evidence of the MBS. For the monosyllabic

connective at the verse ending cf. e.g. Bun.260-1,

ubi .«. videt mi esse tantum honorem et / tam facile

victuro quaerere and see Vafclen, Versschlusse.

15,55.
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36. I would remove the exclamation mark after

rebus and make ne ... alserit ... dependent on

sollicitor. There is a slight illogicality: one

would expect quaro sollicitor ne ..., but this seems

better than taking the ne-clauses ©s ind pendent

exclamations or supposing that roetuo is to be under¬

stood.

37• aut uspiam ceciderit aut praefregerit / aliouid:

the idea of falling makes little sense on its own in

this context: ceciderit and praefregerit must form

one ides which is an alternative to alserit. Thus

Donatus: CISC IB-SRI T AC PRAEFREGdHlT iungendum ut doe solum

'ceciderit* sed etiara 'praefregerit aliquid'. The MSS

all have cec. sut prae. and most editors have printed
1

the line in this form. I agree with Dz. and irrete

that ac should be read. The content of the passage

which is usually cited as a parallel for Kicio*s

anxiety, Plaut. K.G.719 ff», supports the change of

ac for aut. There Periplectomenus states how anxious

he would have been if he had had children;

si ei forte fuiscet febris,
censerem emori;cecidissetve ebrius aut de equo uspianu
metuerem ne ibi diffregisset crura aut cervices sibi.

He thus envisages two contingencies - illness (cf.alserit)
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or a fall. If his children were ill, he would think

they were dying; if they had a fall, he would, think

they hod broken a limb or their neck. Micio is here

envisaging the seme two contingencies. Ritschl (Prolep.

Trin.p.120) also removed out but re-cast ;he whole line.

38. vah : here an expression of anxiety or despair:

cf.614, And.688. It sometimes coneys anger (cf.h15)»
admiration (5S9» I'un.730) or derision (cf.18?): see

Eichter, Studemund I 635-4-2.

quemquamne hominem : on -ne see note on 330 and for the

use of quisquam as en adjective see cote on 366: the

accusative and infinitive of exclamation is here

equivalent to a negative statement - 'no one (emphatic)

should

38-9. in animo instituere aut / parare ..; these words

raise two problems, one a minor problem of syntax, the

other a much more important one of meaning. The KSS

are divided between in animum (VPE) and in antao.

Support for the accusative case is given by PIaut.Most.

82, argumentaque in pectus multa institui (cf. also

Rud.956* magnas res hie aglto in mentea / instruere)

and by the fact that the ablative is the more common

and therefore less likely to have been expunged, if it
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is the correct reading. I would therefore print

the accusative,

(The meaning of the phrase causes some difficulty

because it is linked by aut with parare and must

therefore have the relative clause as its object.

Vahlen (Yersschlusse, 40) interprets the phrase

thus: "etwas in das Hera Oder in den Sinn stellen

das man nicht besitzt, aber zu besitzen vunscht

He is followed by Lewis -nd Short - "to set one's

heart upon". I cannot see how this meaning can be

extracted from the Latin: the phrase must mean 'to

ponder' or 'to decide, resolve' (cf. Conradt, Hermes

10 1875 109). Aut, I believe, must be removed and

parare must be dependent on in anlm.instit. Cf.Kec.

99» ut posset animum inducere uxorem habere. As for

how aut got into the line, I suggest that at some

time it was marginal gloss on 37» offered as a

variant or (supposed) correction of ac, and that

it became attached to 36 even after the preceding

line had been changed in the MSS •

4-C. atque: 'and yet* -adversative as often in

Terence; cf.362, And.225. miquidern hercle non fit

veri simile: atque ipsis commentum placet , 350,

E+T.207, i-horro.389. et also can have this sense:
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cf.726 and see Praenkel, Horace, 358 n.2 on Spist.

1.20.7 and Leo, Nach.Gowt.Gee.1895 423-4.

is adeo: adeo is intensive, emphasising is_: cf, And.

579» tute adeo lam eius audies verba, Eun.303. Most

editors take it in the sense 'quite / v^ry' with

dissimili, as in Eun.204, adulescentem adeo nobiiea

(see Dz-K.), but metrical considerations support the

view given here. Terence, unlike Plautus, occasionally

admits a tribrach- or anapaest-word at the end of a

senarius or trochaic septenarius. But such words are

always preceded by a monosyllable and the two words

go closely together to form a quadrisyllable unit:

cf.quid agitur (Ad.373»883i885» Phorm.610); quid

agimus (Eun.1088). Thus adeo here should he taken

with Is rather than with diasiaili. See Lrexler,

Akzentstud.I 117; G.Skutsch, ProB.u.metr.Ges.65;

Laidlaw, frosody ,103. The Bembinus reads ex fratre

meo / is ... (unmetricsl) and some editors have

followed the testimony of the codex antiouissimus

by transposition of words (ex fratre est roeo, Bz.i

fratre ex meo. Fleck.}: frete reads sec ex meo fratre

at the end of 40! Adeo is clearly right.

ego banc: the demonstrative hie is usually

shortened after egc: cf. e.g. 553» And.708, Phorm.529,
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Eun.794. Fhillimore (CR 34 1920 150) therefore proposed

ep;o hapc ille . ♦. But there are a few exceptions

(cf.Ad.757* ego hos convenio. H.T.1012) and complete

uniformity does not have to be postulated. Emphasis

may fall not so much on ego but on hanc. picking up the

idea of dissiaili studio: i.e. I've liveu this

(accompanied by a gesture?)...., he on the other hand ...

L-K« admit hiatus after ego, but the evidence for this

kind of hiatus is very slender (cf. Laidlaw, fro sod?;, 92),

i^nd, as stated, I am not sure that ego is necessarily as

emphatic as the admission of hiatus would suggest. I

would scan the first foot as an iambus.

clementem vltarp urbanam: vitam urbanam forms one unit

and no connective is required to link clementen and

urbanam; cf. Varro, R«R. 3.11, duae hominum vitae.

rustics et urbana.

clementem: the word evokes the metaphor of a 'sea

of troubles': although the adjective is first applied

to winds and rivers etc. in lateiffliterature (cf.Catull.

64.282, clementi fbmlne; Ovid Met.9.116. qua sit

clementissimug amnis). this is thought to be its

original usage (cf. Ernout-Mei1let, s.v.) It is

interesting to note that Seneca uses this image in

connection with otiura: Epist. Mor.19«6« aliquid et pro
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otio audenduro est, aut In ista sollicitudine

procurationum et deinde urbanorum officiorum

senescendura in tumultn ac semper novis fluctibus ..«;

de otio 1.2.

otium : the philosophical basis of Riei""'s methods

of upbringing, expounded in the second part of the

monologue and contrasted with the complete absence on

homes's psrt of any theoretical foundation, is

consistent with the Arij .otelian and Greek notion of

schole. In his description of the ideal city

Aristotle says that citizens should not be involved

in trade or be georcoi, since these activities ore

Inimical to virtue (Polit.VII 1328b $3 ff.). In other

words, those for whom Aristotle primarily outlines

his theory must not, like bemea, devote themselves

to work, but, like Kicio, have the means to allow

them to live most of their lives in schole and thus

to follow a vita contemplative, superior to a life of

practical activity (cf. S,K» X 1177b 4 'It is thought

that happiness consists in leisure'.) It is doubtful

whether many of Terence's audience would have been able

to see the otiuro of Kicio in the same light, since there

is little to suggest that otium had in 2nd. cent. Rome

the same positive notions of schole in 4th cent.Athens.
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See J.L, Stocks, C£ 30 1936 ^77 ff.; G.Skutsch, Studia

Baniana. 163 ff» (with further references there).

44-5• quod .... putant./ ... habui : Jokes against

and complaints about marriage and wives (especially

one's own) are commonplace in Sew Comedy ^cf. Dames's

remarks at 667 and see note there). It is natural to

take Hicio's words in this way also and to take uxoresa

numquero habui as picking up quod fortunatum. (Dz-K.

and L—K, mark off uxoreta, following an interpretation

recorded by Donatus end the punctuation of lovislis.

This is not attractive.) Mlcio is not, however, saying

that he feels the same way as isti (seebelow on this)

and at the end of the play he is pressured into marrying

Sostrata.

■^3* isti; referring to Kicio's fellow citizens. R.M.

Keller (illPA 77194-6 261 S) has ably refuted the view

put forward by Bach (Studemund II 211 ff.) that iste

has always the connotation of the second person.

Keller shows that the primary force of iste is

strongly deictic. I believe that that is the force

of isti here, and that there is no reference in the

pronoun to the Roman audience. Kor is this likely

since there is no other instance in Terence of the
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dramstist's breaking of the dramatic illusion. One

might have expected a relative clause (cf.Ken.766 ff.,
Afran. 156 ff.) to define isti. since elsewhere the

demonstrative has a particular reference when used

pronominally (cf.806, And.15. ijhorm.704). Probably

isti is used here to indicate (more clearly than quidam

would have) that Micio does not agree with this

attitude towards marriage (see to.G.Arnott, G & R N.S.

10 1965 140 ff.).

The word created difficulties of interpretation

even in antiquity. In the Bembinus we find a scholion

Isti: qui uxorera habent and in Donatus'isti1 autem id

est: hi qui a. roe dissentlunt (43^)« There are other-

scholia on this line in Donatus which also seem to be

2
attempting to explain the pronoun: 43 ET qUOh

FORTUNATUK. ISTI Pl'TANT Romani scilicet., qui caelibera

cuasi en*- litem cicunc. et item Graeci. a pud. quos sunt

huiuemodi gententiae .... Now it is rubbish to

suppose that isti can refer either to the Romans or

the Greeks in general, but the scholion is indicative

of the awkwardness of isti felt even in antiquity.

The third scholion on this line reads PORTUHATUK IGTI

PUTAKT ufcioue uxorem non ducere - dicit autorn Roman is

id videri, -.---p- susctatores habet. Menander ... After
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'Menander' there is a citation from the Greek dramatist

which is corrupt but the final words appear to be

06 yovatxa ka^pavco. I suggest that the first

part of the third scholion (.FOR'TUNATUM ducere)

is misplaced and should belong to the fourth scholion

on this line and that dicit autem kappavoo
2

is a continuation of That is to say, because

there was doubt whether the pronoun isti referred to

the Romans or Greeks, rrcourse was made to the

Kenandrian original for help (cf. Con.cn And.483)»

Because Kenander is cited after it is stated that isti

refers to the Romans one might conclude that 'Micic'

at this point in the Menandrian play made no reference

to the Greek audience or to his fellow citizens (i.e.

in terms of the play). But since naxapcoq or some word

like it appears to be imbedded in the first part of the

citation it is probable that 'Kicio' said he regarded

himself as lucky in not having a wife. If this is so,

Terence ma;- have changed the Greek to make the agreement

of Micio to marry Sostrata at the end of the play more

acceptable.

4-4. nun; unaa habui: since the Greek .fragment on which

this line is based seems to have had either kappdvco

or kap.pa.vcov it is likely that Terence has made Micio
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clder than he was in the Greek play (so Rieth,25

and cf. discussion of the changes which Terence may

have made in connection with the marriage of Micio at

pp.104 ff, above). Lefevre, who accepts the present

participle, argues on the basis of the participle

that this section has been taken over by Terence

from the Menandrian prologue (see p.144 n.35 above).
llle contra haec omnia: with L-K. I punctuate after

omnia, taking contra as an adverb and assuming an

ellipse of the verb: cf. Lucilius 720, ille contra

omnia inter plures senrim et oedetemtim foris / ne

quern leedat. Some editors take centre as a preposition7
haec being retrospective. The only other possible

prepositional usage of contra in Terence is at Ibora.

521-2, nunc contra omnia beec / repperi qui dct

Deque lacrumet. But I prefer to punctuate after

haec and with P. Skutsch to take the sense as 'now

all this is changed': cf.Vsrro R.S. 1«13«6» itaque

illorum villae rusticee erant maioris preti quam

urban ae: quae nunc sunt pleraq-ue contra, 3,2.4. (see

Ds?. -Hauler ad loc. Krit•Anhang).

45 ff. Note the long series of clauses, conspicuous

for their br /ity and the asyndeton (45-52). This

stylistic feature was noticed in antiquity as a
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characteristic of Kensnder's style (see Eandley on

Dysk. 19 ff.) but is also frequent in Terence. A

good example is at 8un. 5^0 ff«

45-6. agere se habere; the historical infinitive

is usually the equivalent of an imperfect tense (cf.e.g.
j.no ,62 ff.) but can denote en action that continues into

the present (cf.864). The historical infinitive is very

rare in the case of reflexive verbs (see Bennett 1

419 ff.; tefilfflin, ALL X 177 ff.).

^7* Inde: =ex eis; used personally, as often, though

not exclusively, in Comedys cf« Phorrct. 1006 f. (uxorem

duxit) ... et inde filiaro / suscepit jam unom; 1015»

earn compressit unde haec natast, etc. See LKS II 208 ff.

48-9. The two lines show a more complex form of a

tricolon crescendo, since the second and third members

themselves consist of two clauses in asyndeton: cf.

the similar structure in 61-2 (1) quor perdis adulescentem

nobis? (2) quor amat? / quor cotat? (3) quor tu his

rebus sumptum supperis, / vestitu nimio indulges?

Cr^ finds the same phenomenon in a succession of words

also: cf.319 ruerem - (I) agerem (2) raperem (3) tunderem
et prosternerem (see note there) and 472-3 (1) lacrumans

(2) orans obsecrans (3) fldem dans, iurans ...

Terence is extremely fond of the tricolon structure,
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sometimes of the crescendo type, often reinforced by

anaphora, especially when the level of emotion is

high: cf. in addition to 61-62, 305»758»789-90. See

J. Straus, Terertz una Menander 1 xf., who points out

how much more frequent anaphora is in Terence than

Menander (see pp.10-1 for list of triadic anaphora)

and B. Denzler, 75 ff♦, where his statistics show

that anaphora increases in Terence's later plays.

Hew deeply ingrained the tricolon structure is

in Terence's composition can be seen by a closer

analysis of vv.45-9. These lines can be divided into

three parts:

(1) ruri ap;ere vifcaa; semper parce ac duriter
se habere;

(2) uxoreiri duxit; nati filii
duo; inde ep;o hunc rasiorem adoptavi mihi;

(3) eduxi a parvolo; habui aicavi pro meo;

in eo nse oblecto. solum id est caruta mini.

The third section is itself a tricolon crescendo, as

has been stated, and so also is the second: but the

three sections taken together fall into the same

s ■ "'ucture.

^9* in eo: the demonstrative is neuter, as id and

the construe '.on with oblecto suggest, and the sense

is 'in this' viz. in his being my son.
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50. facto sedulo: Hauler (W.St.40,1918.81-4) suggested

that the Bembinus, which often retains archaisms which

have been lost in the Calliopisns (cf. &•(£• 168,55*0,
offers the correct reading here in adsedulo. It is

certainly difficult tc explain, but in the absence of

any corroborative evidence*©! this reading in the

grammarians (Servius has sedulo at Aen.10.567). sedulo

oust be read.

51-52. c'o, praetermitto ... agere; another example of

the tricolor crescendo (see on 46-9). The context makes

it clear that the objects of clo end praetermitto which

are to be understood are argentum/ sumpturn and peccata

respectively or some such words* These actions

exemplify how Hicio attempts to have the love he feels

for Aeschinus reciprocated, and it is difficult net to

feel that Fiicic acts in this way because he fears that

strictness may turn his son against him, although he

goes on to defend his methods in a more philosophical

discussion of what the aims of a father should be and

how best they can be attained. Compare the sentiments

of Bemaenetus at Asin. 64 ff», esp.76-7.

52. pro rseo jure: the patria potestas gave a Roman

pator famillas almost unrestricted pov/ers over the
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members of his household, in particular ius vltae

necisque; see A. Watson, The Law of Persons. ch.8;

Crook, Lav/ and Life of Rome 107 ££• Note that Micio

still implies that on the occasion he acts toward

Aeschinus as one subject to his potestas. though

there is little ether evidence of this in the play.

One feels that the reproach made by Laches

Phidippus in Hecyra might be directed at Micio :

etal ego meis me omnibus scio esse adprime

obsequentem./ sed nor- aoec ut sea facilitas corrumpat

illoruci animos; / quod tu si idem faceres. magis in

rem et vostraro et nostrem id esset,/ nunc video in

il.le.rum potestate esse te. 247 ff • : cf. Aeschinus'

monologue at 707 ff. Lemea's opinion of Kicio's

methods is very similar to leches' (cf. e.g. 61 ff.).

52 ff. postremo .... filium; for his last point the

simple and fast-moving style (with asyndeton and

absence cf subordination) gives way to a more

complex structure where use Is made of word- and

phrase-position and of the abstract as subject of a

transitive verb (see note on 104) to give a more lofty

tone to Ficio's expression as he claims in a rather

proud and self-satisfied manner his superiority over

other fathers. The position of alii clanculum patres
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outside the relative clause strengthens the contrast

between alii and f ilium, while clanculura pstres is

balanced by ne se celet in a chiastic-t/pe arrangement,

ho uO the effect of vowel assonance as the predominant

ja in 52-3 gives way to £ in 54 and of the allitteration
in 54 (celet consuefeci filiura).

clanculura: used only here as a preposition. Diminutives

are often used to sharpen contrasts and such a purpose

may be the reason for the diminutive here cf.582-3 (tan-

tilium) and see J.S.Th.Eanssen, Latin Diminutives. A

Semantic Study 11 ff., 42.

54. Micio is blissfully unaware, as is the Roman

audience, that Aeschinus has not told him of his

violation of Paaphila nine months before or that a

baby is about to be born as a result of that union.

If there was an expository prologue before Mcio's

monologue in Menander?the Greek audience would have
enjoyed the satisfaction of the dramatic irony in

Kicio's claims. If, on the other hand, as 1 have

argued (see pp.65 ff. above) the prologue was spoken

in the Greek play after the departure of Micio at

v.154, the immediate effect of Micio's words would

be lost, though the Greek audience could look back
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and see the irony of Kioto's monologue and of the

claims of the two fathers.

55-6• Editors have disagreed to a considerable

extent over the text of these two lines end Umpf.
A

obelised 56. I read (efter Epeng. , Plessis,

Psichari)

nam qui mentiri aut fallere insuerit patrem,

eudebit tanto mag is audacter ceteros.

The MSB nave aut between petrea aim audobit and read

aiuie'bit for audacter. rfhe difficulty lies in the

semantically awkward combination of insuerit and

audebit. One or other would be suitable in the

protasis, not both. Also, without out the emphasis

falls where one would expect - on the antithesis of

patrem and ceteros. As the text stands aut audebit

bears the emphasis, diverting it from patrem. Perhaps

the presence of aut between 55 and 56 arose from

some marginal note or query on the use of aut in the

phrase mentiri aut fallere; aut was Incorporated into

t'f* text, and audacter was changed to audebit in order

to provide a verb for the apodosis. Or has aut been

added to make sense of the passage after corruption of

a different kind had occurred? Certainly the end of

56 as proposed seems reedyma.de for corruption by
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haplography - AUDACITERCETER08 (cf. the spelling of

the adverb in the Bembinus at B.T.38, Fhorm.11).

For the sound figure in the proposed reading of.

F'laut.Capt.630. qui id tam audacter dicere audes?

The sound play would be in accord with the stylistic

level of the context: cf. note on 52 ff. and

liberalitate liberos in 57•

Cn the basis of instituerit in the citation of

the line by Martianus Capella (see crit.app.) Kauer

retained a vat and read institerit, the rearing which

is found in OCT. But although institerit / eut

audebit makes better sense than the one in the NSS, the

improvement is minimal.

57• pudore et liberalitatet Kicio is thinking of

attributes which a. parent cultivates in his children

and which will prevent them from going ©stray. Cn

pudor 'a sense of shame' see note on 827 if* Micio

hopes that by being lenient Aeschinus will be

restrained by the feeling of shame from taking advantage

of his father's generosity: cf. And.261 ff., amor

misericordia huius. nuptiaruro sollicitatio./tum

patris pudort qui me tam leni passus est animo

usque adhuc / quae meo quomque animo lubitumst facere.

eine ego ut advorsor? liberalitas is a more general
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term embracing qualities like honesty, integrity and

comes close to humanitas in some instances: cf.e.g«664.

For liberalitas as an important theme in the play cf.

449,684,828 and mr^> I-cKendrick, Riv.di Fil.Class N.S.32

(1954) 18-35, who suggests (unconvincingly because of
the treatment of Mlcio in the play) that the contrast

between Micio and Deroea is to be seen as mirroring the

real-life differences between Aemilius Paullus and

Cato. The Greek eleutheriotes is often discussed

in terms of its being a mean between lavishness and

stinginess (see Aristot. E.N. IV), but like liberalitas.

embraces other qualities (cf.ps.Aristot.V.V,1250b 32f.).
For similarities with Micio's theory expressed

here and in 66-7 cf. I4enand.fr.609 and see K-Th.

ad loc.

Note the absence of the normal caesura -penthemimeral

or hepthemimeral - in this line, inevitable here

because of the length of liberalite. Such lines are

unusual but not rare: cf.107,463,833» Sometimes there

is elision after the arsis of the third foot: cf.47,

114,119,355* 2ee Drexler, Lizenzen. 124 ff.

liberalitate liberos : a i'igura etymologies. much

more common in lyric and long verses than in senarii,

where it often appears in philosophising passages or
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in highly emotional contexts: see Baffter, ch.1

esp.50 ff.

59 • haec ...., conyeninnt: cf. Kepos Alcib.10.2, quae

red cum Lacedaerooniis convenissent« Cic.Tusc.5.39.

hoc ... mihi cum Bruto convenit. Livy 23.39#2, quae

cum Bannibale legatis convenissent* The construction

is rare in early Latin cf. Plaut.Pseud. 1111-2 cum nis

mihi nec locus nec sermo/convenit. 'I do not share

their company or in their conversation'. The tone is

perhaps rather solemn: note the abundantia.

60. venlt ad. me saepe clamitans 'quid agis?' : the

line can be retained as transmitted, only if clamitans

is dactylic and if one accepts a proceleusmatic in

the fourth foot with a pyrrhic ending as the first

half. The line is quoted with clemitans by Cicero

(de inv.1.27: cf. Victorinus on Cic.Rhet.p 303H) and

to Craig (CC 25 1929 117) this early testimony provides

overwhelming evidence for retaining the line as

transmitted. But despite this, the metrical anomaly

can hardly stand and clamitans is the obvious suspect

part of the verse. With most editors I would read

damans (see Fehl,4€; Quests, Mnem»12 1959 33^0•
Other editors who retain clamitans either omit agis

or change it to ais (see e.g. Marouz. and cf.Ernout,
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Hev.Ph. 76 1950 220-2) L-K. print the reading of the

MPS, defending it by suggesting that the abnormal

rhythm expresses trepidatio. But it seems oversubtle

to suppose that Terence had Micio here convey Demea's

excitement by these means.

63» vestitu: usually taken as a dative; cf.neglectu,

H.T.357 (but anui. H.T.639). But syntactically it

seems better to understand euro (cf.Kun.222, II.T.988)
and regard vestitu as an ablative.

64. nimium ipse durust: 'he himself is extremely

harsh': durus is always roetaphoric in Terence (see

Langen, Jahrb.f.class.Phil.123.689). It can refer

to a man's character or temperament as here, or to

the external circumstances of life such as those that

a poor roan endures (cf. vita dura in 859)•

praeter aequomque et bonum: this use of -que et to

link words that are near synonyms or closely connected

with each other has a solemn and lofty tone which fits

the patronising and didactic tone which Kicio adepts

here. Cf. the tone of Davos' words at And.675 ff.,

ego, famphile, hoc tibi pro servitio debeo./conari

manibus pedibus noctesquc et dies; Ph.1051 (solemn promise);

tacete; Pacuv.340, annisque et aetate. See note on
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301 and cf. LHS II 515.

66. qui ... credat: a causal relative - 'since he

(Demea) believes': the transition from the particular

occurs at 69. Deraea is the subject of errat.

6?. quam illud quod amicitia adiungltur; these words

form a contrast with vl cued fit, the sense of which I

take to be 'authority which is exercised by/with force'

(si v.i i.:.teres). The words iliud ... adlungltur can

mean 1. 'that authority which is imposed fcy means of

friendship' (adiunrore - inigrifcere; cf. Cic. Gatil 4.6,

adiuri; it j.rnven poenaro municlplls) or 2. 'that aiathority

which is acquired by friendship4(cf.Cic.Rose.Amer.116.
auxiliun sibi se put at ediunxisse; fur .41, benevolon tiam

edlungit lenitate audiendi). This second meaning seems

to be the one taken by Marouzeau- que celle (eutorite)

qu'on se menage ,par 1'affection *. However, the

acquisition of imqerium is not relevant here, since

Kicio is talking of the imperlum which a man has over

his son qua father - the patrio potestes. and the point

under discussion is how that imperiuci is administered.

The first meaning is therefore preferable.

But 1 am not altogether convinced that the text is

correct here, and would find it more acceptable ®f

this meaning of ad.lungere was attested in early Latin
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n
'A

where the sense of 'adding' (cf. Css.441-2) or

'joining, jinking' (cf.Aul.2g6,Cure.190) is always

present, and if adiungere in this sense of 'imposing'

die not seer, to be an inappropriate verb for Kicio to

use of his own system. Although qualified by amicitia

it evokes a dominus-servus relationship, the very

type of relationship which Mieio disclaims for

himself (cf.76). A possible emendation would be quam

illud quoi amicitis adiungitur, quo! having been

corrupted to ouoc because oi the attfce-cedent: cf.Plaut.

Bacc.545. nullus est cuoi invideaiitt nullus est qui

invideat. codd.). For the sentiment cf. Kepos Dio 5>

ex quo intellegi potest nullum esse iniperium tutum

nisi benevolentia munitum.

68 ff. Micio now gives in general terms the reason

that he thinks the beliefs of leasee are erroneous.

The main point which he sekesis one which he shares

with the Peripatetics: that there is no virtue in

anyone's doing out of compulsion or fear what is

thought to be morally good. Such a person will

abandon such actions if he thinks that his behaviour

will escape detection. On the other hand, a person

whose trust you gain by kindness will follow your
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advice whether or not you are there to see what

he does. Rieth (19 f.) aptly quotes Aristot.E.N.

VI, 13,1144a 13 ff. and III 11,1116a 27 ff. Kicio

suras up his theory in 74-5 ana draws a distinction

between doginus and pater (see pp.31 ft. above).

68. The verse introduces Klcio'a summary in

general terms and the tone accords with the

pontificating didacticism to which Ricio is prone.

The two phrases aea sic est ratio ana sic animus) induco

c;euro mean much the same. This type of phrase doubling

is often found in highly erootionel contexts and its

frequency in tragedy gives a rather pompous air to

Kicio's words. See Haffter, ch.J, and Davies C£ N.S.
18 1968 142 ff. The effect is reinforced by the

example of makrologie; anirauro induco meurc-^ persuasum

habeo.

69-72. A g;ood example of soioe aspects of Terence's

style and of why he was a favourite author of the

teachers of rhetoric. Rote how he varies the

length of clause and colon in the first part of the

lines so that one finds coincidence of metrical

caesura and syntactic break at the penthemimersl
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in 69,71 and 73» heptheinimersl at 70 and 72: the

use of rhyme (facit, credit, redit, Tacit, erit)
and other sound-figures (officium Tacit, see on 605,

praesens absensque): how the apodosis in 72-3 forms

a tricolon crescendo,

70, Two difficulties in this line. First the

Bcrnbirms reads pavet against cavet of the

Calliopians and Bonstue. Cavet ('he is on his guard;

i.e. against doing other than what is expected of

him) makes a better contrast than pavet with ex animo

facit. while revet is the lectio facllior and can

stand more readily on its own to complete the sense.

See Bianco, ASNP 25 1956. 97, who defends cavet.

The second difficulty involves Id. To what does

the pronoun refer? It is not easy to accept that it

refers to something which is itself understood as the

object of cavet. I would bracket the pronoun as an

interpolation, wrhich was inserted no make clear the

subject of rescitum iri was not personal. Marouzeau

prints dum is resc.iri. This makes better sense but

since there is no mention of jld in the apparatus, it

is not clear whether i_s is a 'happy* misprint.
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72. ille: the final vowel of ille is sometimes,

though by no means always, as is the case with nenipe,

suppressed when followed by a word beginning with a

consonant; cf. 213,265,395,4-76,863. The older view

that ille in such contexts where a trochee was

impossible was scanned as a pyrrhic was ousted by

P.Skutsch (Plaut.u."Roman.97 ff.). Bee Laidlaw, 28.

quem ... adiungas: 'whom you bind close to you';

see on 67. The mood of adiungas is accounted for by

the 'ideal' second person subject: see on 254.

ex animo facit: the line stands in contrast to 69

and we are to understand suoro offlciua; ex animo

'voluntarily, of hie own free will' end not by

compulsion (aaalo coactus): of.919.

75« studet: pyrrhic by iambic shortening. Kost

often it is in the first clement of an iambic line

that an iambic word becomes pyrrhic; cf.118,145*154-»

250,373♦4-02,4-07,639,673*728,900,924,931. On the

ether hand, iambic words in this position are more

often not affected by iambic shortening: cf.e.g.23,

55,69,83,120,370,392, etc. It seems, therefore, that

the dramatist could invoke such shortening when he

wished.

The explanation cf this phenomenon is still

v>
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incompiete, although much work has been done to

clarify the conditions under which iambic shortening

is permitted. In brief, e long syllable can be

shortened, if it is preceded by a short syllable

(brevis brevians) and if that short syllable or the

syllable following the long beers the word accent.

This means in fact that a long syllable bearing the

word accent can not be shortened. See Lindsay, ELY

35 ff., La id lav;, 16 ff. Quests, 51-70.

Although it seems certain from words like bene»

male.ef-o» etc., which are regularly pyrrhic in the

classical period, that iambic shortening reflects

a phenomenon in the spoken language, one may wonder

how far the comparative frequency of iambic shortening

in early drama (i.e. compared with later literature)

is an artificial extension for metrical purposes.

Some scholars have felt that it is the verse ictus

and not the word accent which is a factor in the

shortening: since verse ictus and word accent coincide

to a considerable degree, it is difficult to decide.

However, certain observable phenomena point to a

connection with word accent. When an iambic word ends

an iambic line or a trochaic septenarius, it can not be
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preceded "by another iambic word (Bentley-Luchs 'law':

see on 559) and in general a sequence of two iambic

words is avoided. The reason for this would seem to

be that a long syllable could not retain its quantity

if flanked by two short syllables when both of them

have a word accent: the lav; suggests that the verse

ictus is not powerful enough to counteract this

tendency (see Harsh, Iambic words 66 ff.).
I incline to accept that the word accent plays

the predomimnt part in causing shortening, though

it is difficult to explain the shortening of the

initial syllable of ille, ipse and iste. One has

to assume that these words were unaccented when

subject to shortening: cf. Laidlaw.20.

73• par referre: cf. bun♦ 44-5. par pro pari x'eferto

(or tu par pari refertoV see Lz•-K. on this line):

Plaut. Asin.172 and see Otto, par 3»

74 ff. Note how Nicio sums up in a triadic anaphora

(see on 46-9).

76. hoc ... interest: note the personal construction

and the use of singular verb (cf.340,837 with note there).
The case of hoc is probably accusative: cf. Lun.232,
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252, stulto intellegens quid interest?; for the

distinction "betv/een pater and docinus cf» Mlenand.

hpitr. 5*10-1 •

qui neauit: consuefacere ... metu is to he understood.

77. nescire: the omission of a pronominal subject

accusative is extremely common: cf .162,151,359,4-01,

402,4-15 f.

78. sed estne hie ipsus Micio now sees femea

approaching. Whether the latter enters from the

forum or from the country it is not clear. If we are

to imagine that Micio's house is near the forum, then

Domea may have heard the news he brings as he was

going to the forura and instead of proceeding there

he has come to Micio's house. He could thus enter

from the country. In v.9Z hoc Qhuc) could refer to

Demea's journey from the country into the city or

to his visit to Micio from tire forum. I am inclined

to feel that he enters from the country and that he

continues on his way to the forum at 140. While

there, he hears of Ctesipho's part in the raptlo.

79. nescioauid: the o is short as usual: for such

vowel weakenings cf. quandoquidem, siquidem and see
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cf. And.540. H.T.62Q.

80-1. salvuro ... gaudemus: this form of greeting

is given when the newcomer arrives from a distance,

either from the country, as perhaps here (cf .Eun.976),
or from overseas (cf.Phorro.610, Plaut.Most.805). See

note on opportune in 81.

Pet x SC . cL •

Domes'8 first words complete the verse begun by

Micio. This type of 'scene1-opening is favoured by

Terence: cf.655.958 And.580.Eun. 1C4-9.H«T.954, Phorm.

795i Hec.767 and see note cn 166 and 956-8) but is

rare in Flautus (cf. Pace.583. Gapt.65S).

81. ehem: an intersection primarily indicating

surprise and uttered (1) when one person suddenly

see another (cf.esp.And.317 f» Phorm.575) and (2)
when a person suddenly remembers something that he

or she has forgotten: cf. Plaut. Poen.116, Eun.504 ff.

Luck (lnter,1e.ktlonen 69-70) explains it as a kind,

of 'filler', spoken when a person does not know how

and where to begin and. is groping for words. This is

not convincing and 1 believe that luck is wrong in
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this respect, although he is right to question the

supposed concomitant pleasure which fiichter (Etudemund

I 425 following Hand.Turs.s.v.) alleged was present in

the interjection. The examples of ehem which do not

appear in greeting-scenes are the basis for this new

interpretation of luck's (see op.cit.74 ff.) But it

seems to me to ioen.116 and run.504 ff. are better

explained as above. Similarly in K.G.36, PYH. quid

illuc quod dico? AH.ehem..., I take ehem to indicate

that Artotrogue pretends to have suddenly realised

what the soldier is talking about. At Most.726 Tranio

is playing the innocent and ehem performs much the

same function as it dees in M.G.56. At Hud.804-5

ehem shows that leeraones has caught sight of the

clevator. Of the other examples given by Luck in

this section ehem in Plaut.Stich.224 and True.305

is certainly used in an unusual way but in the latter

eheu is a conjecture and better, I feel, would be

eho, as it would be in the former also. At And.682 I

would read em (cf. And,351-2; KSS.read hem). At

ihorm.387 we find in the KSS. hem. ehem. eho and em

(according to Urapf* in A). This is a difficult

example, and Luck's interpretation does make better

sense than _em or hem. This, however, would be the

r f

(
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only example of monosyllabic ehem (Luck believes that

ehem was not disyllabic). But even if Luck is ri; ht

in printing ehera here, can one not understand the

intersection as indicating that Fhormio has suddenly

thought of how he can get out of his difficulty?

op;ortune: ellipse of verb as often in Terence with

adverbs (cf.417 ff.,8C5)« 5?bo first syllable of

opportune is short by B-B. to give a tribrach in the

second foot. Anapaests with a break after the first

short do occur, but only when that element is a

monosyllable or when the two words arc closely

connected (cf.. no . 155 Pr ooter ar,o/rem; Ad. 586, an/te

pedes but pedes may be pyrrhic: see L- idlaw,34-5)•
Bonstus telle us that Terence maae a change from

his original at this point: in Fenander 'Demea'

returned the greeting, Terence ilium ad iurgium

promptiorem ... fecit. 'This is a nice touch and

indicates how upset and angry Demea is (see Hsffter,

Mus.Helv.1C. 1953. 25). Straus (58 f.) attempts to

minimise the significance of the change by pointing

to other instances in Plautus and. Terence wherethe

greeting; is not acknowledged and concluding that this

formula is not a greeting at all. But where there is

no acknowledgement to the salvors te a.dvenire gaudeo
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type of greeting the person to whom it is spoken has

already greeted the person onstage: so E.T. 406-7»

Hoc.555. fun.976 shows that this expression was one

type of greeting. The failure to return the greeting

is indicative either of the character or Of the

emotional state of that person: cf.Sun.976, And.555.

where Chreaes cuts short the greeting, since he is

diet.abed about the news he has heard. See G#Williams

03 NS 7 (1957) 121.

quserito: frequentative form with intensive force

as often: cf.e.g. rogito in 558.619.S»T*251. all of

which are spoken in emotional contexts.

82. rogeg: it is rare to find an iambic or spondiac

word occupying the third foot of a senarius. The

reason seems to be that a clash of word accent and

verse ictus is avoided. liven here there is no clash,

since the following me probably affected the accent:

cf.And.774 where d&bit is preceded by non (do these

form s word-group?). See note on 151 and cf. Drexler,

Lizengen 124.

82-5* rogas .... sum?; a much discussed passage. I

would read (with the older editors and Marouzeau of

the more recent) rogas tne. ubi Aeschinus / sict, cuid
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tristis ego sim? - 'You ask me when we have Aeschinus

(for a son) why I an) out of sorts?' Even with the

punctuation of the OCT sis, the repudiating subjunctive

(cf.jfecerit, 85; 288 and note there), is preferable to

sum, the reading in GVS and in the citation of this

line by Donatus on 789.

The difficulties concern (1) the position of siet

and (2) the meaning of ubi. The sense required by

ubi (quandoquidem) is rare but is paralleled by Plaut.

Spid.588, non patrero ego te nominem, ubi tu tuam me

appelles filiam? Editors have been reluctant to

accept ubi in this sense and have therefore had to

get rid of siet to make sense of the passage• For

example, Hitschl (l role? . in Trin.,120) proposed

rogas me? ubi nobis Aeschinust? / scin iaa :

and variations have been rung on Ritschl's conjecture

(see Dz.-K. ad. loc.). These changes seem to have

some justification because of the unique position of

siet in this line. In Terence the forms siem, etc.

occur predominantly at the end of the line: where

they appear internally, we find them at the diaeresis

(Hec.737. Phorm.622) or at the end of the dipody (Hec.

567,637, Sup.479). There are two exceptions - at Hep.
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860 and £un.240 but sit and alet appear in the KSS.

and either is possible metrically. It may be that

the archaic form has replaced the classical (see

note on 712).

I suggest that Terence has placed siet in this

unusual position deliberately in order to obscure

the line division and to convey Demea's sense of

outrate: cf.the frequency of hyperbole in his

language - neoue .. nuicqusm,£5. neque .. quemquam

neque ... ullam. 64-6; omnera ... omnes .. oroni. 8$ ff.

Kauer retained siet. punctuating with a question

mark after it and taking ubi in the sense 'where?',

but his interpretation, that Denies, absorbed with

thoughts of Aeschinuc, thinks that Kicio also knows

of Aeschinus* misdeed and has asked him where Aeschinus

is, does not convince.

dixin: the words dixln hoc fore? are given to
*■**

Micio by editors. Spengel^ makes an extremely

attractive suggestion by giving these words to Beraea

and comparing 507» non me indicente haee fiunt. In

the Bembinus, in fact, the letter B (for D> me©) is

placed before these words, although it is difficult

to account for its presence there since the preceding
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words must be spoken by Denies also, unless it comes

from a marginal note stating that D, spoke these

words. I would follow Spengel in this respect:

spoken as an aside by Kicio (and referring back to

79-80) the words seem to me to come dangerously

close to breaking the dramatic illusion in a most

un-Terentian manner, if they do not actually do so.

84. quid fecerit: repudiating subjunctive, picking

UP quid fecit?: cf.261, quid est? quid sit?. See on 288.

84-5* quem ... pudet ... metuit .. putat: the

relative pronoun is not normally repeated in a

series of connected relative clauses: cf. And.93 ff.

Plaut.Rud.291.

86-7. nam ... dissignevit: this seems an extreme

example of elliptical nam.Aah®ore supplies the

ellipse '(and there is renewed evidence of this) for

Mam makes sense if taken with modo ould dissignavit and

I would make ilia Quae ... oroitto parenthetic: cf.H.T.

457 f* nam ut alia omittam pytissando modo raihi / quid

vini absurapsit....: Hec.418 ff. o fortunate, nescis quid

mali / praeterieris qui nuaquam es ingressus mare./

nam alias ut mittam miserias unam hanc vide. Mam would

then be elided before the parenthesis: cf» the elision
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of the final syllable of imperium in ihorm.232 before

the parenthesis ac mitto imperium.

87. iGOGo quid dissignavit: aodo is emphatic contrasting

with antehac: cf. H.T.216 ex sua libidine moderantur

nunc quae est, non quae olim fuit.

dissi^navit: the sense is 'what shameful deed he has

just done': cf. Nonius 76, dissignare - cum nota c?t

ignominia facere. But how it acquired this meaning is

not clear. Kauer (ad loc.) argues for the spelling

diss® (all K88, except A and E) on the better manuscript

support for this spelling at Plant.Most.413 aod Hor.

Epist.1.3.16. Perhaps the prefix suggests that the

semantic development was from 'tearing open something

illegally* to 'performing any violent or disgraceful

act'. See Nettleship, Journ.of Phil.10 206, Contribu¬

tions to Latin Lexicography. 441.

88 ff. This fine tirade of Bemea's is worth looking

at closely. Note the hammer-like effect of the series

of clauses in asyndeton and how Terence avoids monotony

by the use of enjambement and by varying (1) the point

in the line where the clauses end, (2) the position of

the verbs in these clauses and (3) the length and nature

of the clauses (statement, exclamatory and interrogative).
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The section ends with, the forceful antithesis in 96-7*

haec quoro illi Kicio / dico. tibi d.ico« tu ilium

corrumpi sinis. with antithesis and word repetition.

The effect of the whole passage is enhanced by sound

figures. Note for example how certain vowels

predominate in different sections: quaro amabat;

claraant (91), illi Kicio / dice, tibi dico (96-7),

orest omni populo (95)• Demea describes Aeschinus'

action in strong terms: effregit, mulcavit usque ad

mortem, eripuit. These one feels might be more

suited to the description of a military exploit

(cf.bun.775) than to the snatching of the girl.

Certainly hemea seems prone to exaggeration, not

only in his nsrz*ation of the deed but also in the

reaction of the citizens (panes indignissume ... omni

populo).

dominum: Demea does not identify the dominus

as a leno but the audience would readily have

gathered this from the frequency of such raptiones

in New Comedy: cf. Henand, Kolax 120 ff. and the

complaints of Battaros in Herod&s II esp.63 ff.: also

Plaut«Pers«569 ff.

92. hoc advenienti: the word order favours taking
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hoc as the archaic form of hue rather than the

neuter object of dixere (see on 878),

quot : the KSS have quod; for the common

orthographic differences in the KSS. see Dz.-

Hauler, Krit,Anhang on 159*

93* in orest omni populo: on the dative see note

on 318, For the sentiment cf. Menander, Kpitr.

408-9.

denique: introducing the final point; cf.postrerao

in 123.

94 ff. Deinea points to the son who has remained in

his charge as an example for Aeschinus to follow:

cf. Cic.Rose»Amer.43. patres familiae qui liberos

habent, praesertim homines illius ordinis ex

municlpiis rusticanis.nonce optatisrimum sibi putant

filios suo. rei familiari maxime servire et in

praediis colendis operae plurirauta studique consunere?.

Unknown to Densea and to the Soman audience Ctesipho,

the son in question, has been having an affair with

a psaltrio and it was to help him that Aeschinus stole

her from her owner. See note on 541.

95» rei: i.e. rei familiari (see previous note). The

word is probably monosyllabic: cf.834.Bun.340 and how
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the datives fldei and sp-ei are always disyllabic

and monosyllabic respectively (see Laidlaw,70—1),

96, huius; referring to Ctesipho, in contrast to

Aeschinus (illi).

96-7. illi ... tiblt the equivalent of in ilium

^-r! te : cf.140.

97* tu ilium: although not demanded by the metre,

it seems desirable to allow proeodic hiatus with

shortening of the Initial syllable ilium because of

the obvious emphasis which tu bears. Most of the

certain examples of monosyllables in prosodic hiatus

occur when the monosyllable bears the verse ictus:

see note on 118.

98. This type of comparative expression is common

in both Greek Hew Comedy and in Plautus and Terence:

cf.Menand.5pitr.fr.6.fr.596.491.559. Diphilus II K

fr.87»104, flaut.Bacc.39h. Poen.504. The usage

reflects a tendency of Umgangssprache to describe

events or persons in somewhat exaggerated terms: see

Hofmann, 89 ff. and note on 211-2.

100. quorsum istuc?: strictly, quorsum means

'whither? / to what end?' and elsewhere in Terence
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the idee of 'motion towards' car usually be felt:

of. And#12?, 176# One would logically expect a

pthrpose clause in response - 'to show you that you

are mistaken'. : cf.Cic.Red, adquir.5* But for a

similar response to quorsum cf. Cic»Brut#292#

quorsus inquara istuc? noc enlm intellego# quia •.»

101. flagitium: the v»ord seems to have been used

of a noisy, Insulting protest made by a person who

has been cheated or wronged to the perpetrator in an

effort to recover his rights; cf. Plant,Merc.417#

The word in Plautus and Terence usually refers, as

here, to the kind of action which would have prompted

the self-help procedure, bee IJsener, Rhein.Mus.36 1901,

1 ff#

101. rnihi crede: in other occurrences of this

parenthesis or variants of it in Roman comedy the

imperative comes first (cf#Thorrc.494. H+T.85# bun.696,

Plaut.Men.1089) and this seems to have been the usual

form in the latasRepublic (see Schmalst, Zeitschr.f«d.

Gymnialwesen, reported by Landgraf, Rose. .orer.p. 187) ♦

The tone of tl3 parenthesis here may be more assertive

and didactic than crede mlhl. The significance of the

word position may well he what Donatus is drawing attention
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to in his note: quasi imperito dicit 'roihi crede', non

eciro 'Tie inte.llepe'. nuod imitatus Cicero sic Gaecilium

eragitat 'magna aunt ea quae dico, raihl credo; noli

haec contenmore: hie enim et auctoritas*. I suspect

that non enirn 'mo Intellego' may be a later addition

to the commentary,

adulescentulum: diminutives often carry emotional

overtones, although here the word may be used to

minimise the misdeeds of Aeschinus and to refute the

charges of Demea (cf,Phorm,661 ff, and see Hanssen,

Latin Diminutives 39 ff,). The diminutive ending is

naturally well suited for verse endings and only on

two occasions (bun.539,102) does aduleacenbulus not

appear in final position. Other diminutives,

however, occur frequently enough internally to

refute any idea that the use of diminutives is for

metrical purposes alone (cf. parvolo, 48; paullulum.

21?> lectulos, 285,585). On the "affective" use of

diminutives see Hsnssen, passim; Fordyce on Catullus

3.18.

Lower class characters use a wider range of

diminutives than senes or aflulescentes. (e.g.

aedicule, c-istella, complusculi, diecnla, lacrimals,

plusculus, puellula, ratiuncula, tantillus, pauxillulus)
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but a senex uses grandicula, muiiercula. pauperculus

and an aduiescens roeliuscula. It does not seem,

t' erefore that Terence is differentiating to any sig¬

nificant degree the idiolects of the social classes

in the use of diminutives. The difference lie3

rather in the role of the slave, etc. in the play

and the kind of action he takes part in (see Hanssen

71 ff.).

104. siit: this form of the perfect is supported

by the citation of this line by Dioiaedes, Gr.L. I

374-* 16, iri support of e similar form in Varro - ad

mortem me perducere noii siit. At And. 186 sivi is

the form of the perfect.

siit egestaa: Ilaffter (ch.4) points out that in

Plautus the use of an abstract noun as subject of

a transitive verb is confined with few exceptions

to the long or lyric metres, while in Terence there

are more than forty examples of this type in senarii.

He maintains, however, that there is still a difference

of tone in the construction, which depends cn the kind

of line in which it is used. In the seruai'ii the

construction is used to give special emphasis to an

idea that is being expounded: so here Micio lays
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stresa on the fact that Demea and he did not do

such things in their youth because of their lack

of money. Certainly special emphasis does lie on

e< estas but the construction must still have struck

the audience as highflown and sententious. It is

interesting to note that most of the examples of

this construction in senarii in this play are

spoken by Kicio (cf»53»S33>»S55) whose character

and fondness for sermonising it is well suited, and

by Kegio (4-70) who speaks in a way which seems at

times to approach a parody of rhetoric (cf.471 ff«,

494 ff.) as he assumes the role of champion of the

poor, helpless household against the outrages of the

privileged and the rich. Thus I believe that

Terence employs this stylistic feature in the play

to add to his delineation of character.

1C5. id. laudi duels: i.e. no praise is deserved

if one does what is good simply because one did

not have the opportunity to do otherwise. Kicio

repeats to Demee the thought which underlies his

philosophising in his monologue (see note on 68 ff.).

So Aristotle in the discussion of the panegyric
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speech stresses that the orator must show that the

person being praised acts kata proairesin (Rhet.I

9 32).

haus is a powerfully emotive word. To the

Romans with their strong consciousness of their

personal and familial status the desire for public

recognition of services to the state was a very

potent driiing force behind personal and national

achievements: cf. Cic.Imp.Pomp*7. semper appetentes

gloriae praeter ceteras mentis atque avidi fuistis:

Naev.trag«17» laetus sum laudari me abs te, pater,

a laudato viro. See J. Hellegouarc*h, Le vocabulaire

latin des relations et ces partis politiques sous la

re {.oblique (Paris 1963) 363 ff •

106. si esset ... faceremus: for the use of the

imperfect subjunctive in past unreal clauses (the

original usage) cf. Flaut,Aul.742, deos credo

voluisse. nam ni vellent. non ficret; Asin*678.

Accius 614 ff. See Handford, sect.139-40, Bennett,

I 278-9.

fieret: the j., usually short (cf*624,690), is long-
in fieri* fiereci. etc. when these forms are in final

position: cf. And.792* Eun.92 and see Laidlav/,96.
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107# ei esses homo: the noun implies not only that

Demea is stupid (i.e. contrasted with e.g. lapis, cf.

note on 579) hut also probably that Demea lacks under¬

standing of human nature and fails to make allowance

for its weakness. It is in I. that to any great

degree we find homo, humsnus embracing positive

aspects of human nature - sympathy, kindness,

equanimity etc. In Hensnder anthropos denotes man's

weakness as opposed to the power of the divine, although

fr.434, till, xaP^ev serf' avGpcortoq, av avGpoonoq r),

may be an exception (see Rieth,21, on dvepobni.voq
in Demosthenes. In Terence cf.145,736, Hec.554,

And.115. Plautus has few examples of this pregnant

sense of humanus: cf. Most.814, Here.319» On the

pregnant use of homo, humanus etc. see P.Eolaklides,

Terentiana (Athens 1954) 48 ff.j H. Kaffter, Keue

schwelz. Rundschau 11 (1954) 719-31i K. Buchner,

Ltudiuro Generele (1901) 630 ff« with bibliography there.

108, dum per aetatem cecet?: the evidence of the MOO.

favours licet and I prefer this to decet which is

printed by bz-K. and L-E. l'he sense of the chum-clause

is 'while his age permits him (hum aetas fert / siriit)';

cf. And♦ 443» dum licituiast ei duoque aetas tulit.
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amavit, where liciturast refers to Sirao's attitude

(cf.198, sivi anirouro ut expleret suoin) and aetas

not to the young men's age but to his circumstances,

the contrast being made between how a young bachelor

with no comnn tment to marriage can behave differently

from one with such a commitment. In this passage

the distinction is between youth and. old age.

Because of this contrast Dss-K, thought that only

decet could stand in this line: "alieniore aetate

can only refer to an age when the activity of an

Aeschinus is no longer seemly, not to en age when

such behaviour is not allowed". But Kicio is surely

not saying that Aeschinus' behaviour is decens, as

the argument of Ds-K. suggests, It seems to me to be

begging the question to state that there is an exact

comparison between the dum-clause and alieniore aetate.

She parallels they adduce for the sense of eiieniore

aetate - Tib.1.1.7d, ism subrepet iners actar, nec

::nrvi dc-cebit, end Hon.Lpist.2.2.216, et pulset

lasclva decentius aetas - show simply that it was

not decens for an old man to engage in love affairs

and that it was decentius for a young man to do so.

Rather is Miclo saying that allowance is made for
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youth in such, matters (licet): cf. Cic._Cael.28, datur

enim concessu omnium hulc aliqui ludus aetati. et Ipsa

natura profundit adulescentiae cupiditates and Varro,

Sat.Ken.87. ;roperate vivere. puerae. quas sinlt aetatula

ludere. esse, amare et Veneris tenere bigas (cited by

Austin in his note on the Ciceronian passage).

109. te exspectatum: compression of thought: 'on your

long-awaited death1.

eieciseet foras : 'rushed you out for burial*: The verb,

stronger than extulisset. implies that the proper funeral

rites for a citizen will not be observed and that insuead

of 'lying in state' for o period of days the body will be

removed from the house with precipitate haste: Cic.Kilo 33»

Clodi cruentum cadaver eiecisti doroo (i.e. the body still

uncleaned): Horace, Cerm.1.8.S hue prlus angustis eiecta

cadcvere collis / conscrvus vill portenda locabat in area.

At Cic.Sulla 89, non lam de vita P.Bullae. iudices. sed de

sepulture contenditur; vita erepta est superiore iuclcio.

nunc dc corpus elcietur laboramus, the sense of the verb

is 'throw away' rather than 'throw out'.

110. alieniore aetete : cf. Plaut.Cas.51b, cano capita.

aetate aliena; Bacc. 1163» tun, homo putide, ora tor isbac

fieri rotate nudes':; K. G .616 ff • me sib I istuc aetatis

homini facinora puerilia / obicere neque te decora risque
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tuls virtutibus ....

taroen : I.e. despite the constraint D, has placed on

him.

Ill* tu homo : homo is pejorative: cf. And.778 tu pol

homo non es sobrius? and at the same tine Demea rejects

Nicio's notions of what is hursanum (in 107). So later in

the play Micio challenges Demea's idea of feomanum (73^-6).

112. ah: probably uttered as a sigh rather than an

ejaculation, ah_ can cover a wide range of feelings -

exasperation as here (cf.127*653)» pleasure (e.g.269,44-5)
and sorrow (309»329). See Richter, Studemund I 393 if.

113. ne .. optundas: purpose clause - 'so that you may not

repeat your frequent barrages on my eardrums', cf. Donatus

on And.341 translatio a fabris, qui se.epe repetunt tundendo

aliquid. malleo et item obtundunt atque hebetant; flaut•

Cist.116. aures graviter optundo tuas; H.T.879-60. desine

decs, uxor, gratulancio obtundere / tuam esse inventam

gnatam. Caepius is slightly awkward. Micio is telling

Demea not to worry him again on this point and the

comparative implies that B. has often done so in the past.

Here saepius is almost a strengthened form of the positive:

see LHS li 168 f.

116. illi : Donatus takes this as sn &■verb and is

followed by most editors, but ego illi seems to pick
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up and balance mihi peccat and. 1 would take illi as the

dative of the pronoun.

fero : the tense has been changed to the future in the

Celliopians (printed by I arouzeau) because of the

influence of the future tenses in 118 ff. But Micio

is talking in this line about the expenses he? has borne

up to this time. It is only in 120 that he refers

specifically to the event described by hemea.

117* obsonat: the verb implies the buying of fancy and

luxury foods (cf. 964). The reading scortatur which

appears in Varro's citation of the line (L.L.7*84) I

take to be an erroneous recollection of 102. The

presence of scortatur in the first tricolon anticipates

and disrupts the sequence of thought. Kicio begins with

the peripheral expenses of a young man engaged in a love

affair and then in 118 ff. turns to the costs of love

affairs themselves. Craig (C£ 21 1927 90-4) prefers
scortatur and Lindsay gave- notice that scortatur should

be read for opsonat in the OCT (CQ 23 1929 113).

117 ff- The clauses opsonat ... unguent*', eaie.t. fores

effregit and discidit vesteta are equivalent to conditional

clauses in relation to the clauses which follow them.
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The vigour and incisiveness of the parataxis make

this a stylistic feature which is at home in

colloquial speech and in Kunstsprache; cf. Eun.251 ff.

id rursum si reran11 laudo id quoque; / negat quis:

nego; ait: aio: Note how a conditional clause leads

into the asyndeton as in 115 of this play: cf. also

H.f.4-87-8. Horace, Germ. 1.1.43; Cic.Fhil.11.19 and.

see LHS II 657.

118. de meo: for the possessive pronoun cf. Plaut.

Bacc.89. Men. 14-9. True.953: cf. de te in 940.

dust erit: ' aura must he left in prosodic hiatus. The

examples whe; e the elision of monosyllables is

metrically necessary are more numerous than those

where hiatus is demanded. For the latter in this

play cf. 111 (me ad), 514 (si est), 780 (quo abis).

903 (te amat). 920 (tu ais): in iambic oct. 183 (£
hominem). 211 (cum ero) 215 (qui hodie). 336 (mi homo),

341 (quota amat), 527 (me ubi): in trochaic lines 304

(o hoair,en). 680 (te amo). 680 (quae agis), 705 (quam

ego). In all these examples except 514 and 183 the

monosyllable bears the verse ictus. See Soubiran, L'eli¬

sion dans le poesie latine. 332 ff. and notes on 143,313»

946.
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120-1. discidit vestem : although Kicio seems to be

thinking of the particular incident described by

Denies (fores effregit: cf.88), Berries made no mention

of the tearing of clothes. But since this was almost

a traditional pert of amorous encounters (cf. e.g. Ilor.

C, 1.17.28, Prop.2. 21, Lucian 3.299, ... pxixe ..

n e p i exe i p 6 v rj ia l|iaTia n e p lsctxAcre y , bx l ipaaxriq £xe£voq £<rxiv;

quoted bv Ileadlem-Knox on Herodas 2.69 and see note

there), there is hardly any need to suppose that we

have here any indication of Terence's carelessness in

vortere cr of contaminatio: cf. I'enand.fr.655 tp-dxiov

&xo6jj,e0a, also Bpitr.512 ff.

1SM-2. et - dis gratia - / est uncle haec fiant. et

with Fabia I read et est dls ■ ratia./ est unde haec

fiant; et ... (with shortening of est after .et). Ouch

parataxis is rare, a causal clause being the usual

construction (cf.128, And.771); Bee.653. evenit. habeo

gratisa dis, (cited by Spengel) is not good support for

there is a clear break after even.lt. as the punctuation

in OCT makes clear. However, compare Ovid.F.1,701-2,

gratia dis domuique tuae. religata catenls / jam pridem

vestro sub pede bella iacent. Met.7.511. gratia dis,

felix et inexcusabile teropus. I take this example here

to be an antecedent (with est) of this construction.
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At any rate, I feel that est must have been present

in 121 in order to cause the corrupt ejt in all KSS.
at the beginning of 122. Et there must, I believe,

be changed to est, although Karouzeau for some reason

keeps it. The corruption of est to et in 122 and

the absence of et in 121 in some KSS (CFDGEv) are

probably connected. 1 suggest that in a common

ancestor of the KSS. e_t was omitted in 121 and that

this word was placed in the margin and that instead

of and in addition to being added in the appropriate

place in 121 it ousted est in 122. Something similar

may have happened with aut at W.3?-^ (see note there).

^23* cedo : imperative formed from the deictic particle

and dare : cf. Gscan ce-bnust and see LHS 1 309.

arbitrum: both in Athens and in Home it was a common

procedure for two parties to submit a dispute to an

arbitrator (diaitetes.arbiter). and swear to abide by

the decision he gave. The parties involved could be

citizens, aliens, or slave. : cf. Menand.Epitr. 4-2 ff•,

PIaut.Hud.1005 and see HS IX 313-^• Such an arbitrator

necessarily Judged the issue on the grounds of equity:

cf. Arist.Ehet.I.13.19 J 3 Y^P 6 ia iTTprnc; to bieueq 6pa,

6 8s SoxaCTT^q tov vopov.
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124, ©i mihi : here a groan of disgust and anger;

of.452,753; sometimes expressive of grief; cf.789.

The intersection is always spoken by male characters,

though whether that is significant in the case of

this interjection seems doubtful. See Richter,

Studenjuna I 460 ff.

125* dlsce ab aliis: two interpretations are

possible. Either Bemea is telling Kicio to learn

how to be a father from him or he is making a

sarcastic comment on Micic's alleged superior

knowledge (i.e. disce is not directed at Kicio:

cf.572,914). I prefer the latter since the one is

in keeping with the cutting sarcasm in 127 and 158.

aliis is the reading of Bonatus and is supported

by Laidlaw (A«3? 57 1956 415) who pointed out that a

monosyllable is never the brevis brevians of a

demonstrative if that demonstrative is unemphatic

(but cf.757). Since he felt that illis was weak

here, he preferred with L-K. aliis. But illis

can have strong deictic force as Demea refers in a

disparaging tone to Kicio and I would print illis of

ishe M8S.

126. For the sentiment of this line cf. Kenand.

Bonost .647« nax^ip 6 9 p e>|/aq , o&x 6 yevvficrac; naT^p .
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127. tun consults quicquaml; Demea picks up consiliis

and throws it back at Kicio in verbal form ; cf. the

reverse at 741-2 corrigas ... corrector! The Bembinus

and E read consilis and most editors have printed

consiliis. I prefer the verbal form with L—K. frete

records in hisapparatus that in the Bembinus there

seems to be some mark between the I and L, This may

be a trace of a correction of I to V.

Some support ie given for consulis on metrical grounds.

Terence, like Plautus, usually has an iambus in the

second and fourth feet of a senarius if a polysyllabic

word ends there (Meyer's 'law': see Quests, 194 ff.): so

76♦95,111,114,1J1,143,155,566,413,45-8, (twice),462,488,505,
etc. The 'lav/' does not hold if the final syllable of

the polysyallabic is elided or if it is followed by a

monosyllable or if the final dipody consists of one

word or word-group. But the law is still broken in the
?

trochaic lines 5^-9 and 683 where these conditions are

not met: see Quests,200 f. Certainly spondaic words

are a rarity in the second or fourth feet of the senarius

(sarum at 748, but followed by jbe: baecin at 379) and

the reason for the phenomenon underlying Meyer's law

seems to that clash of ictus and word accent is avoided.
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12?. si perils, abiero; although it is often stated or

implied by editors that the future perfect in apodoses

is not different from the simple future and is used for

its metrical convenience (see e.g. Shipp on And.397-8

and Dz-Hauler on Phorin. 220) and this does seem to be the

case in some exx., the future perfect does on occasion

seem to add some notion that would not be conveyed by

the simple future. So here I think abiero refers to the

completion of some action before another can take place:

the sense here 'I won't be here to listen to you'. Cf.

Plaut.Aul.656 hunc si amitto. hie abierit (i.e. before

I can catch him).

128. sicin agie?: ' Is: that so?' spoken with more than

a tinge of sarcasm. Cf. Thais' retort to Parmeno Eun.

99 f.. PA. credo, ut fit, misera prae amore exclusti

hunc foras / TK. sicin a^is. ParmenoV, also Eun.803-4

CK« dininuam ego caput tuum hoaie, nisi ahis. GK. ain

vero% canis? / sicin at is?.

In iambic lines the break of e dactyl after a

trochaic word occurs almost exclusively in the first

foot: cf.457» ille tibi; 752, t(u) inter eas; 237 hocoin

illo (Villoc). In most cases the two words are closely

connected. For such a caesura internally cf.139,

iste tuos, and Eun,403. sicub(i) eum. See Laidlaw, 36»
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and Brexlcr, Lizenzen. 1 ff.

128. an ••• : the introductory particle marks a

sharpening of Micio's tone as his hackles rise at

femes's sarcasm: cf. 138*468, and 185 with note there.
n

129. curaest ctihi : the subject is Aeschinus. heme a

does cere deeply for his son as is shown by his concern

for his moral welfare: cf.137, and the reluctance with

which he severs all connection with his son at 436-7.

131. ambos : spondaic words or word-endings ard very

rare in the third foot of the senarius in Terence,
2

and Fleck, transposed ambos curare to avoid the

clash of ictus and word accent. But the examples

seem frequent enough to make emendation on these grounds

alone somewhat dangerous. In some instances there is

no clash of ictus and accent, since the spondaic word

goes closely with the word following: cf. ilium tuoixu

107: gnatum tuam, And. 5^6* ;:nato meo. H.T.429; noster

Chreise, 1horns.609; omnes vos. H.T.26; also istuc in ad.

450, Examples where inhere does seem to be clash are at

rind. 526 (illud) ; II«T.495(il los); l horit!.3C7 Cistun;) ; Ad.

463(adoptanduro); 833 (adfert) and Eun.190 (Thais): cf.

Laidlaw,4.
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132. reposcere illumst quern deisti: Kicio very

shrewdly silences Demea (or almost does so) by

suggesting that Demea*s interference is tantamount

to asking for Aeschinus back. We learn the ret?sons

for the adoption at 809 ff» Demea thought that his

estate would not be large enough for two sons and

in fact he devotes most of his time to accumulating

as large a patrimony as possible for Ctesipho (cf.86S).

Kicio knows full well that Denies has no wish to take

Aeschinus back and thus have to support him. Denies

is quick to deprecate Micio's suggestion (ah Miciol).

133. quid istic?: a formula expressing submission or

resignation to another's argument or request. Cf.

Donatus on this line: deest loquor aut resisto: nam

proprie significatio est de sententia sua decedentis

and hie notes on And.572 end Ad.350. It is not at all

clear what the original fuller expressionwas.

134. profundat perdat peraet : tricolor with

allitteration. Demea has yielded, but his annoyance

at Kicio*s tSuctics is shown by the perhaps too forceful

renunciation of any interest in Aeschinus. Note how

the tricolor is favoured, although only two ideas are
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expressed: 'let him squander hie money (profundat.

perdat). let him destroy himself (pereat)': see

note on 497. Por profundere in this sense cf. Cic.

Cat.2.10, atriff.onia profuderunt; Off.2.55. prodip.i

qui ... pecuniae profundunt.

135. iam si verbum unum posthac; Hicio cuts Demea

short as he threatens to launch into another tirede;

cf.And.790. Other editors suggest that there is

aposiopesis as at 140 (so Ashmore,Dz-K.) This seems

less satisfactory. Of. Micio's impatience with Hegio

and how he cute him off at line 600.

156. an nop credis? repeto quern dedi?: the punctuation

could be improved. I do not think an nor; credis? makes

much sense here. Karouzeau punctuates an non crecis ...?

repeto quem dedi? and this is an improvement. But one

does not need to mark a pause or change of construction.

I would take the two clauses together in parataxis - an

non credis repeto quern dedi? a coalescence of an repeto

quemdedi? and non credis? Cf. And.513 credo impetrabo

ut ...... where 1 hardly think one can explain credo as

parenthetic (so MeGlynn) and And.578 nuro censes faceret..

The Calliopians have repeton. The addition of -ne to
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indicate the interrogative is not uncommon in the

Calliopians: of. K.T.707* Fb.orm.737 and with

metrical disruption E«'T.68h, Phorm.120, See Craig,

Jovialis.35»

157. allenus; 'unrelated1 opposed to corr.at.us;

see note on 672.

si obsto ... : anosiopesis; cf. ^nci.164, Lung90.

137* em. desino; "Therel I say no more'. The

explanation, upheld by P. Skutsch (fhllol. 13 1901

497 f.), that em is etymologically linked with the

verb eiao (i.e. the imperative with apocope) has been

rejected by G. Luck (InterJektionen. ch.II) who

licks the form with Greek pv and thinks that em

represents a 'short, unmodulated nasal sound',(op.

cit.11). The connection with pv in not in itself

improbable, since both interjections have a similar

deictic function, but I am not convinced that Luck is

right. Be does not discuss Flaut. Capt.859 (cedo

manure. „■ em manum), which provides good grounds for

supposing some verbal force in em. and to some extent

misrepresents Skutsch's arguments - e.g. (1)' there is

no certain example of total elision of em and (2) <
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is never found with e plural dative or imperative

(see J.G.Griffith's review in OH N.S.18 1968 304).

Is the explanation of (1) that the final m was

consonantal (because of its connection with emere)?

(hera. which Luck plausibly describes as a 'long,

rising nasal sound', does seem to suffer total

elision at And.270, though Luck would remove the

interjection from the text rather than admit total

elision, op.cit.51).

138-9* Demea gets in a final jibe as he sarcastically

echoes Kicio in style and words: cf. the asyndeton in

117 ff* ana Kicio's words at 121-2.

139* quota ... est: a causal clause is common with

verbs of thanking : cf. And.770 and Ad.596.

quom ita ut : elision, though not required here, is

extremely common at the beginning of lines; cf.654,

nam habitat I ileti: see Soubiran, 341-2, Drexler,

Akzentstudien II 326 ff. Of conjunctions quoin and dum

suffer elision most often (about 50$ of their total

number of occurrences): see statistics in Soubiran,428.

iste tuos: on trochaic caesura see on 128. The

phrase, like the pi aceding words, picks up sarcastically

an earlier expression of Micio's, vix. is meus est

factus, 115» iste having strong deictic force.
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139-40. sentiet posterlus ... aposiopesis again as

in 135. To take sentiet in the pregnant sense * He 'll

feel it later.' (cf,H.'D,752. lhorrn.171) and punctuate

with s period after posterius makes nolo ... dicere

very abrupt. See note on 853.

140. pravius; surely the comparative adverb and not'.,,

the neuter adjective, despite the reading gravius

quicQuam dicere in 6 ; cf. Eec.717. oremus.

accusemus gravius ..♦

Demea now leaves the stage, probably to the forum,

either to complete or begin whatever businesses

brought him from the country.

In the KSS. there is no scene heading after this

line. Hew scenes are-indicated when a character enters,

not generally when one character remains onstage to

give en exit monologue: cf. fiatmio's monologue at 196,

Hec.444 but, exceptionally, before Hec.274: see Andrieu,

la dialogue antique, 140 f.

141* tamen: Donatus takes tamen with what precede-s,

going closely with neque omnia contrasted with nee nil,

but nec nil neque omnia forms too coherent a unit to

punctuate after rather than before tamen. It is never-
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theless true that tamer in a logical sense does pick

up the idea that not everything that hemes said was

true.

142. mihi :sed : to avoid the pyrrhic caesura of the

tribrach one must take mini as iambic (no other certain

example in Terence; see Laldlaw, 98) or assume

syllaba anc. in pausa. It is interesting to note

that most examples of this type of tribrach occur

before the final dipody, i.e. at one of the loci

Jacobsohnlsni where in Flautus, unlike Terence, hiatus

and syllaba anceos are admitted (see Quests, 151 ff.,

Enk in Appendix of edition of Kercator: deiiied by

Lindsay, LEV 251 ff. end Laidlaw, CO 50 1936 35 ff.):
so 343, Gostrata vide; 521, rectius. ita; 598, virgin is

eas.394 nisi sspientia; 839 scilicet ita. Possibly-

then in the pyrrhic caesura of the tribrach in the

fourth foot we have vestiges of locus Jacobsohnianus

(see now Quests, Mais 20 1968 373-89). Similarly in

the iambic octonarius we find on occasion a syllaba anceps

at the diaeresis (Ad,260,348,619, Phorm 830) although,

especially :n this play, Terence has gone a long way to

abandoning the bipartite octonarius with diaeresis of

the fourth foot and an iambus there (see on 1?0).
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Note too that some of the awkward example of

iambic tibi. sibi, etc. occur in the locus

Jacobsohnianus: Hec.SSQ, tibi causaro vides; And.

1*12, mihi faciet patri; tlec.997. neque tibi (at the

first cretic of a trochaic septenarius). But one

must say that one finds examples at other parts of

the line: e.g. tibi begins a senarius at Hec.623*

143. nam itast homo: nam in prosodic hiatus.

Otherwise there is contravention of Bentley-Luchs 'law'.

The 'law* does not hold if the final iambic word is

preceded by a monosyllable, but even if one regards

itast as the equivalent of its and est, nam must still

be elided by Drexler's extension of the lav;. He

showed that the penultimate foot o£rmot consist of

two monosyllables if these go closely with each

other or with the final iambic words (Akzentstudien

II 34),

144 ff. I cannot make much sense of the passage as

it is punctuated in OCT. A comma must be placed after

doterreo and aavorsor sedulo et deterreo taken as

dependent on quoia, the two verbs going closely together

end adding to the sense of placo (see note on 856-7)*
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This is the punctuation in most editions. What dees

adverser sedulo et deterreo mean? It must describe some

action which is opposed to that implied in 145-6, There

Kieio seems to imply that he would increase hemes's

iracundia if he rebuffed him in the same emotional way

as femea attacked his. I would translate the line thus:

'Though I try to placate him, though 1" am very careful

in opposing and deterring him, On this sense of

sedulo, 'carefully' rather than 'eagerly', 'zealously'

or 'strenuously' cf. Plaut.Aul.113, nam nunc quom celo

sedulo omnia ne sciant. For the apo koinou construction

cf. And.24, favete, adeste aequo animo et rem cognoscite.

This type of arrangement of a series of three verbs

with two linked together by a connective appears also

at 988 (see note there): cf. Sun.928-9. sine molestia /

sine sumptu et sine dispendio; 466-7» ut liceat ... dare

huic ql olumus, convenire et conloqui: see notes on

263,319i346. Apart from instances like these Terence

generally avoids the use of ejb (or atoue) to link the
£?econd and third members in tricola. Usually the three

are in asyndeton or jet links the three member©: cf. audio..
et video et valeo, H.T.244. In this respect Terence is

similar to Cicero where e_t does not appear between the

second and third members unless the third is general
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in nature and. subsumes the first twos cf. e.g. Brut.256.

vox pestus et omnia actio. Contrast Plautus in this

respect: e.g. Asin.571. darono molestiae et dedecori;

Amph.1011.

145. humane: 'with equanimity' : see on 107.

145-6. si augeam aut etiam adiutor siera eius iracundiae:

zeugma; the object of augearo is iracundiam understood

from the second part of the clause.

siem: the K8S. have slm. I am not sure why Lixjdsay

reeds siem; probably, 1 think, because he did not wish

the ictus to fall on the initial syllable of eius (cf.

ELF.65), but why can one not accept sim in prosodic hiatus?

147# etsi: 'and yet'. This use of etsi to introduce

a main clause arose from the positioning of the subordinate

clause after the main clause, as In PIaut.Capt.842. gaugeo

etsi nihil scio quod gaudearn. Yet there are few examples

in earl L tin where the connection with what has preceded

is quite as tenuous as here. Cf. l-laut.Pers.60Q f. adl sis

tute atque Ipse itidero roga / ut tibi percontari liceat

quae veils; etsi mihi / dixit dare potestatem eius; sed

B.T.412. Most of the examples of this usage of etsi appear

in Plautus and Terence and in Cicero's letters, as one

would expect, since etsi in this usage often adds an
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afterthought and is more at home in colloquial speech

than in studied prose. Terence in this short monologue

gives the flavour of everyday speech-its liveliness, and

the lack of logical exactitude in the expression and

connection of thought (cf.tar.en in 141; the implied contra

in 145-6 with the conditionals in 144; etsi here; nisi in

153» the connection of ecce autern de integro with what

has preceded).

148. non nullam ... iniuriam: yet another example of

litotes (cf, nec nihil neque omnia ... non nihil. 141 ff.)

Note how this use of language reinforces the contrast

between the two brothers' characters (cf. the extreme

terms used by hemes in 88 ff.).

costremo : 'finally', introducing the whole section down

to de integro. The final point to be brought against

Aeschinus is that despite giving signs that he was

settling down, his amorus activities have resumed.

Kote th a.sence of subordination and how the logical

connection of the three clauses with ecce .. intesro is

shown rather by autem. The three clauses could have

been expressed as concessive clauses modifying ecce de

Integx'Q. By these means and by the exclamatory nature

of the final clause Ficio's words gain in vigour.

151. dixit ... ducere: Aeschinus has simply broached
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the subject of marriage without telling Kicio of the

awkward circumstances in which he stands: cf. 629 f •»

690-1. I cannot see that there is any contradiction

between this and the two later passages. This 'contra¬

diction" is one of the factors (none of them, I believe,

substantial) which led Lefevre to believe that the whole

monologue is a Terentian addition to acquaint the Roman

audience of information given in the Menandrian prologue.

See p.144 n.35 above.

152. defervisse: cf. Cic.Cael. 43. cum adulescentiae

cupiditates defervissent. and see Austin ad loc. The

metaphor is from wine-making: cf. Col.9.15.fin., dum

musteus fructus defervescat; 12.38.3*

153. ecce autem: 'but look the adversative force

in contrast to defervisse. See note on 722.

nisi: 'but'. This usage of nisi develops from instances

where a nisi-clause gave a correction or modification

of a thought expressed in a preceding negative clause.

See note on 54-5•

154. Micio leaves for the forum. Later Aeschinus will

follow (277) end meet him there (cf»364 ff.).
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Act II sc.I

It Is this scene to which Terence refers in the prologue

when he says that he has taken material from Diphilus'

Synapothneskontes. On the extent of the borrowing and

other possible changes in this act see pp. 12ff.

Here the leno attempts without success to recover

the girl whom Aeschinus has seized from him. The scene

is an effective one not only because of the lively

stage action but also because of the contrast between

Aeschinus1 cool contempt and Sannio's protests of

outrage. In the face of the young man's ruthless and

uncompromising attitude Sannio's initial defiance and

threats give way to protests and eventually to a tone
f >.

of conciliation. But when he finally thinks that the

girl is to be returned, Aeschinus plays his trump card,

which dashes the leno's hopes, and leaves Sannio to

consider his position (196ff.)

Although some of the comedy is of the low knockabout

type and the scene is humorous in itself, the dramatist

exploits the motifs of New Comedy for comic effect.

Thus the basic comic idea rests on the exchange of the

traditional roles and character of the adulescens and

leno. Here the leno Is doing the importuning and has a

taste of the medicine usually doled out by his colleagues -
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a complete lack of sympathy or regard for equity. The

idea is brought out most obviously when Sarmlo exclaims

o homiriem inpuruia - a splendid example of the pot

calling the kettle black.

Metre: in the first part of the scene there is oscillation

befeween iambic and trochaic lines until the iambic

oetonarius takes over at 170 until 196, after which

the metre becomes trochaic until the end of the 3cene.

The three types of line used in the first section are

the trochaic acatalectlc (A), the trochaic catalectic

(B), and the iambic acatalect-ic (C). The section displays

features which occur in other passages of mixed metre in

Terence. By way of example a description of 517ff. is

placed alongside that of the lines here:

155-7 tr.oct. A 517 tr.oct. A
158 tr.dim.cat. B 53.8 tr.sept. B
159 iam.oct. C $19-22 iam.oct. C
160 tr.oct. A 523 tr.oct. A
161 tr.sept. B §2M tr.dim.cat. B
162 tr.oct. A 525 tr.oct. A
163-^ tr.sept. B 526 tr.sept. B
165 tr.oct. A 5S7ff. iam.oct. C
166-9 tr.sept. B
170ff. lam.oct. C

Typical of Terence is (1) the virtual exclusion of

the iambic s septenarius from such passages (Eun.51!9ff.

is an exception), (2) the predominance of the trochaic

octonarius, which Terence employs to a far greater extent

than Plautus (see Laidlaw,lll), and its use as the initial
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entry line; (3) the basic sequence ABC (cf.And.607ff.,

L-K.; H.T.562ff.), with variations such as ABABC (ef.

Phorm.153ff« and Hec_.28lff.) or ABCBC (cf. Eun.643ff♦
and Phorm.il79ff ♦) or ABABCBC (cf .H.T.175ff.). Terence

avoids the sequence CBA and a trochaic acatalectie

line is never followed by an iambic line (see on 166).

155. Sannio comes on stage calling in the form of the

clamor armisonus to his fellow citizens to come to his

aid: ef.Plaut.Rud.6l5ff.> pro Cyrenenses popularesi

vostram ego imploro fIdem,.... ferte opem inopiae ...

vindicate Amph.376. The motif is common in Greek

drama (cf.e.g.Ari3t.Clouds 1322) and has a long history:

see W. Schulze, Sitzgber.Berl.Akad.1918 495ff. and E.

Praenkels Elem.Plaut. 114 n.l. Because of the lus

provocationis it would be quite at home in a Roman

context. On similarities between this scene and parts

of the Rudens, the Greek original of which was also by

Diphilus see Marx, Rudens pp.293-6, and E. Fantham,

Philologus 112 (1968) 200 (see also p.139 n.5 above).

155-6. ferte ... auxllium,/subvenite inopi: an example

o:f* abundantia, a stylistic feature which is extremely

common in the fragments of the early Roman tragedians:

cf. e.g. Andronicus 20f., da mini hasce opes quas peto

quas precor; porrige, opitula; Enn.3^3, pacem inter sese
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concillant, conferunt concordiam, 161, 213, 363, Acc.587-8.

When the fragments can be compared with the Greek

passages on which they are based, this word and phrase

doubling can be seen to be a distinctive feature of

high flown style in Latin: cf.Enn.259ff• and Eur .Med. 21j4ff.;

Acc.592 and Eur.Phoen.593; and in comedy the well known

passages of Caecilius' Ploclum and the Menandrian original

compared in Gellius (2.23): see O.Skutsch, Studia Enniana, 166

l66ff.j Williams, Tradition and Originality, 359ff.,

682ff.

This stylistic feature and its elevated tone had

its origin in religious and legal decrees where near

synonyms were used to cover all contingencies: cf. e.g.

2 2
CIL I 366, neque exvehito neque exferto; I 581,

coniourasse neve convovlsse neve conspondisse. In

Plautus and Terence it occurs more frequently in the

lyric or long verses than in the senarii. In the latter

It is usually confined to highly emotional contexts

or to philosophising passages. See I-Iaffter, eh.III.

156. Otiose: nunciam ...: Aeschinus addresses these

words to the psaltria. The adverb nunciam normally

appears in enclitic position (cf.168,170,175,And.171,

329,H.T.618) and would be very emphatic if taken with
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consiste. I would punctuate with a colon after nunciam

rather than after otiose - 'relax now'. Cf. And. 842,

animo nunciam otloso esse impero. For the use of the

adverb withotit verb see note on 8l.

ilico: here in its original locative sense; cf. Rud. 328,

illco hie opperiar, 878, Most. 88J. More commonly the

adverb has temporal force; see note on 369.

157* numquam: often used, as here, for an emphatic non:

see Hofmann, 80-1, who compares And. 610, sed inultum num¬

quam id auferet and H.T. 918, at ne illud haud Inultum ..

ferent.

dum ego adero: since a proceleusmatic is never found in

trochaic verse in Terence (Laidlaw, 42-3), dura is elided.

We thus have a tribrach of the type in a trochaic

line. This is extremely common when the first short is a

monosyllable (cf.551,556,568,569,579,574,635,696,857,877,

972,987) but much rarer when the first short is a final

syllable; see notes on 563,588,634.

158. ego ... omnibus: here, with most editors, I think that

Sannio is cut off by Aeschinus' threat (veiled in that he

is still addressing the girl) that he will suffer another

beating if he attempts to recover her. I would punctuate with

a dash after omnibus.
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159. non committet . .ut: 'he will never lay himself open

to .For this sense and usage of committo cf.Plaut.

Bacc.1037, neque ego baud eommlttam ut, si quid peccatum

siet, fecisse dicas de mea sententla, Stlch.640,Trln.70fr■

non ... hodie umquam: the temporal sense of hodis can be

felt here, the implication being that the leno may try some¬

thing later. In some instances, however., the literal force

of hodie is awkward and because of its frequent appearance

with numquam It seems to have become an almost automatic ad¬

junct with intensifying force: cf.e.g.579 and see Dz.-Hauler

on Phorm. 377 J also Van Wageningen, Mnem.*t6(19l3)l6lff ♦ 80

Donatus on 215, 'hodie' non tempus significat, sed iracundlam

eloquentiam ac stomachum. But in that line the literal sense

of hodie can be felt.

160. meorum morum: a common sound figure, found particularly

at the end of long verses. More often the \*ord3 are etymo-

logically linked: sola soli, Hec.35; dicta dictis, Rud.364;

factu facilem, H.T.70%i faciat. # faciam, Phorm.785« In the

tragedians cf.Maevius 38, acrem acrimonlam; ^2, inflexu

flectiturj Ennius 2^9, nominatur nomine (senarius), 298.

For the collocation of words not related etymologlcally cf.

Ennius 3^3 (quoted in note on 155-6); 287 opulentum oppidum.

(with rhyme as here).
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161. leno ego sura: despite Donatus' comment ('leno' ter-

ribiliter pronuntlandum) it is better if they are spoken in

a concessive tone (so Marouzeau) since at seems to introduce

a qualification and the para prosdokian joke is more effec¬

tive,

fide ♦. optuma: a para prosdokian joke. The leno was renow¬

ned for unscrupulousness, dishonesty and perjury, qualities
which the leno himself often humorously admits: cf.Rud..

1373f•, iuratus sum et nunc iurabo, si quid voluptatl est

mihi; iusiurandum rei servandae, non perdendae conditum est;

Pseud.376-7, si tu argentum attuleris, cum illo perdlaero

fldem: hoc meum est officium. One might therefore expect

Sannio to have completed the sentence with pessuma rather

than with optuma and thus to warn Aeschinus that because

he surpassed all others in unscrupulousness he would stop

at nothing to recover the girl. The joke here is that Sannio,

untypically of a leno, is going to keep his word when he

threatens to exact financial reparation for what he has suf¬

fered. For the fides lenonia cf.Plaut.Pers.243—J^, omnes sunt

lenae levifidae, neque tippulae levius pondus quain fides

lenonia; Hud.1386 and see Fraenkel, TLL VI,1 676,15ff.

162. quod .. purges: quod here has almost conditional force,

cf.Plaut.Aul.91, quod quispiam ignem quaerat, exstingui volo

(see Bennett I 338). This usage is a development of the use
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°f quod in legal decrees: cf.idque el .. facere liceto,
2

quod sine malo pequlatuu fiat CIL I 587 134, and see

LHS II 572f and note on 986.

163. hulus: genitive of value, accompanied by a gesture such

as the snapping of the finger: cf.Most.393^ quid si igltur

abeamus hinc nos? ffnon hoc longe, Delphlum; Trln.483, and

see Bach, Studemund I 190f.

meum ius persequar: at this point the leno seems to be con¬

fident of recovering the girl, since the excuse which he

puts in the mouth of Aeschinus at 162-3 and 165-6 would

hardly be applicable If Aeschinus still held the girl.

Sannio is promising, to bring an alkias dike: if successful,

he would receive compensation from Aeschinus (see Rieth, 53).

165-6. "nollem factum: iusiurandum .... hac": I have argued

in Phoenix 20 (1966) 302-4 that dignum should be read for

indignum of the MSS, In 166. The main reason Is that It does

not make sense In the context for Sannio to suppose that

Aeschinus will promise to swear that Sannio was undeserving

of the assault. The words which Sannio ascribes to A. must

be such that they will prevent Sannio from gaining financial

reparation (neque tu verbis solves, 164). Nollem factum Is

an apology - 'I wish it hadn't happened' (cf.162-3). The

second gambit, If one reads dignum, is a threat to swear
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that Sannio had done something to provoke the assault.

This makes better sense, though admittedly the change from

apology to threat Is abrupt. Rieth (53) believed that

nollem factum contained the notion of lack of intent. If

this were so,the two parts of the quotation would be more

smoothly linked, but I cannot see that the Latin can bear

this sense (cf'. Fhorm. 796). It is possible that the notion

of intent or rather the lack of it was present in the Greek

play at this point and that Terence has misunderstood, but

there is no means of telling. Dignutn has support from con¬

siderations of metre and syntax. Firstly, if one follows

the MSS., we have a trochaic acatalectlc line followed by

an Iambic line. There are only two other examples of this

sequence. One is at 209-10 of this play where there Is MSS.

disagreement in 209i the other is Hec.767-8, where, because

Phidippus enters and speaks in the middle of 7&7, one would

expect 763 to be an Iambic septenarius, the metre of the

rest of the scene (see note on the metre of 956-3). In 768

an easy change of quod opust for quod opus sit would make

the line an iamb. sept, (for the absence of an iambus in 4th

foot see Laldlaw,113). Secondly, the syntactic relationship

of the quom-clause is better (see e.g. Knapp, CR 21,1907,45-6)

and the emphatic egomet is comprehensible. The pronoun re¬

futes the Implication in the oath that Aeschlnus had suffer-
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ed some outrage at the hands of Sannio.

166. acceptus: Ironic sense like ornatus In 176: cf.Aul.

630, miseris iaia acclplam modis.

167. abl prae strenue: much to Sannio's disgust (ceterum hoc

nlhiil facis?) Aeschinus shows how he values the leno's

threats by Ignoring them and giving instruction to the girl.

The adverb praestrenue„ suggested by Donatus and Eugraphius,

Is not found: cf. And. 171 1 prae, sequar.

nihlll: preserved by Donatus alone, who records It as a

variant reading. It Is supported by *152 where nihlll or nili

is required by the metre, against AD^G (so Umpf., allter

L.-K.).

168. 1 Intro nunclam. SA. enim non..: on i Intro see note on

85^. L.-K. print the reading of the Bembinus with which

there is hiatus at change of speaker (see Laidlaw, 86-7 3 and

note on 767). The absence of tu In A and the different pos¬

ition of the pronoun In the Callloplans suggest that the pro¬

noun is an Interpolation. Certainly enlm is more probable

than at enlru by virtue of Its being the lectio dlfflclllor.

For enim in initial position with asseverative force cf.Phorm.

983> enlm nequeo solus, Hec,238. The divergence in the MSS.

may have been known to the Donatus scholiast: AT ENIM NON

SINAM 'enlm' inceptiva partlcula apud veteres fuit, sed 'at'
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eonvenit perturbato.

169 • Istoc: on the form see note on hoc (hue) on 878.

em sic volo; 'there, that's what I want'. Parmeno has taken

up the desired position: cf.Plaut.True.787» omnium primum

uivorsae state - em sic volo. The Calliopians give the word3

to Sannio probably because of hem, v*hlch some of them read:

see Andrleu, 80.

170. The metre now changes to the iambic octonarius. In

this type of verse Terence regularly avoids diaeresis after

the fourth foot. So in this section we find it at 180, 184,

188 (4th foot is not iambus). Plautus favours the type with

diaresis: cf. e.g. Amph. 180-218 with these lines. There is

a progressive tendency in Terence's play towards favouring

the type without diaeresis (see Laldlaw,107) but he does in¬

voke on occasion syllaba aneeps (see on 260,348,619 and Laid-

law, 115f.)«

171. For the instructions and the stage action cf.Rud,731ff•

innuerim: subjunctive by attraction;see Handford, l48ff.
haereat: a strong term; literally 'stick'. Translate 'bury

itself .

172. istuc volo experiri: 'I wish then to put that to the

test'. Sannio attempts to catch hold of the girl to see If
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Aeschinus will put his threat into action.

AE. em serva. PA. omitte mulieretn: em serva must mean 'watch

out': (cf.And. 416 em serva, spoken by Da\'os to warn Pamphilus

that his father is approaching) and be spoken by Aeschinus to

Parmeno. Since the humour of the scene is Parmeno's over-

eagerness to strike the leno, it is best to give omitte mul¬

lerem to him. He says it as he lands a blow on Sannio, thus

prompting the exclamation o facinus indlgnum. Spengel gave

em serva to Parraeno (- tene tlbl hoc verber, cf.Asin.431)

mainly on the basis of the similar scene in Persa: 809ff.

TO. perge ut coeperas. PA. hoc, leno, tlbi. / DO. peril!

Perculit me prope. PA. em serva rusum. / DO. delude ...

But when Paegnium says em serva rusuma he is just pretending

that he is going to hit the leno again. Note the absence of

any vocal reaction to a second blow on the part of the leno.

Andrieu (35ff.) gives the four words to Aeschinus, main¬

ly because E omits any mention of Parmeno in its rubric.

However E also omits Phrygia from the rubric on H.T. IV,4,

although she speaks at 732. Luck (Interjektionen 63ff.)

agrees with Andrieu in his apportioning of the words, but

unconvincingly takes em serva to be the equivalent of vv

xat tov f)u0[iov au tupei, at Menand.Pysk.910.

173. el mlsero mihir in Plautus and Terence ei is never
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accompanied by an accusative. Thus, el mlserlam of the

Calllopians Is wrong. At the beginning of the line they

have o mlserum facinus for o facinus lndignum, but this

reading makes the line a trochaic septenarius, unlikely in

this sequence. It looks as if the Calllopian reading there

has arisen from the misapplication of a corrective gloss on

el mlseriaia. The interjection Is prompted by another blow

from the over eager Parmeno.

With the reading o facinus indignum there Is clash of

verse ictus and word accent In the third foot. This is not

common in Terence in Iambic octonarii, but may be a relic of

the iambic octonarius with diaeresis, where such a clash is

inevitable if the hemistich ends in an iambus word (cf.e.g.

Amph. 190,195*201 and 19*1 where there Is not diaeresis). See
on 535. There is no need to emend to avoid the clash. Mor-

over, considerable recasting of the line is required to

achieve this : see RIchter, Studemund I 468 n.26.

174. peccato: the future Imperative often seems to be used

for solemn effect: see note on 500. Note the allltteration

here.

175- i nunclam: spoken to the girl, whose entry into the house

at 167 was prevented by the action of Sannio at that point.

quid hoc relst: L.-K. shorten hoc after quid but the first
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syllable of reist must then be heavy. There is no certain

example of re- in Terence (And.*157 > cited by Laidlaw, 70,

is dubious). It is better to keep hoc as a heavy syllable

and to take relst as a monosyllable by synizesis as often:

cf.85^. See Drexler II 7**f. for examples of this kind and

for his comment on this line.

regnumne: the point of Sannio*s question is that Aeschinus

has acted as If he were above the law in simply seizing

another's property and assaulting him in the process: cf.

Phorm.*IQ5f. , auandoquidem 3olus regnas et soli licet / hie

de eadem causa bis judicium a&lpiscier. Autocratic rule was

abhorred In Athens as well as In Rome (see on 183).

176. ornatus esses ex tuis vlrtutlbus: ironic, ornare having

the sense 'honoured'. Also perhaps a play on the sense

'dressed'.

177. quid tlbi rei mecumst?: in view of quid? nostl qui sim?,
which means 'what? do you know what kind of a man I am?', I

take the question to mean 'what do you want of me?' i.e.

'what arrangement are we going to come to?'. Sannio expects

Aeschinus to make some offer of compensation. But by his

answer Aeschinus makes it clear that he is simply going to

keep the girl. In his question tetigin tul qulcquam?

Sannio implies that the young man has no justification for
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such highhanded action.

Others take the words to show that Sannlo and Aeschin-

us have never had any dealings up to this point: see on pp.53f.

above.

178. infortunium: 'misfortune', euphemistically in this

case for 'a beating': see Dz.-Hauler on Phorm.1028.

179. magis licet meam..: I would read meam magis lfcet

with Bentley (L.-K ascribe it to Leo). The succession of

two iambic words (i.e. without shortening) is extremely

rare in Plautus and Terence (see Harsh, Iambic Words and

Regard for Accent in Plautus, Stanford 19^9, 70ff.,90f.).

Cf., however Trin.321, qui ipsus 3lbl satis placet. But in

addition magis is always pyrrhic in Terence (magis magisque at

Eun.507 is hardly relevant) and the complete elision of meum,

which one feels should be emphatic, is not attractive.

180. convicium: close in sense here to flagitatio, the

original meaning of flagitium: see Usener, Rh.Mus.56 (1901)

19f. and note on 101. Cf.Bacc.873-^, vis tibl ducentos

nummos iam promlttier, / ut ne clamorem hie facias neu con¬

vicium.

181. abriplere: the 2nd pers. passive form in -rls occurs

only once in Terence, at Hec.317 where loquere would be
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ambiguous since this is also the form of the imperative.

See MUller, Glotta 17 (1929) 137-^2 for an examination of

the occurrence of the -ris forms in Plautus, outnumbered by

the -re forms by fifteen to one in places where both are

metrically possible. The -ris form seems to have arisen by

analogy with age: agls from the need to differentiate the

Indicative from the imperative.

182. loris liber: Sannio humorously objects to being whipped

as if it would be less reprehensible If he were beaten.

Whipping was a punishment thought suitable only for slaves

(see RE Suppl. IX 1590). In law the Roman citizen was pro¬

tected from corporal punishment: cf.Cic.Verr.II.V 1703

facinus vinclre clvem Romanum, scelus verberare, prope

parricldium necare. So also in Athens slaves could suffer

summary whipping, while citizens committing the same offence

would be subject to a fine: see e.g. Plato Laws VI 76Mb.

183. o hominem inpurum: a comic reversal of roles for a leno

to be calling a young man inpurus - the common epithet applied

to pimps: cf.281,Phorm»83» lenonl inpurissimo and see note on

360.

hicin: the MSS. and Don. have hlcine. For the circumstances

under which one finds -ne or -n see note on 379. Hiein is

preferable here since a dactylic word rarely forms a foot of
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the line other than the first.

llbertatem aequam: Sannio repeats the Idea of the autocratic

-like action of Aeschinus (175). Equality before the law

(isonomia) is often contrasted with autocratic rule: cf.e.g.

Herod.5.37.2;3.80.6;3.1**2.3. See RE Suppl.VII 293ff.

18 . debacchatus: 'raged', implying loss of self-control

and referring to Sannio's outraged reaction in the preceding

lines. Sannio picks it up in the next line, applying it to

Aeschinus and using it with the notion of physical violence.

185. egon deb an tu in me?: autem is used in exclama¬

tory questions which repeat what another person has said and

is usually placed after the repeated and emphatic word: cf.

93^,9^0,Eun.798• The position of autem here shows that the

emphatic word is the verb. Most editors however take the

sentence as expressing alternative questions. This puts the

emphasis on ego. Pleckeisen in fact read egon autem debaccha¬

tus sum an tu?. It is better to read egon debacchatus sum

autem? an tu in me'?. The particle an 'praecedentem quaestionem

ipse corrigit vel amplificat vel omnino retractat' (TLL II 76).

lsta.ec : see on 677-8.

186 quam rem? quo redeam?: Sannio sarcastically recalls

Aeschinus' reply nil to his question quid tlbl rei mecumst?
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in 177- By Aeschinus' own words there is no res to return to

187. vah lniqui ... loqul: Aeschlnus scoffs at the request

of a leno for aequi aliquid. Cf.Plaut.Curc.64ff., neque

quicquam queo / aequi bonlque ab eo impetrare. PA. iniuru's

qui quod lenoni nulli est id ab eo petas.

188-9. Sannio's admission is quite in keeping with the self

confessed dishonesty of pimps in New Comedy: cf.e.g.Pseud.

265ff • ,339,Rud.72*tf. ,728f.

188. pernicies comm. adulescentlum: cf.Pseud.364, where

Pseudolus accuses the leno of being the pernicies adulescen-

tium and Asin.133 in the young man's description of the mere

trices♦ Note the rare anapaest word-ending at the diaeresis

cf. however Hec.775, oportet: quod si perflcio non paenltet

me famae. Some editors (Fleck.,Ds.,Prete) read leno sum,

per, com, fateor to remove the anapaest: unnecessarily, I

believe, in view of how Terence has broken away from the

iambic oct. with diaeresis: see on 220.

189. periurus: see on 161.

pestis: cf.Pseud.204, quin una omnes peste hac populum hunc

liberant (of Ballio). The word is often combined with perni

cies, presumably because of the forcefulness of the allit-

teration: cf. Catull. 76.20, pestem perniciemque; Cic.fam.

4.3.1, ex pernicie et peste rel publicae, Catll.1.33s off.
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2.51,Kabir.perd.2: see Otto, pestls.

190. nam hercle etiam hoc restat: nam is best taken here with

asseverative force (see LHS II 50^.) and the tone of the

sentence is sarcastic: literally; 'by heavens this still

remains' I.e. we can be sure to expect this. Hoc (injuria

mlhi a te orta) picks up Sannio's words.

quaeso: parenthetic and In enclitic position as often. When

it appears at the beginning of a clause, it seems to carry a

more urgent tone. In such position it is often followed by

hercle or edepol (cf .e ,g. As in. *117 ,Most. 897,1026 ,Merc .614,

Men.7^2) or It introduces a repetition of a plea (cf.Bacc.

7^,TrIn.l46~7). Sometimes the context makes It clear that

the request is urgent: cf.Cist.7^7 and Its use and position

In the prologues at And.8 and Hec.8.

191. quae res tibi vortat male: these words make better sense

if taken with Aeschinus' statement that he will give Sannio

the twenty mlnae which he paid for the girl (so Spengel, Dz.

-K.). Cf.Aul.217ff., quoniam tu me et ego te quails sis scio,

/ quae res recte vortat mihique tibique tuaeque flliae, /

filiam tuam mi uxorem posco; (hew minis vigintl ... emistl

stands in a causal relationship to what follows) and Capt.

36lf., quae res bene vortat mihi meoque filio / vobisque,

volt te novos erus operam dare / tub Veterl domino...
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Dz.-K. accept the reading in the Bembinus and punctuate

emlsti, Id - quae r.t.v.malc - / argentl ... But Id looks

corrupt. It may have been a gloss on quae res (to explain

that quae res referred back to the preceding clause?) or

possibly it was a marginal gloss which was incorporated into

the text in the wrong place. The Calliopians offer id restat

in the preceding line and it hardly seems likely that the

disagreements in the two branches of the transmission in

these two lines are unconnected.

193- minime: Aeshlnus* reply is ambiguous. What he means is

that he will not compel Sannio to sell the girl. He is quite

prepared to take her for nothing. Sannio misunderstands:

see p.5^ above and p.1^2, n.22.

namque: elliptical: 'I asked you, for this is what I feared*.

See Langen, Beitr.262. Sannio is relieved that Aeschinus

will not compel him to sell the girl but his relief is short¬

lived as Aeschinus explains what he meant In his next words.

19^. liberal! .. adsero causa manu: a formal phrase spoken

by a person claiming that a person held in slavery is free:

cf»Plaut.Cure.490f., si aulsquam hanc liberal! / causa manu

adseret ,.., 663,709, Poen.905f. Since in the next breath

Aeschinus rather illoglcally gives the leno the choice of

taking the money, to which he would certainly not be entit-
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led if the girl was in fact free, or of going to law,

Aeschinus' words can be recognised, as a gambit designed

to make it clear to the leno that he is not going to re¬

cover the girl without going to lavx. In Rome the action

would be a vindicatic in Ilbertatem, Aeschinus being the

assertor libertatis. In Athens the pimp would have to bring

an e^aipecrewq £lq £\£O0£pCav 5 C xr) j3(,cllcov 5 l xri ; gee

p.142, nn.23,24 above. On the question of whether these

lines appeared in the Diphilean scene and the significance

for the rest of the DiphiDean play see pp.54ff. above.

196. dum ., redeo: for dum ('until1) with the present tense

see on 785. With this ultimatum Aeschinus enters Micio's

house.

196-208. In what is virtually a new 'scene', though there

is no rubric in any of the MSS. (see note on l4l), Sannio

describes what has happened to him and what he sees will

happen if he gives in to Aeschinus. His emotional state is

shown by the Jerkiness and interruption in the sequence of

thought; see pp.60ff. The metre changes to the trochaic

septenarlus at 18? and this metre continues to the end of

the scene. See note on the metre at 934ff. and 956-8.

196. pro supreme lupplter: in the sense 'highest' (i.e.

summus) supremus is used only as an epithet of lupplter
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in early Latin. Used in this sense the superlative

probably had an archaic flavour and in later Republican

literature it appears only in poetry in this sense. Probably

the adjective has retained this meaning through its religi¬

ous association. In comedy thi3 particular phrase occurs

only once in senarii (Poen.1122) and this phenomenon would

confirm our view.

197' miror qui .. occipiunt: eos to be understood, cf.H.T.

897, equidem miror qui alia tarn plane scias.

198. domo me eripuit: these words hardly fit the DiphJlean

scene, if it began, in the same way as the scene in Terence's

play and if, as seems probable, the leno's house was on the

stage. At first sight it does not agree with Demea's des¬

cription of the raptio at 88ff. where the impression is that

the beating took place inside the house. On the other hand

Demea's words do not preclude a beating of the leno in the

street after he has been dragged out there and from the fact that

Demea has learned these facts from hearsay, one may suppose

that the beating of the leno and the members of his house¬

hold is to be imagined as having taken place in public. I

would therefore keep the reading of the MSS. Gaiser (Rieth,

43 n.65) suggested domum irruplt, me verberavlt .... (iamb,

oct.). Apart from the unusual first dipody with spondaic
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word ending in the second foot one can hardly agree with

Gaiser that metrically the line would go with what preceded

since line 197 is a. trochaic septenarius. If the line is

corrupt (and the reading of the Bembinus, domi me er. sug¬

gests that it might be), domum mi irruplt would be better.

198-200. L.-K. retain the order of these lines as transmit¬

ted in the MSS. against most earlier editors who placed 199

after 200. I believe they are right, but the punctuation

would be improved, however, if a comma were placed after

verberavit and a period after mearn. Nor does one need to

place 199 in brackets. In 198 S. gives a brief description

of what Aeschinus did; In 199 he exclaims at the Impudence

of Aeschinus' demands In the light of such behaviour and in

200 he repeats in exaggerated terms the description of the

beating, as if to Justify his sense of outrage at the request

of Aeschinus. Moreover the Irony in quando bene promeruit

Is better, if it immediately picks up the plus qulng;ento3

colaphos.

200. colaphos ln.fregit: the accusative is internal, unusual,

but cf.Pliny N.H.8.130, colapho infracto.

On the Donatus schollort HOMINI MISERO secundum lllud

Menandri, etc., see on pp.58f. and K.-Th.fr.*!. Perhaps the

purpose of citing the Menandrian line was to illustrate plus
Y

quingentoa colaphos rather than homini mlsero.
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201. Sannlo rather suddenly and unexpectedly decides to

give in to Aeschinus * demands. For the change to calm

resignation from anger cf .Menancl.Saia. llOff. and see Rieth,

44. The pimp of New Comedy was sometimes reluctant to face

the trouble of going to law (cf.Henand.Ko1.121-2) and see

pp.6lf.

bene promeruit: ironic, picking up plus quingentos colaphos.

The irony continues in auotn lus postulat.

202. sed hoc hariolor: 'but I prophesy this'. Cf.Fhorm.492,

PH.nondum mihi credis? DO.hariolare. PH.sin fidem do? DO.

fabulael, where the verb means 'you have second sight'. See

Knapp (CR 21 1907 45-6) for the correction of Langen's inter¬

pretation of the verb in Terence (Beitr.260ff.).

203. testes faciei ilico: 'he will immediately summon wit¬

nesses to attest my having sold her'. Facio has the sense of

adhibeo: cf.Phorm.714, hoc temere numquam amittarn ego a me

quin testes adhibeam and Cure.565■> ne facias testes ; Llvy

1.59»l>vosque, dll, testes facio.

204. de argento - somnium; 'as for the money - nothing but

empty talk': somnium is used to describe words or objects

which have no truth or reality to them, i.e. as little sub¬

stance as dreams. Cf.Fhorm.4g4, crede mlhl, gaudebis facto;

verum hercle hoc est. #somniaj, preceded by fabulae! and

logl!, and 97^• ®ee Otto, somnium.
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"mox; eras redl": a typical ploy of young men: cf. Plaut.

Moat.579, redito hue clrclter merldle, 653, petlto eras.

The punctuation is improved if quotation marks are placed

round mox and eras redi separately.

205* reddat: 'pay' (the money) as in 202: cf.279.

206. verum .... res est: 'but I am facing facts.' Verum is

in contrast to quamquam iniuriumst.

quando ... oeceperis: only here does Terence use quando in

a temporal sense in a subordinate clause. For a comparison

of the use of quando in Plautus and Terence see Scherer,

Studemund II 87ff. and see LHS II 607.

occeperis: all MSS. have inceperls which also appears in'

the lemma in Donatus. The line is quoted at Hec. 8*10 with

occeperis and the scholion on this line of the Adelphoe

reads ut in Andrla 'deln quaestum occlplt'. Inceperis is

the lectio difficilior, since quaestum occlpere is the usual

form, and I would follow the MSS. For the transitive use of

incipere cf.Phorm.225, in re inciplunda, And.539, quae (aml-

citia) incepta and Phorm.709-10, ante brumam autem novi /

negoti incipere.

207. mussitanda: frequentative form of musso which is based on
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Greek muzo meaning 'to mutter, moan': cf.Snn.ann.182, intus

In occulta mussitabant. The verb <acquired the sense 'to do

nothing more than moan at' and thus 'to put up with in sil¬

ence, to say nothing': cf.M.G.., ergo si sapis, / musslt-

abts; plus oportet scire servom quam loqui, Pseud.501,Truc.312.

208. Sed seems to pick up the thought expressed in 205. The

disruption in logical sequence betrays Sannio's anxiety and

feeling of helplessness.

Act II sc. 2.

The door of Miclo's house opens, but instead of Aes-

chinus whom the audience might expect from his words at 196

a slave enters. His first words are directed into the house.

209. tace, egomet convenlam: a neat dovetailing of this

apparently Menandrian scene with Aeschinus' exit at the end

of sc.l, the Diphiiean scene. Because of Aeschinus' words

at 196 the audience may conclude that Syrus is insisting that

he meets with the leno. For the use of tace to quell ob¬

streperous resistance cf.Aul.273.

Although the change of plan results from Terence's use

of the Diphiiean scene, the reason for the entrance of Syrus

Instead of Aeschinus is explained later in the scene. It

appears that he knows that the leno is about to leave for Cyp¬

rus. This information, which is apparently unknown to Aes-
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chlnus (cf.278), is used by the slave to force the leno to

be satisfied with receiving the money for the girl.

oonveniam iam ipsum: the Calliopians read conveniam ipsum.

Since the reading of the Bemblnus makes this line a trochaic

octonarius and the rest of the scene is in iambic octonarii,

I believe that the corruption lies in the Bembinus (ditto-

graphy). It is extremely doubtful whether a trochaic acata-

lectic line is ever followed by an iambic line in Terence:

see the description of the metre at the beginning of the

preceding scene and note on 165-6.

faxo: an early form of the future in Latin of the sigmatic

type (as in Greek): cf. also faxlm etc., with the optative

ending as in sim (siem). In Terence faxo has always the

sense 'I'll see to it that' and is accompanied by the sub¬

junctive as here (cf.847), the future indicative (And.854,

Bun.285) or a noun in the accusative and the perfect passive

participle (H.T.341). The subjunctive is to a great extent

limited to stereotyped phrases (lubens bene faxim, 887>896;

utlnam ita dl faxint, H.T.161; cf.Hec.102,134; cave faxis,

H.T.187) but cf. H.T.198, vereor quam nequid in ilium iratus

plus' satis faxit. In Plautus both future and subjunctive have

a much wider range of usage: see Lindsay on Capt.172.

Sannio: Donatus notes that while Aeschinus always addressed

Sannio as leno (184,187,196) Syrus treats the pimp in a much
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more relaxed and conciliatory manner, until, that Is, he

drops the bombshell in the leno's lap, when almost casually

he reveals that he knows about the journey to Cyprus. Syrus'

handling of the leno forms a pleasing contrast with the

brusque treatments meted out by Aeschlnus.

211. nescloquid concertasse: 'that you have had something of

an argument'. Sannio's tactics are to play down the vio¬

lence and cool Sannio's emotions. Ke therefore minimises the

physical aspects of the raptlo by inserting nescloquid and by

using a verb which need not imply any physical violence.

Concertare, which is rare and not found elsewhere in early

Latin drama (although conjectured at Pac.73)» in Cicero means

'to dispute, argue': cf. Att.3♦12.2 and the usual meaning

of concertatio.

211-2. numouam vidi iniquius... comparatam: Sannlo has not

lost his sense of humour. NotP the pun in comparare, in the

sense 'to match' (cf. compar) picking up iniquius and 'to

arrange' (cf. helium oomparare, frequent in the historians).

Cf.Phorm.41. quam inlque comparatumst; Cic.Cluent.57•

This type of expression often begins a monologue in New

Comedy- cf.Phorm.591, ego hominem callldlorem vidi nemlnem...,

Cist.653» Most.532?. Menand.Epitr.205?* Naturally it is by

no means confined to that position: cf.besides this passage

Aul.60,And.84*1. See E, Fraenkel, Elem.Plaut. 158ff.
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213, 111/: see on 72.

usque: 'completely': of.Eun.220, ut defeti&er usque. For the

development of this sense from the meaning 'continuously,

from beginning to end' see Ph.Thlelroann,ALL V (1888) *}*J7f.

Gf. also 559. Sannio's words are more humorous if the ex¬

haustion is emphasised. Some editors take usque with verber-

ando.

21*}. fcua culpa: ablative: ef.Eun.980, culpa non factumst mea,

Hec .228, non mea opera, neque pol culpa evenlt, kfS.

quid ageretn: L.-K. prefer the reading of y against facerem

of the other MSS. But it seems more likely that FACEBI&! was

corrupted to AOEHEM by the loss of the initial letter. With

most other editors I would print facerera.

moreta gestum oportu.it: 'you ought to have fallen in with his

wishes' * on morera gerere see note on 431, and 708. The use

of the perfect infinitive with the past tenses of oportere

seems to indicate aoristlc force in the perfect (as in the

perfect subjunctive). For the perfect Infinitive active cf.

And.238f. nonne oportuit / praeaciase me ante?, F.un.981 f.,

oportuit / rem praenarrasae me?; .for the passive, with which

esse is usually omitted cf.H.T.200, mansurn tamen oportuit,

2*{7,536,635. Contrast Ad.672-3 an sedere oportuit / ♦.

vlrglnera .. dura .. veniret. Bee LHS II 352.
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215. qui: archaic ablative: see on 477-

usque os praebul: Donatus notices the sexual double-entenare,

picking up the sexual eonnatation of morem gerere. Usque

has here the meaning 'all the time, continuously': cf.usque

basiare in Catull.48.2;5«7ff.

scls quid loquar: 'you know what I mean': cf.Pseud.1178,

etiamne - facere solitun es - scin quid loquar?. Here the

words are better taken as a statement than a question.

216. For the sentiment cf. Capt.327, est etlam ubi profecto

damnum praestet facere quam lucrum.

■<<

hui: marking Syrus' astonishment (feigned) that the leno

could ever have had any doubts about Aeschinus' intentions

to pay.

217. The line is hypermetric, but the final syllable of

atque is elided before adulescenti: cf. also 375,^65.
Plautus avoids such elision between lines.

218. hominum homo atultissime: cf. Phorm.863, homo hominum

ornattssume; Gapt,836, quantum est hominum optumqrum optme.

The juxtaposition of optumorum opturae and hominum homo gives

the expressions an elevated tone: cf. also Enn.trag.56, mater

optuma, tu multo muller mellor mulierum and Eurlp.Andr.590.
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219- ne non tlbi 1st tic faeneraret: 'that would not profit

you'j an unusual meaning for faenero (normally - 'to lend on

interest'). Dz.-K. take Aeschlnus as the subject of the verb,

comparing PhoriR. 493, faeneratum Istuc beneficium pulchre tlbi

dices, but to be parallel one would have to read faenerares

here.

ego spern pretio non emo: 'I don't pay cash for hope (i.e.

I don't lay out money on anything that is not certain)'.

220, abi; interjection, spoken here in a tone of rebuke: see

on 564.

nescis lnescare: only example of a soondalc word or word

ending in the 4th foot of a long iambic line in Terence.

Some editors have read inescare nescis (e.g. Bothe, Umpf.,

Dz.-K.,Ashmore, Prete; Bentley read non scls), but since one

finds anapaest word endings (see on 188) in this position,

I would adhere to the MSS. For unusual metrical features in

Terence cf. e.g. note on 131.

223-4. age, novi obsequare: 'Come, I know what you

are thinking - as if you have any chance of getting your

twenty minae while you do what Aeschinus wants, (i.e. let him

keep the girl on credit).' These words have caused consider¬

able trouble even in antiquity. I have taken quasi ... ob¬

sequare as an extension of tuom anlmum, reflecting Sannio's
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own attitude to the situation. The meaning given seems to

me to be the best In the context: it is In accord with 220-1

and with the sentiments expressed by Sannio himself in his

monologue (202ff.). Syrus is feigning sympathy and under¬

standing but the sting comes In the tail in the casual way

in which he lets it drop that he knows that Sannio is about

to leave for Cyprus (praeterea autem....). The journey is an

additional reason (apart from the usual conduct of young men

in such affairs. cf.202ff.) for Sannio thinking that if he

lets Aeschinus keep the girl, he will never see the twenty

minae. Admittedly fay this interpretation dam .. obsequare

is awkward (subjunctive in virtual oratio obliquae). One

would expect sji rather than dura. But dum may be explained

obsequare refers, not to a decision to sell the girl,

but to willingness on the part of the leno to allow Aeschinus

to keep the girl on the promise of later payment. Such a

/ «
business arrangement is what Syrus has been advocating at

2l6ff.

The difficulties in the passage have been caused in part

ky usqiiam. Donatus explains the phrase quasi in numero allquo

dueas but this sense does not seen possible and the relation¬

ship of the durn-clause is incomprehensible. The meaning of

usquam is more easily seen by considering the implication of

the quasi-clause. The thought underlying the clause is iam

nusquam tlbi sunt vlgintl minae for the meaning of which one
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nay compare Pseud. 11^5-6* sed tu, bene vir, flagltar-e saepe

clamore In foro a / qucm llbella nusquamst, nisi quid leno hie
o

subvenit tlbi. Donatus, however, is followed by Spengel1",

Kauer, Ashraore, and Marouzeau. But i^o parallel for the sense

of usquara has been given. The objections to it still seem

sound (see e.g. Bentley ad loc.). For attempts to explain

the difficulty see Dz.-K.

The most recent interpretation is that of K.Vretska,

Philologus 105 (1963) 153-4. It is based on Drexler's ex¬

planation that the leno is supposed by Syrus to be thinking

that he has only to agree to Aeschinus1 offer to pay and he

will pocket the money. The quasi-clause is therefore Syrus'

repudiation of such thoughts: 'as if you have any chance of

getting the 20 minae provided that (i.e. just because) you

give in to Aeschinus'. The translation shows the awkwardness

of the connection of the dum-clause. Vretska does not in

fact translate the words in question but paraphrases and

fills in the hiatus in the sequence of thought. The trans¬

ition after novl tuom aninaua is abrupt and the contradiction

between such supposed thoughts of Sannio and what he has

spoken in the monologue and the preceding lines makes it

difficult to accept that any audience could understand what

was going on, if Vretska is right.

224. praeterea autem: autem here gives added emphasis to
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praeterea; cf. turn autem in 315.

225-6. hoc3 scio, animus tibi pendet: hoc is better taken

with pendet than with scio. It is either the adverb (see on

878), the equivalent of ad hanc rem, pendet here having the

sense of propendet (cf. propensus ad) or it is ablative of

cause, pendet meaning 'is in a flutter'. However, the usual

construation when pendeo has this meaning is animi pendeo:
cf. e.g. KUT.727,Merc.128,166. I prefer the former.

227* nusquam pedem: 'I'ip trapped'. Better taken as a cry

of despair than as an assertion that he will not 'stir a

foot' (so Ashmore).

228. The change of metre from the iambic octonarius to the

senarius, harmonises with the dramatic movement of the scene.

The dialogue between Syrus and Sannio reaches its climax in

the former's revelation that he knows of the trip to Cyprus.

Now, at 228ff„, in what is virtually a monologue Sannio takes

stock of his situation. For such changes of metre see note

on 956-8. The metre changes at 228 rather than 229 because

his monologue really begins at 227 (note the third person

illi .. lnceperunt).

inieci scrupulum: 'I've cast doubt in the fellow's mind':

scrupulus literally means 'a small stone' (cf.Serv.Aen.6.238

and Capt_. 185, scruposam .. . vlam) and then metaphorically
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'something that causes annoyance'. Por the metaphor cf.And.

940, unus scrupulus etlam restat qui me male habet; Phorm.

954; Cic .Cluenlt.78. Awareness of the literal meaning of

the word seems to have been quickly lost: cf. Cic.Rose.Amer♦

6, hunc ... scrupulum qui se dies noctesque stlmulat ac pun-

git ut evellatis postulat, where the language suggests the

picture of a thorn (cf.Hor.Epist♦2.2.212) rather than a

stone, however sharp.

228. llluc vide: the older form of the neuter, frequent In

Plautus (cf. e.g. Aul.46,Men.606), has virtually disappeared

from the Terentian MSS. It Is attested here, however, by

the r-group and L-K. are right to print It: cf. Eun.782,

where the Callioplans have llluc against illud of the Bembinus;

Eun.782, A illut, P1D1G1 llluc, cett. 1111c. Possibly illuc

has been modernised elsewhere (e.g.766): see Kauer, W.St.28

(1906) 131f.

229. in ipso articulo: 'he caught me at exactly the right

moment'; referring to the seizure of the girl by Aeschinus.

Por the temporal sense cf. Cic.Quinct.19, ut eum ... in ipso

articulo temporis adstringeret. The expression comes from

butchers' language - of striking a carcass at the joints to

cut It up (cf. Epid.488-9, te articulatim concldit, senex,

tuos servos). Hanssen, Latin Diminutives, llf. points to an

Interesting parallel development in Old Norse.
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in ipso: the shortening of ips-is unnecessary and the ictus

falls better on the emphatic ipso than on the preposition.

So also on the contrary in 231 ad is better shortened.

231. ad mereatum: 'to the market, fair': probably the equiva¬

lent of the Qk. navfiyupLq- here (cf. Gr.L. IV 575s6); bee-

ause it is in Cyprus, probably a festival in honour of

Aphrodite: cf. Phorm.837-8, ego me ire senlbus Sunium dlcam

ad mereatum. For the peripheral activities that went on at

such a festival (cf.Menand.fr.Ml6, Strabo 10.5.4.).

232. I prefer nunc si hoc omltto ac turn agam ubi, the reading

of most editors after Bentley, though the suggestion is not

his (see ad.loc.). It has the support of 226, ubl lllinc, spero,

redleris, hoc ages, and one does not have to postulate an un¬

convincing hiatus after omltto. For lllinc see on 42 and for

atque linking two closely connected conditional clauses cf.

217-8,980-1,

233. refrixerlt res: 'the case will have a cool reception',

exemplified by the succeeding quotations. For this use of

verbs like caleo, frigesco to express popularity, interest

or the opposite of these cf.Caelius, Cic.fam.8.6. Curloni

nostro tribunatus conglaclat; Plane.53a and see Haffter,10ff,J

Hofmann,154.

233-4. The delay in bringing an action will naturally weaken
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Sannio's case: see on 339.

23*1. perdere: 'to lose, give up all claim to the girl':

other editors take the object to be argenturn. But in 231ff.

Sannio has discussed the disadvantages of trying to recover

the girl by going to law immediately or when he returns

(Sannio having refused to take the money and Aeschinus having

kept the girl.in the meantime). He surely means here that

it is better to be satisfied with the price of the girl and

surrender her legally to Aeschinus.

235. quam hie nunc manere: I would read quam aut hie manere

xtfith Kauer (W.St.28, 1906,130). He shows convincingly that

nunc is likely to be the interpolated gloss here: cf.Phorm.
2

1025 where CPD read quid ml nunc adfers for quid mi hie adfers;

992, where nunc appears in different position in v and in the

5-groupj And.433 where D has added nunc (expunged by m )

beside hie; Hec.355, where the Bemblnus alone adds hunc.

236. quot ad te redlturum: the reading of OCT is hardly right.

Even if one accepts the indeclinable form of the future infinit¬

ive (see Lindsay, Syntax, 76), auot does not make any sense.

What is the plural to be understood? Quod of the MSS is to be

read and id is to be taken as an interpolation: see Pehl,52.

putes: the subjunctive arises from contamination of quid
redlturum sit and quod redlturum esse putas: cf.Clc.Phil.2.7,
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lltteras, quas me sibi mislsse diceret, recitavit,and see

Handford,15*i.

237- hoocin inclpere: on -ne In the accusative and infinitive

of exclamation see on 330.

239. labascit: an aside, but unum hoc habeo is spoken to

Sannio. A period should be placed after labascit and a colon

after habeo. The verb labascit, here of imminent capitula¬

tion (cf.Rud. 139*4), evokes the images of a tree tottering:

cf. Lucr. *4.1285f • and see Donatus ad loc.

2^0. venias in periclum: fface the test as to whether .. or ..'

dividuom face: 'split it in tvro'; i.e. keep half and lose half:

cf.Rud. 1*408, dividuom talentum faciam.

2*12. conradet: frequently used of 'scraping money together';

cf .H.T, 1*41 jPhorm. *40,Foen. 13^3 and frequently in Apuleius;

Met.7.8;8.28;9.9;10♦19. Probably colloquial when used of

money or property.

2*43. etiam de sorte: sors is the principal, here the money

which Sannio has laid out in buying the girl. After being

prepared to release the girl at cost price without profit,

Sannio is in danger of being deprived of that sura as well.

2*4*4. pudet nil?: a comic accusation in the mouth of one of
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the leno, one of the most shameless of all characters in

New Comedy: see on l6l and 188.

246. defraudet: with L.-K. I prefer the subjunctive, here

an extension from the use of the repudiating subjunctive in

repeated questions. Sannio protests against the injustice of

the proposed action, the implication being 'it's unfair

that he should....': cf.Hec.5893 illius stultitla victa ex

urbe tu rus habitatum raigres? (cf.586) and see Handford,70.

It is unlikely that the indicative would have been changed

to the subjunctive here.

The spelling with u is preferable: cf.Prise.(Gr.L II 39»

ID in 'u' quoque longam transit 'fraudo-defrudo'. See

Ritschl,Parerg.540.

246-7- Syrus shrewdly calls Sannio's bluff (nusquam abeo)

by preparing to leave him with the affair unsettled.

248. utut haec sunt acta: 'no matter how this was done':

utut is used only with the indicative (630,Phorm.468,531 *

H.T.200) and is rare outside comedy; ef.Cic.Att.15.26.4 and

see LHS II 635- For a study of the forms like utut, quan-

tusquantus 3 qui3quis, etc. and a comparison with the -cunique

forms see Ferrarino, cumque e i compost!, Bologna 1942.

On utut F. points out (200ff.) that it is generally used when

a speaker is referring to an action or state that he knows
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about. Thus there is usually an implication of the manner

in which things were done, as here (cf.Phorm.*106ff., etsl

mlhl facta iniuriast, verum taxnen / potius quam litis secter...).

In contrast cf.Bacc.662, utquomque res sit, ita aniiaum habeat,

inhere the clause is truly indefinite, admitting the full

spectrum of a semantic field.

The Calliopians read facta or fata and may be right

here, the initial F having been easily lost after T In the

Bemblnus: cf. on 213.

249. I would punctuate with a comma after reddatur, the sense

being 'let what Is mine be paid me - at any rate, the price

I paid for her'. Syrus implies that he Is due more than that.

251. sed Cteslphonem video: Ctesipho is the brother of Aes-

chlnus but his entrance and introduction seem untypical of

New Comedy. It Is not until 263 that the audience learns

that Aeschinus has stolen the girl, not for himself, but for

his brother. The words laetus est de arnica must have been

very puzzling to the spectators. The lack of clarity almost

certainly arises from the changes Terence made as a result

of incorporating the Dlphilean scene: see pp. 19ff.

253. paullisper mane: spoken to Sannio. Syrus does not go

indoors after these words to return at 260 as Dz.-K. suggest.

There is no reason for him to do so. Aeschinus does not
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know of Ctesipho's arrival (of.265) and is unaware of

Sannlo's readiness to accept the twenty minae (cf.276).

Why then would Syrus leave the stage?

Act II sc. 3»

The metre changes to the iambic octonarii, marking

a change in the emotional level as Ctesipho enters, filled

with joy and gratitude at what Aeschinus has done: see on

934ff.

254. abs quivi3: the preposition abs is extremely common in

Plautus and Terence but generally in the phrase abs te. For

its appearance here before £ cf.Men.345» abs qua cavendum;

Pers.1599 abs chorago. On the appearance of abs te in later

literature see J.C.Rolfe, ALL X (1898) 478-9. On the ablative

qui see on 477.

gaudeas: the subjunctive has no modal force but is used bec¬

ause the subject is the ideal 2nd person; cf.e.g. Trin.913-4,

fieri istuc solet, / quod in manu atque oculis vldeas, id

desideres: see Handford, 109f.

255. verum enim vero: verum is accompanied, for emphasis, by

two asseverative particles, both of which appear independently

with it: see following note.

id demum: demum often emphasises a particular person or thing
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which is being contrasted with others: cf.Sail.Cat.2.9*

multi mortales deditl ventrl atque somno vitam ... transier-

unt . ♦ verum enim vero is demum vivere ♦ . videtur qui, etc.

Here Ctesipho marks out the special joy which help from a

brother gives. For the bonds between brothers cf.Plato

Politeia II 362D , to XeyoiJ-evov, &5eXcp6q &v6pu TiapeCrij

Aristot.EN.8 1159b 32, and in Latin Clc.Afct.1.5. tibi per-

suadeas te a me fraterne amarl and see A.Otto,ALL V (1888)

373.

256. o frater, frater: for the repetition of the vocative in

emotional outbursts cf.And.282, memor essem'. o Mysis, Mysis;

Hec.856,Eun.91,Cure.625,Hud.523,1235.

257. ita: not infrequent with adjectives and adverbs In Ter¬

ence: cf .And. 2*13,553,H.T. 665: see Allardice ,95.

258. itaque: not the smoothest or most logical of connectives

here. More naturally vv. 258-9 give the reason for 256-7,

but see note on 972-3-

259. fratrem, nemlnem homlnem .. prlncipem: the syntax of this

reading (also Dz,-K.) with fratrem picking up unam hanc rem

and being followed by an accusative and infinitive is extreme¬

ly difficult to accept. The choice of earlier editors Is

preferable - fratrem homini nemini esse ... princlpem.
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primarum artium mage prlneipem: 'more superior in the pos¬

session of the highest qualities': for such a genitive dep¬

endent on the personal prlnceps cf.Cic.Verr.11.5.4. flagitior-

um omnium vitiorumque princeps. For artes in this sense cf.

Trin.72, artes antiquae artes. Ctesipho means all the qual¬

ities which embody virtus -decisiveness, love, loyalty, etc.

260. I punctuate o Ctesipho - CT. o Syre, etc. Syrus gives

an emotional greeting to the young man but is cut off by the

exited Ctesipho before he can complete it: cf.And.902,783,

Most_. 447-8. On the affective force of o see Richter, Stude-

raund I 594, in the last example the word refers to persons

out of sight.

hem: the exclamation marks Ctesipho's surprise that Aeschinus

has brought the girl to his home: cf. the reaction of Demea

at 389. On hem see on 696.

261. quid est?: 'what's wrong?', prompted by Ctesipho's excla¬

mation; cf.Eun.747, CH. ubi east? TH« domi apud me. CH. hem.

TH. quid est?; H.T.757.

nunc vivo: with pregnant meaning as often! cf.Catull.5•1»

vivamus .♦. atque amemus, and Fordyce ad loc. See on 275.

1oj festivorn caput: caput with an attributive was probably
originally a hypocoristlc usage (usually with lepidum; cf.
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966, M.G.725) and the tone is quite different from when it

is used with the possessive or demonstrative pronoun, where

it is the equivalent of the personal pronoun. A comma is

better than a semicolon after caput. For the irregularity

in concord cf.And.607* ubi illic est scelu3 qui peraldit me.

262. quin ... putarit: with causal force (see Handford, 79,

for the origin of this subjunctive in the repudiating ques¬

tion). The -ne in this type of clause sprang from instances

like Cist. 653-^ nullam ego me vldisse credo magis anum

excruciabllem / quam illaec est: quae dudum fassast mlhi,

quaene lnfitlas est?, where an ellipse is to be assumed:

see Handford, ibid.: cf.Hor.Serm.1.10,21f., o seri studiorum

quine putetis difficile et mirum.

omnia sibl: pyrrhic caesura of the tribrach in the second

foot. The unusual caesura suggests that the dative which

seems loosely attached syntactically to the rest of the sen¬

tence is the 'sympathetic' dative going closely with omnia

(the equivalent of omnia sua: see on 311*.).

post ... esse: contrast Phorm.908, nam omnia posthabui mihi res;

Hec.483. The infinitive shows that post is an adverb here:

cf. Sail.Cat.23.6, invldla atque superbia post fuere.

263. meum laborem et peccatum: I prefer the reading of most
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MSS. (including the Bembinus) meum amorem et peccatum,

which vv. 5-6 of the perlocha, famam rei, / amorem in sese

transferebat, Show was in the MSS at the time of Sulpicius

Apollinaris. The phrase forms the last member of a tricolon

and the two nouns should go closely together (cf. note on 48-9,

319). Peccatura is better taken to refer to Ctesipho's having

become involved in a love affair than the snatching of the

psaltria: cf. the frequent use of pec/are in an amatory con-

text; Aul.738, and see Enk on Prop. 2.6.40. With peccatum

amorem forms a better unit than laborem. The change to laborem

(attested also in Nonius and Donatus) has been prompted by the

same kind of thought which Bothe expresses: amorem Cteslohonls

in se transferre Aeschlnus nec voluit nec potuit famam amorum

elus potuit: scan me(um) amor-: see Laid lav-, 34.
Btit nic^LvtlJ <a.wurtH-l /

264. nil pote supra: note, attested by Donatus alone (cf. on

389) is likely to be correct, the rare form having been re¬

placed by potest in the MSS.: cf. how pote fuisset has been

changed in some MSS. to potuisset at Phorm. 535.

foris crepuit: elsewhere Terence uses the plural, but the sin¬

gular is not infrequent in Plautus; cf. Gas.874,Most.1062. The

sound of a door opening is a stock method announcing the en¬

trance of a character: cf.e.g.in Greek Menand.Dysk.188, Epltr♦

586.
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mane, mane: Ctesipho, fearful of who will come out, makes

to go off: 3ee pp. 21ff.

Act IX 3c. 4.

Aeschinus now returns to the stage.

265- sacrilegus: with humorous effect Sannlo's me quaerit

shows that he has no doubts that Aeschinus is referring to

him as sacrilegus, applied to a leno at Pseud.363,Rud.706:

cf.Pseud.974-5> homlnem ego hie quaero malum, legerupam,

inpium, peiiurum atque inprobum. BA. me quaeritat. See

note on l6l and 188.

num quid nam: implying the fear or inner belief that Aeschinus

will not bring the money: see Shackleton Bailey, CQ (1353)

l»7.121ff.

266. ehem opportune: see on 81.

te ipsum quaero: thei'e is no contradiction with Syrus* words

at 260, te exspectat domi; cf. the words of Sostrata at H.T.

622, te ipsum quaero, although she has said at 619 hie ego

virum interea opperibor. The verb quaero need not imply an

active search.

quid fit?: 'xvhat's wrong?' The expression refers to Ctesi-

pho's frightened appearance as the next words show; cf.768,

quit fit? quid tu es tristis?, Merc.284.
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omltte vero: vero strengthening the imperative as often:

cf.e.g. Eun.912, move vero ocius te nutrlx • Phomu 435;

Aul.768, et al,

trlstitiem: reading of the Bemblnus alone. Nouns ending in

-la often oscillate between the 1st and 5th declensions,

though usually only in the nominative and accusative. For

tristities cf.Pacuv.trag.59;Tac.A.2.4.3; Apul.Met.6.9.

268-9, o mi Aeschine, / o mi germane: see on 256.

269. coram in os: 'openly to your face'. Coram is always

adverbial in Plautus and Terence. For a similar emphatic

pleonasm cf.Eun.794, quae mi ante oculos coram amatorem

adduxti tuom.

270. adsentandi: earliest attested example of the gerund of

purpose: see LHS II 75.

mage quaxa quo habeam gratum: 'rather than because I am

grateful (for what you have done)': gratum here Is neuter,

quod feclsti (e.g.) being understood; cf.Kerc.527, honoris

causa quicquid est quod dabitur gratum habebo, True.582,

and see G. Williams on the uses of gratus in CQ 9 (1959)

155ff. For quo in clauses of denied reason cf.825,Eun.28,

96, H.T.554,Amph.913. See Handford,68, n.2, for the origin

of this usage.
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271. Inepte: vocative; cf. And.791, eho inepta, rtescis

quid sit actum; Eun.311,1007*

norimus: with original long I of the perfect subjunctive

(optative in origin); cf.Phorm.772, gesserimus; H.T.1026,

memineris.

nos inter nos: inter se is commonly used to express recip¬

rocal action with transitive verbs (e .g.araare at 828, Capt.

*♦20, Cic.ad Q. fr.3«3; aspicere at Cic.Catil.3«13) and with

verbs which would be accompanied by a prepositional phrase

or a dative (e.g. Stich.689, nos volo ludere inter nos;

Cic . Att. 10.4,10, nos inter nos locutos). In this line the

notion of reciprocity is reinforced by nos (nominative) In

the same way that ipsi often appears with s_e (Caes.B.G.6.

37.10, se ... ipsi adhortantur); cf. also Cic.Att.14.13b.5,

ut nosraet ipsi inter rtos conjunct lores simus ; Lucr. 1.76 0 :

see ALL VII 3*»5ff.

272. hoc mihi dolet: dolet in this sense, 'to cause pain',

is frequent in Plautus and Terence (cf.e»g.451,682,733)•

This usage has probably survived through the influence of

other impersonal verbs which appear with it more often

than not: cf.Catull.63.73, lam iarn dolet quod egi, lam iamque

paenitet, Cic.Mur.42, cui placet obllvlscitur, cui dolet

meminit; Sen.dial.3.12.2. The change to the common classic-
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al usage has developed from instances like Most.891, oculi

dolent, where the subject is part of the body.

sero: 'too late': cf.Aul.249> H.T.344.

273-3- et paene In euirt locum / redisse ut: impersonal; more

commonly the subject is res (cf.H.T.359>113>Phorm.686), and

Bentley's emendation et in eum rem locum has won wide accep¬

tance, But paene is required by the sense (the situation

did not come to the point where no one could help) and

metrically the tribrach et in e- with the ictus on in is

not attractive.

274. tam ob parvolam: for the separation of tam from the

adjective or adverb it qualifies cf.K.T.955, tam in brevi

spatio; And.Ill5tam fert famlliariter; Hec.568,Eun.210.

275. paene e patria? turpe dictu: the punctuation is improved

if one places a dash instead of an exclamation mark after

patrla. It Is an example of aposiopesis rather than of

ellipse (see Donatus ad loc.) The sense of turpe dictu

is 'I shudder to say the word' (e.g. perire: cf.Capt.537»

periisti e patrla tua).

On this line Donatus states Menander mori Ilium voluisse

flnglt, Terentius fugere. It is not uncommon for young men

to contemplate suicide when their love affair seems doomed
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(cf.H.T.971aPhorm.686aAsln.606ff.,Mere.472,Pseud.88ff.).

In view of the frequency of this motif one wonders v?hy

Terence bothered to make the change. It has been suggested

that he did so in the interests of realism (Haffter,Mus.

Helv.10, 1953s 96s Rieth-,40: cf .Dz.-K. ,Einl.l6, where it is

thought that Terence raade the change, since he felt such an

Irrevocable decision did not suit the character of the weak-

spined Ctesipho). This may be right, but possibly Terence

did not abandon his model In this point. Another solution

for a young man in Ctesipho's plight was to go overseas,

usually to fight in Hellenistic armies (cf.H.T.117,Merc.

644f. and see on 385-6 of this play). An Interesting example

from Menander is In the Samla. Moschion says that had it

not been for other factors he would have left the country

(282ff.).

aXX' dnocpGapeiq

ix Tpq noieooq av £xno5cov etq Baxxpa noi

n KapCav 6i6Tpi.J3ov Uei.

The verb duotpG e C psa-Gai, Is interesting. For the sense

'leave, be gone from' cf.Sam.158,Eurlp.H.F.1270. The possibi¬

lity arises that this verb appeared in Menander at this point

and that the source of the Donatus scholion misunderstood it.

The Menandrian line may have been quoted in the commentary

to show that aposiope3is was absent in Menander. This was
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then misunderstood and the purpose of the citation was

taken to show that the young man in Menander committed

suicide. Such an error could have been helped by nunc

vivo in 26l, although this phrase has been felt by some

to be a trace of the young man's intent in Menander (so

Rieth, 40-1).

deos quaeso ut: quaeso with a dependent ut-clause marks

an urgent, emotional appeal (cf.598,Hec.786) and is often

coupled with verbs such as peto (Cic.Fam.3*2.1;5.4.2) and

precor (Cic.dom.144;Livy 23-9.2). The construction bel¬

ongs to the formal, elevated language of religious invoca¬

tions (cf.Cato.R.R.lMl.2, Mars pater, te precor quaesoque

uti sles volens propitius mihi) and many of the examples in

Plautus and Terence are appeals to the gods as here (Amph.

720,Cas.389,396,Rud.499,1256,Amph,93^^^1.611,Merc.678,

Ad. *191). This suggests that at Eun. 466, quaeso hercle ut

liceat, pace quod fiat tua, etc. , Parmeno is poking fun at

Thraso, addressing him as if he were the exalted being he

thinks himself to be. In Plautus, Terence, and Cicero's

correspondence quaeso is much more frequently parenthetic.
In his appeal to the gods Aeschinus is praying that

they will succeed in persuading Sannio to sell the girl.

Otherwise Ctesipho may still go into exile.
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276. quid alt tandem nobis: tandem marks Aeschinus' impat¬

ience (cf.And.859,Phorm.799) see Dz.-Hauler on Phorm.373

and note on 79*0. The presence of nobis, an ethic dative,

also conveys emotional overtones: see LHS II 93f.

277* ego ad forum .. absolvam: Aeschinus' words do not

suggest that he Is going to the forum to look for his father

to ask him for the money. Yet Syrus' words at 3b*lf. and

369 seem to me to presuppose the audience's knowledge that

this was the purpose in going there. The natural inference

to be drawn from Aeschinus' words here is that he had money

at his disposal in the forum, irrespective of whether he

met his father. I suspect that this untidy linkage arises

from Terence's re-working of the end of the second act: see

p.26 above.

278. insta: 'be insistent': used absolutely; cf.Phorm.717»

si altera illaec magis instablt (see TLL VII,1 2000,6lff.).

But one may understand a personal or impersonal object (cf.

Cure.376,H.T.895).

278-9. ne tam quidem / quam vis: I can make no sense of ne ..

quldem here and I accept Madvig's conjecture non tam quidem..,

'I'm not in as great haste as you wish me to be' (Adv.Crit.II

20). For tam tant urn cf .H.T.299>^13 ,lQ52,Phorm.998. Editors
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who retain ne .. qulde.m give no convincing explanation or

parallel for the meaning which ne .. quldem requires here,

whether they punctuate as the OCT or take quamvis with otiosus.

279. etiam: 'still',

279- ne time: on this form of a negative command in later

literature, extremely common in Plautus and Terence and prob¬

ably colloquial, see LKS II 340.

281. Ctesipho calls Syrus back. Aeschinus, who must have

started to leave the stage after Syrus' words at 278, has by

this time made his exit.

em quid est?: hem must be read; cf.And.184, SI. Dave. DA.

hem quid est? SI. eho dum ad me. Em is impossible here; see

Hichter, Studemund I 505, and Luck, Interjektionen, 20.

282. absolvitote: future imperative plural: see notes on 377

and 500.

283. perroanet: for the metaphor (cf.English 'leak'; cf.Capt.

221, neu permanet palam haec nostra fallacla.

perpetuo perierim: see on 160; perpetuo frequently occurs

with verbal compounds in per-; cf.Bun.1043,H.T.862,Most.550,

Pers.281.

284. bono anlmo esto: since elsewhere In Terence the imperative
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es is always glossed in at least one member of the Callio-

pians j usually by esto (cf.Eun.84, Ad . 543,696 ,Phorm.965) ,

but is never replaced by the gloss, it seems likely that

esto is right here and that TO has been lost in the Rem-

blnus because of the following TV: see Kauer, Burslans

Jahresber. 143(1909) 263.

intus te oblecta: this reading is required, if one prints

esto tu and is substantiated by the fact that the reflexive

pronoun is rarely separated from the verb in Terence (cf.

^6,49,286,322,519,575,623^632,756,763,838,842,886; on the

other hand 6l4): see Dz.-K. ad loc.

286. transacta re convortam me: the tone is somewhat formal

and grandiose. On the ablative absolute, freely used in the

long verses, but limited to stock phrases in senarii, see

Haffter,49f. On convortam me cf. Donatus: 'convertam' mag-

nifice dictum: verburn enlm magnl raolimlnls et gravaminis

ingentis, and Stich. 402, bene re gesta salvos convortor

doraum, in a speech thanking Neptune for a safe homecoming.

ita quaeso; 'please do so': cf.927, H.T.502, and the use

of ita to confirm a statement (e.g.521, Amph.379, Cas.402

and see Thesleff, Yes and No, 26).

sumamus: i.e. consumamus ('let us use up, spend').. An
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adverb is required with this meaning (cf.Pseud.1288, hunc

diem sumpsimus prothyme). The adjective hilarem in the MSS.

has arisen from the declension of the word in the later

period. There is no certain example of hilarls in Plautus

or Terence (cf. the divergence of the MSS. at 756 and Donatus

ad.loc. - hilarum vetuste, non hilarem). There is no certain

example of hilaris, -e, in Plautus and Terence. Bentley's

emendation of hilarem to hilare at Poen.1366 is surely right:

see Dz.-K. on this line.

Ctesipho enters the house and Syrus exits to the forum.




